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I.

Introduction
A.

Purpose of the Specific Plan

The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan (Specific Plan) provides a bridge between the City of Arroyo
Grande’s (City) General Plan and detailed plans, such as development plans and subdivisions. It provides
guidance for all facets of future development within the area including the designation of land uses,
designation of required access and circulation elements, location and sizing of infrastructure, phasing of
development, financing methods for public improvements, and the establishment of standards of
development. Projects submitted to the City will be required to comply with the land use and
development standards in the Specific Plan.
The Specific Plan is intended to also serve as the City’s long-range plan for the development and ongoing use of the various properties within the 15.2± acres encompassed within the boundaries of the
Specific Plan. Figure 1 depicts the current ownership of parcels within the Specific Plan area, including
adjacent parcels in the vicinity. The Specific Plan includes three (3) properties referred to as Subarea I –
SRK Hotels, Inc.; Subarea 2 – NKT Development, LLC (NKT); and Subarea 3 – Arroyo Grande Valley
Japanese Welfare Association (JWA).

B.

Legal Authority for East Cherry Avenue

The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan has been prepared in compliance with the implementation
guidelines for specific plans contained in California Government Code § 65450 et seq. and the City of
Arroyo Grande General Plan Land Use Element Section LU10-2 et seq.
The statutory requirements of the Government Code mandate that a specific plan shall include a text and a
diagram or diagrams which specify in the detail, the following:







The distribution, location, and extent of the uses of land, including open space, within the
area covered by the specific plan.
The proposed distribution, location, and extent and intensity of major components of public
and private transportation, sewage, water, drainage, solid waste disposal, energy, and other
essential facilities proposed to be located within the area covered by the specific plan needed
to support the land uses described in the specific plan.
Standards and criteria by which development will proceed, and standards for the conservation,
development, and utilization of natural resources, where applicable
A program of implementation measures including regulations, programs, public works
projects, and financing measures necessary to carry out the aforementioned.
The specific plan shall include a statement of the relationship to the general plan and how the
specific plan implements the policies of the general plan.

The adoption of a specific plan is a legislative act similar to preparation, adoption and amendments of a
general plan. It may be adopted by resolution or ordinance, and may be amended as often as necessary.
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Figure 1 – East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan Properties and Current Ownership

Subarea 3
Arroyo Grande Valley Japanese Welfare Association

Subarea 2
NKT Development, LLC

Subarea 1
SRK Hotels, Inc.

C.

Properties and Physical Setting within the Specific Plan

The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan area includes properties under three separate ownerships. See
Figure 1. The combined acreage of all the properties is 15.2± acres. See Table 1. All of the properties
with the Specific Plan area are located within the city limits of the City of Arroyo Grande.
Table 1 – Properties within the Specific Plan Boundary
Subarea

Common Reference

APNs

Acres±

1

SRK Hotels, Inc.

076-621-076,
077 & 078

2.16± acres

2

NKT Development, LLC

076-621-079

11.62± acres

3

Arroyo Grande Valley Japanese Welfare Association

076-210-001

1.51± acres

TOTAL ACRES
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Traffic Way borders the East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan area on the west, while East Cherry Avenue
forms the northerly boundary. Single family residential neighborhoods are located to the north and east,
St. Barnabas Church to the south. Commercial establishments are located along the Traffic Way corridor.
The topography of the Specific Plan area is relatively level. A drainage feature is located along the
southerly border of Subareas 2 and 3. The Subarea 1 and 2 properties are currently undeveloped and have
historically been under agricultural production. Conversely, the Subarea 3 site has a deep rooted history
going back to the 1920s. The site, originally purchased in the 1920s by the Arroyo Grande Valley
Japanese Welfare Association, included two houses, two garages, and accessory buildings. In the 1930’s,
a community hall and kitchen structure were constructed. The site has been host to a variety of uses over
time, most recently former Boy Scout Troop 13 (now Troop 413) and the Five Cities Judo Club. In 2011,
the last remaining structure – the community hall – was burned down by arson. See Appendix A for
additional historical information about the Arroyo Grande Valley Japanese Welfare Association.

D.

Specific Plan Objectives

The principal objectives of the East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan include the following:
1. To set forth a land use plan and design concepts for the properties within the Specific Plan
consistent with the City of Arroyo Grande’s General Plan.
2. To provide for historical, recreational and residential opportunities that both complements
and augments the existing uses in the City of Arroyo Grande.
3. To acknowledge the importance of agricultural lands in the City of Arroyo Grande and
comply with the Conservation and Open Space Element Implementation Policy AG 1-4.2.
4. To set forth a development plan(s) capable of underwriting the cost of public and private
infrastructure and capital improvements proposed as part of the Specific Plan.
5. To meet the City of Arroyo Grande’s priorities for orderly and attractive community
development in the context of existing neighborhoods and in recognition of future
development in the vicinity.

E.

Entitlements Associated with the Specific Plan

Entitlement actions to be taken by the City of Arroyo Grande, consistent with the East Cherry Avenue
Specific Plan, are anticipated to include the following actions.







F.

Certification of the East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan Environmental Impact Report
Amendment to the City’s General Plan and Land Use Map
Amendment to the City’s Development Code and Zoning Map
Amendment to the Agriculture, Conservation & Open Space Element’s Creek Locations Map
Adoption of the East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan
Approval of subdivisions and/or conditional use permits for the uses detailed in the Specific
Plan.

Specific Plan Organization

The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan includes text and graphics to illustrate the manner in which the
properties will be developed and a user friendly guide for implementation of the various components of
the individual projects.
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The Specific Plan is organized in six (6) chapters, including:
Chapter I.
Chapter II.
Chapter III.
Chapter IV.
Chapter V.
Chapter VI.

II.

Introduction
Specific Plan Master Land Use(s)
Specific Plan Land Use and Regulatory Provisions
Design Guidelines
Infrastructure and Phasing of Development
Implementation, Administration and Enforcement

Specific Plan Master Land Use(s)
A.

Land Use Plan Overview

The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan provides the framework for future development and expands upon
and clarifies the City of Arroyo Grande’s vision for the subject properties. The City’s General Plan
outlines priorities for housing, economic development, availability of water resources, open space and
agricultural land preservation, traffic and circulation, and neighborhood compatibility and character.
These and other policy considerations are critical to establishing the implementation framework for the
Specific Plan.
While the Specific Plan encompasses a relatively small physical area, it includes a variety of proposed
land uses allowed within the specified land use zones – both existing and proposed. A statistical summary
of the Specific Plan Subareas is provided in Table 2.
Table 2 – Summary of Specific Plan Subareas

Subarea

Common Reference
(current ownership)

Existing
Zoning /
Land Use

Proposed
Land Use
Category

Proposed
Zoning
District

Acres±

1

SRK Hotels, Inc..

Traffic Way
Mixed Use
(TMU D-2.11) /
Mixed-Use

N/A

N/A

2.16±

2

NKT Development, LLC

Agriculture/
Agriculture

SFR Medium
Density
Specific Plan
Overlay

Village
Residential
(VR)

11.62±
( .50±)1

3

AGV Japanese Welfare
Association

Agriculture/
Agriculture

Mixed-Use
Specific Plan
Overlay

Village Mixed
Use (VMU)

1.51±
+.50±1

Total Specific Plan Acreage

15.29±

1

The proposed Vesting Tentative Tract Map 3081 creates a 59-lot residential subdivision + a 1-lot remainder (.5± acres). The
proposal is to merge the remainder lot with the JWA parcel. Therefore, the proposed MU-SP should be applied to the 2.0± future
parcel configuration.
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The Specific Plan envisions various residential and visitor-serving components. Heritage gardens and
agricultural demonstration gardens are part of the Specific Plan. Community facilities (public and quasipublic) would include a cultural archive and community center. While the current zoning allows for
commercial development on the Subarea 1 property, the Specific Plan includes an additional small
component of commercial/retail within the mixed-use Subarea 3 parcel.
The land plans illustrated in Figures 2, and 3 includes Subareas 1, 2, and 3; the summary of that plan,
provided in Table 2, reflects the most accurate information available at this level of planning effort.
Further refinements to the plan(s) may occur as areas within the Specific Plan develop a more detailed
level of design. It is noteworthy that once the Specific Plan is approved, future development may require
additional discretionary approvals.

B.

Specific Plan Properties
1. Subarea 1

The SRK Hotels, Inc. property, is currently zoned Traffic Way Mixed Use (TMU) with a D-2.11 Design
Overlay. The primary purpose of the D-2.11 Design Overlay is to encourage the use of design elements to
enhance the character and appearance of this southern commercial gateway to Arroyo Grande. Uses
allowed within the TMU are limited to automobile and light truck sales and services and related
automotive parts stores, repair shops, and similar vehicle sales, services and accessory uses. All other
permitted uses and Minor Use permitted uses shall be considered subject to a Conditional Use Permit. A
finding that vehicle sales and services and/or similar related uses prescribed are not feasible due to site
specific building and/or property configuration must be made to allow for the noted uses.
No change to the zoning or allowable uses is proposed in the Specific Plan. The SRK Hotels, Inc.
property is included in the Specific Plan to conduct a comprehensive analysis to make certain that any
infrastructure or right-of-way improvements are coordinated with the Subarea 2 and Subarea 3 parcels.
These improvements may include, but are not necessarily limited to, water resources, waste water
disposal, right-of-way improvements, circulation, drainage controls, and landscaping and lighting.
No development is proposed for Subarea 1 at this time.

2. Subarea 2
The approximate 11.74 acre Subarea 2 property is proposed for residential development. Conceptually,
the Specific Plan includes a 54-lot subdivision with total of 51 single-family residential lots. The
proposed residential subdivision is depicted on Figure 2. Access to the project site is via East Cherry
Avenue. To provide a pedestrian friendly streetscape, no private driveways will be located on East Cherry
Avenue. All homes will be accessed via residential streets and alley ways. A new collector road is located
at the future property boundary with the Subarea 1 property. A second road, proposed to access East
Cherry Avenue, is located between Lots 1 and 54. An existing drainage feature is located at the toe of the
slope approximately twenty feet from the southerly border of the property. This drainage feature, created
in this location due to the historical agricultural activities, takes sheet flows from the hillside below the St.
Barnabas Church property. A .41± acre neighborhood park is planned for interior to the project site on
Lots 28 and 37.
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3. Subarea 3
The JWA seeks land uses that will provide economic sustainability, while allowing for the collective
wisdom of the Issei (first generation) pioneers to be housed, honored, shared with the public, and passed
on to future generations. Specifically, the JWA proposed land uses secures the historical residential and
public assembly uses and provides expanded commercial use and residential density necessary for the
present and future economic sustainability of the property. The Specific Plan anticipates uses and
associated structures that will complement the surrounding neighborhood, while providing a setting for
the unique components of the proposed project. While the current property equals approximately 1.52
acres property, an additional .5± acre parcel will be added to the JWA site via the Subarea 2 vesting
tentative tract map and a future lot merger. JWA’s site plan is depicted on Figure 3.
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Figure 2 – Conceptual Site Plan – Subarea 2
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Figure 3 – Conceptual Site Plan – Subarea 3
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III.

Specific Plan Land Use and Regulatory Provisions
A.

Permitted Uses by Land Use Categories

A general description of the intent of the zoning districts is noted in Table 3. The zoning districts - Traffic
Way Mixed Use (TMU), Village Residential (VR) and Village Mixed Use (VMU) currently include a list
of allowable uses, the Specific Plan incorporates those by reference. Table 4 notes the specific allowed
and permitted uses by reference for Subarea 1 and those noted within the Specific Plan for Subarea 2 and
Subarea 3. For ease of reference, see Appendix B for the TMU, VR and VMU development codes in their
entirety.
Table 3 – Summary of Development Intent by Zoning District

Land Use Designation / Description
Traffic Way Mixed Use – Design Overlay District (TMU D-2.11)
The primary purpose of the TMU district is to provide for vehicle sales and services, related retail and
office uses and visitor serving facilities convenient to both freeway traffic and vehicles or pedestrians
from the nearby village area. Development standards and design guidelines are intended to enhance this
specialized mix of uses at the southern gateway to Arroyo Grande which include automobile and small
truck sales and service, equipment rental, repair and related services, offices, wholesale and retail sales
including outdoor display, motels, restaurants and limited residential uses functioning as live-work units.
The TMU district implements and is consistent with the Mixed Use land use category of the general plan.
Village Residential (VR)
The primary purpose of the VR district is to provide for residential uses while preserving the character of
those areas which are historic or close to historic structures. More particularly, the village residential
district is intended to protect historical resources which add interest, identity and variety to older
neighborhoods, contributing to the area's quality of life by providing a visual focus on the city's rural
heritage. The district is intended as an area for the preservation and development of single-family
detached homes at a maximum allowable density of 4.5 dwelling units per gross acre.
Village Mixed Use (VMU) D-2.11 HCO D-2.4
The primary purpose of the VMU district is to provide for a mixture of commercial, office and residential
uses compatible with surrounding residential districts, in small-scale pedestrian-oriented developments.
Regulations for the VMU district combined with the historic character overlay district promote and
preserve older architectural styles, and encourage a harmonious intermingling of other structures. This
district encourages use of existing residential buildings for non-residential uses. Typical uses may include
single and multiple family residential, specialty retail sales, professional offices, personal services and
neighborhood markets. The VMU district implements and is consistent with the village core land use
designation of the general plan
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Table 4– Specific Plan Allowed Uses

Proposed Zoning District and Allowable Uses
Traffic Way Mixed Use – Design Overlay District (TMU D-2.11)
Note: All uses subject to the permitting requirements of Development Code Table 16.36.030(A) – Uses
Permitted Within Mixed Use and Commercial Districts.
Village Residential (VR)
Single-family detached
Vacation rentals and homestays
Guest quarters
Second residential dwelling unit
Note: All other uses subject to the permitting requirements of Development Code Table 16.32.040-A
Uses Permitted Within Residential Districts.
Village Mixed Use (VMU)
Office
Community center
Personal services
Library, museum
Vacation rentals and homestays
Park, playground
Accessory retail uses
School - Specialized education/training
Artisan shop
Studio - art, dance, martial arts, music, etc.
Farmers market
Assisted Living
General retail
Home occupation
Groceries, specialty foods
Single family residential
Produce stand
Multi-family housing
Restaurant, Café, Coffee shop
Residential care facility
Club, lodge, private meeting hall
Note: All other uses subject to the permitting requirements of Development Code Table 16.36.030(A) –
Uses Permitted Within Mixed Use and Commercial Districts.

B.

Specific Plan Development Standards

The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan has been prepared to outline various land use and development
standards as identified in the City’s General Plan and Development Code(s) for the East Cherry Avenue
Specific Plan properties. The Specific Plan defines development standards as a framework for residential,
commercial, and mixed-use land uses within the designated Specific Plan subareas.
The standards in the Specific Plan are generally similar to the City’s established standards, but in some
situations, height limits, setbacks, minimum parcel sizes, and other noted standards have been modified or
added to meet the vision of the Specific Plan. The following development standards are applicable to all
Specific Plan properties and supersede the City’s existing Development Code regulations. All other City
development regulations, such as land division, excavation, grading, erosion and sediment control will
remain applicable with any revisions, noted in the Specific Plan and summarized in Chapter VI.
Implementation, Administration, and Enforcement.
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Development standards are outlined in Tables 5, 6 and 7. Table 5 includes the development standards for
the commercial land use district. Table 6 includes the development standards for the residential land use
district, while Table 7 includes development standards for the mixed-use land use district.
In the event that one or more of these standards are not achieving the design and development objectives
in the Specific Plan, the development standards in Table 5, 6 and 7 may be modified pursuant to
processing a new and/or amended Conditional Use Permit with subsequent review by the Planning
Commission, without amending this Specific Plan. If development standards are modified or adjusted on
a case-by-case basis, the Planning Commission shall make findings that such modification or adjustment
is consistent with the design objectives of the Specific Plan.
Table 5 – Traffic Way Mixed Use (TMU) District Development Standards

Development Standard
1. Maximum Density
Mixed Use Projects
2. Minimum Lot Size
3. Minimum Lot Width
4. Front Yard Setback
5. Rear Yard Setback

6. Side Yard Setback

7. Street Side Yard
Setback
8. Building Size Limits

9. Site Coverage and Floor
Area Ratio
10. Site Design and Signs
11. Off-Street Parking and
Loading

Draft East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan
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Traffic Way Mixed Use (TMU) Requirement
New residential limited to live-work units in conjunction with allowed
uses. Density determined by discretionary action.
10,000 square feet (gross).
80 feet
0 - 15 feet. Exceptions may include areas for outdoor sales determined
through discretionary action.
0 - 15 feet. Wherever a lot in any commercial or mixed use district abuts
a residential use or a lot in any residential use district, a minimum
building setback of twenty (20) feet measured from the property line
shall be required for proposed commercial use.).
0 feet. Wherever a lot in any commercial or mixed use district abuts a
residential use or a lot in any residential use district, a minimum building
setback of twenty (20) feet measured from the property line shall be
required for proposed commercial use.
0 - 15 feet. Exceptions may include areas for outdoor sales determined
through discretionary action.
Maximum height is 30 feet or three stories, whichever is less; a
maximum of 36 feet is allowable through the CUP process for visitor
serving uses. Maximum building size is 50,000 square feet; a greater size
may be allowed through the CUP process.
Maximum coverage of site is 75%. Maximum floor area ratio is .75.
See Design Guidelines and Standards D-2.11. Additional sign standards
also in Chapter 16.60
See Design Guidelines and Standards D-2.11 Exhibit 'A' for shared
parking locations. See Also Section 16.56.020. Exceptions allowed by
Section 16.16.120
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Table 6 – Specific Plan Village Residential (VR) District Development Standards

Development Standard

Village Residential (VR) Requirement

1. Maximum Density (DU/gross
acre)
2. Minimum Lot Size
3. Minimum Lot Width
4. Minimum Average Lot Depth

4.5 dwelling units per gross acre

5. Minimum Front Yard New
Subdivisions of 5+ Lots1
Infill and Additions

15 feet to residential structure, 8 feet to porch, 18 feet to front loaded
garage
Setbacks listed above or the average setback of structures to the
street on either side and directly across block front for properties in
the same district
5 feet

6. Minimum Interior Side Yard
Setback
7. Minimum Front/Street Yard
Setback1
8. Minimum Rear Yard Setback2

4,300 net square feet
50 feet at building setback
70 feet

10 feet building, 5 feet to porch, 18 feet to garage
10 feet (1-story), 15 feet (2-story)

9. Maximum Lot Coverage

55%

10. Maximum Height

30 feet or 2 stories, whichever is less; 14 feet for accessory buildings

11. Minimum Distance between
Buildings
12. Fencing Setback

10 feet, including between main dwellings and accessory structures

13. Two-car Garages

Minimum 22 feet wide x 22 feet deep

14. Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

Lot Size
0—4,000 square feet net
4,001—7,199 square feet net
7,200—11,999 square feet net
12,000 – 39,000 square feet net

5 feet from property line, 0 feet from access easement

FAR
0.35
0.55
0.50
0.45

PARKING3
15. Single-family Homes

2 spaces/unit within an enclosed garage. Alley loaded lots to provide
one (1) additional on-site guest parking space.

1

The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan Design Guidelines encourages varying setbacks by as much as 5-feet.
Infill development on a parcel within a previously approved project. Where the city has established specific setback
requirements for single-family or multifamily residential parcels through the approval of a specific plan, subdivision map,
planned unit development or other entitlement, those setbacks shall apply to infill development and additions within the approved
project.
2

3

Chapter 16.32 Residential Districts Section 16.32.030 F. Special Use Regulations for the Village Residential District shall
apply.
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Table 7 – Specific Plan Village Mixed Use (VMU) District Development Standards

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Development Standard

Village Mixed Use (VMU) Requirement

Maximum Density
Minimum Lot Size
Minimum Lot Width
Front Yard Setback
Rear Yard Setback
Side Yard Setback

15 dwelling units per gross acre.
5,000 square feet.
40 feet.
0 - 15 feet.
0 - 15 feet. 10 feet required when the project abuts a residential district.
5 feet when the project abuts a residential district for single story
structures and 10 feet is required, on one side, for a multiple stories.1
0 - 15 feet.
Maximum height is 30 feet or three stories, whichever is less; a
maximum of 36 feet is allowable through the MUP process. Maximum
building size is 10,000 square feet.
Maximum coverage of site is 100%. Maximum FAR is 1.

7. Street Side Yard Setback
8. Building Size Limits

9. Site Coverage/Floor Area
Ratio (FAR)
10. Site Design
11. Off-Street Parking and
Loading
12. Signs
PARKING3,4
1. Senior housing –
independent living
2. Public and semi-public
buildings
3. General retail
4. Hotels & motels, includes
B&B
5. Outdoor sales

See Specific Plan Design Guidelines. (See Design Guidelines and
Standards for Historic Districts2.)
See Parking below. [See Section 16.56.020(C)].
See Chapter 16.60 Signage
Studio - 1 space /unit.
1+ Bedrooms – 1 space/unit.
1 space/5 fixed seats or 1 space/50 square feet of floor area designed for
public assembly.
1 space/300 square feet of gross floor area accessible to the public,
excluding restrooms.
1 parking space/unit, and 2 parking spaces for the manager’s office, as
applicable.
1 space/2,000 SF open area for the 1st 10,000 SF, then 1 space/5,000
SF > 10,000 SF.

1

The proposed archive building is exempt from these requirements, as it will be reconstructed in the original location of the
former hall building.
2
Design Guidelines and Standards for the Historic Character Overlay District (D-2.4) are noted for reference only, as the East
Cherry Avenue Specific Plan Design Guidelines shall prevail.
3
Parking required for residential use in mixed use projects does not need to be covered. See Muni Code Section 16.56.060 Item 1.
4
Required parking may be reduced pursuant to Muni Code Section 16.56.050.
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C.

General Plan Consistency - Project Relevant Policies

The General Plan serves to identify the community’s land use, circulation, environmental, economic, and
social goals and policies as they relate to land use and development. The General Plan provides a basis for
local government decision-making and also provides citizens with opportunities to participate in the
planning and decision-making process of their communities. A specific plan is a hybrid that can combine
policy statements with development regulations. As such, specific plans are also required to conform to
the General Plan.
While the required contents of a specific plan must conform to Planning and Zoning Law (California
Government Code Section 65000-66037), they must also have a relationship with the approved General
Plan. In essence, the goals and policies in the General Plan form the basis of and explicitly inform the
preparation of a specific plan. The General Plan Land Use Element provides guidance on the necessity of
a specific plan – for relatively large properties or sites that involve diverse adjoining land uses or unusual
or unique features. (See LU 10-2) More specifically, General Plan Land Use Element policy LU5-13
speaks directly to the subject properties.
The 14± are southeast of Traffic Way and E. Cherry Avenue is designated as “Mixed
use, Planned Development” (MU-PD), including residential, agriculture related, and
commercial components. The residential planned development component may include
single-family residential development with lot sizes of 5,500 square feet or more. The
agricultural related component may include organic farms, teaching farms, or similar
specialty uses (not involving pesticide applications). The commercial component of the
Mixed Use, Planned Development may include agricultural services and/or farm
supplies, nursery, or other uses allowed or conditionally permitted in the Mixed Use
district fronting on Traffic Way.
The following describe policies of the various General Plan Elements that relate to the East Cherry
Avenue Specific Plan. While not all inclusive, these particular policies have a direct correlation to the
ultimate development of the East Cherry Avenue properties.

1. Agricultural Conservation and Open Space
Policies embedded in the Agricultural Conservation and Open Space Element of the General Plan address
the importance of prime farm lands, their protection, and provide mitigation measures for the potential
loss of agricultural lands. Mitigation measures consist of the permanent protection of prime farmland soils
at a ratio of 1:1 and up to 2:1, in addition to alternative mitigation measures that include payment of inlieu fees or such other mitigation acceptable to the City Council.
Based upon the Agriculture land use designation of the properties in Subarea 2, and the subsequent
change in land use designation(s), this Specific Plan area will be required to comply with the noted policy
to compensate for acreage of land removed from the capability for agricultural use.
Subarea 3, based upon the historic use of the site, acknowledgement of the cultural heritage of the
Japanese agricultural community in Arroyo Grande, and the proposed development of historic orchards,
Japanese cultural gardens, and farm gardens, the City Council agreed that the development in and of itself
constituted appropriate mitigation to satisfy the loss of agricultural lands.
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2. Circulation Element
Policies in the General Plan Circulation Element specifically address the need to define and preserve
“study area” corridors and alternatives for future roadway improvements. In addition, the policies address
the requirement, in the vicinity of a study area, that new development provide all or a portion of right-ofway and improvements that are associated with the new development.
Subarea 1 and Subarea 2 will be contributing to the City’s long-term vision for the future growth potential
that includes properties both within the city limits and the Sphere of Influence, located at the southern end
of the City of Arroyo Grande. A new collector road has been designed and is located along the westerly
boundary of Subarea 2. This new collector will stub out to Subarea 2’s south property boundary for a
future connection, and exit onto East Cherry Avenue.

3. Economic Development Element
The purpose of this element of the General Plan is to provide a framework for residents, business owners,
prospective new business owners, and City officials to guide the City’s economic growth for the next 10
years. There are a number of goals, objectives, policies, and implementation measures that provide this
guidance.
While new residential development is not, in and of itself, an economic driver, it nonetheless provides for
a small increase in property values and related taxes, contributes to the local school district via fees,
increases the housing stock, and provides a potential for a “trickle-down effect” for local goods and
services required by new homeowners.
While not technically in the Village Core, the proposed improvements to the JWA property speak directly
to the enhancement of the community image via its rich cultural background and the directive to preserve
the historic nature of contributions by certain sectors of the population. The City’s strategy to promote the
importance of tourism is well served by the JWA proposal to provide a cultural archive, community hall,
and gardens and related activity areas that underscore the agricultural contributions of the Japanese
Americans to the City of Arroyo Grande.
Certainly, the impetus behind the Traffic Way Mixed Use (TMU) designation was to improve the visual
experience and quality of the corridor and, in doing so, enhance its commercial viability and contributions
to the City’s economic base. While the original focus was on auto dealerships, which are undoubtedly a
sales tax generator, other uses may be viable that both support the City’s goal of visitor-serving uses and
revenue generation .

4. Housing Element
The General Plan Housing Element provides an analysis of the existing and projected housing needs for
the City. Local and State governments have a responsibility to use the powers vested in them to facilitate
the improvement and development of housing to make adequate provision for the housing needs of all
economic segments of the community. The City of Arroyo Grande envisions adoption of policies,
programs, regulations, standards and procedures to encourage increased housing supply in order to
provide their fair share of the regional housing need.
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The population growth that occurred in Arroyo Grande from 2000 to 2010 was higher than the
surrounding communities, but less than the State and County growth. The vacancy rate for rental units is
less than the optimal rate and indicates a shortage of rental housing units in the City. However, this is not
an uncommon statistic in the south San Luis Obispo County area. Grover Beach has an overall total unit
vacancy rate of 11 percent and San Luis Obispo, seven percent, while Pismo Beach has an extremely high
overall vacancy rate of 31 percent.
The Specific Plan areas include an increase in single-family detached residences, which complements the
pattern of the residential densities found in the adjacent and neighboring properties. While considered a
small increase in housing, Subarea 2 will, nonetheless, provide for a new supply of housing in close
proximity to services, thereby potentially reducing vehicle emissions and promoting a healthier life style.
The housing proposed Subarea 3 provides for independent senior living, which is a much needed housing
type based upon the explosion of the ageing baby boomer population. The visitor-serving aspect of the
B&B unit provides an opportunity for a unique experience, not currently offered in the City.

5. Fringe and Urban Area Land Use Element
The Land Use Element establishes policies regarding urban growth, annexation, General Plan Map
designations, and key land use policies for individual neighborhoods and groups of neighborhoods within
the City. The Land Use section is organized to: plan for sufficient land for residential, industrial,
commercial and public uses; to appropriately locate land uses in order to enhance community character;
to preserve important natural resources and sensitive lands; and to enable the City to efficiently ensure
that adequate municipal services are provided.
This element of the General Plan, in conjunction with other chapters of the General Plan, provides a guide
to the future use of undeveloped land, to the use and maintenance of the built environment, and to the
redevelopment and in-fill policies where the existing built environment no longer makes the best use of
limited resources. This element helps to define the neighborhoods’ visions for changes that may occur
within their boundaries and for preventing changes that they feel may threaten their neighborhoods. It
provides a framework for use by policy makers, commissions, and City staff, to assist in the evaluation of
land development proposals and the legislation that guides land use in the City.
While the Land Use Element contains many policies, the noted policies below address specifically the
East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan subareas.
No development is proposed for Subarea 1. Subarea 1 is included in the East Cherry Avenue Specific
Plan to comprehensively plan for infrastructure improvements – traffic and circulation, water resources,
wastewater disposal, and other utility connections. Minor modifications to the Design Guidelines and
Standards for Design Overlay District D2.11 – Traffic Way and Station Way are included in the Specific
Plan Design Guidelines.
The development of Subarea 2 complies with both the following additional policies: LU2 Accommodate a
broad range of Single Family Residential (SFR) housing densities within the City; and LU2-4
Accommodate the development of urban, single-family residential units in areas designated as SingleFamily Residential – Medium Density (SFR-MD). While policy LU2-4.1 allows for a maximum of 4.5
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dwelling units/acre, LU2-4.2 provides for alternative development standards, and increased density
(maximum of 10%) where superior neo-traditional subdivision design is proposed. The Specific Plan
ensures that development within Subarea 2 will be of a superior design.
The development of Subarea 3, as a mixed use land use, will provide for a diversity of retail, residential
and visitor serving uses that is both compatible with and supports the neighborhood and the greater
community (Mixed Use LU5-1). Subarea 3 is strategically located near Traffic Way – a major arterial that
will provide easy access to the subject property. While the proposed uses on Subarea 3 comport with the
stated Mixed Use policies, it is especially noteworthy that the JWA proposal underscores the stated
importance of both resident and visitor-serving accommodations and the key cultural components
embedded in the project design.
Growth Management policies typically address and promote a pattern of land use that protects the
integrity of existing land uses, area resources, and infrastructure. Many of the policies outlined in the
growth management section are applicable to development of the East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan areas,
and therefore have been included in the Specific Plan to ensure substantial conformance, for example:
LU11-1 requires that new developments be at an appropriate density or intensity based upon compatibility
with the majority of existing surrounding land uses; LU11-1.4 restricts new urban single family, multiple
family, and mobile home uses to infill areas adjacent to existing developments of similar density; LU11-2
requires that new development should be designed to create pleasing transitions to surrounding
development; and LU11-2.4 requires that new developments be designed so as to respect the views from
existing developments; provide view corridors which are oriented toward existing or proposed community
amenities, such as a park, open space, or natural features.
The City of Arroyo Grande takes pride in its small town character and rural setting. The retention and
enhancement of this character is at the foundation of the City’s vision for planning and growth
management. The Specific Plan has been created to ensure that the policies embedded in the Land Use
Element, and specifically those addressing Town Character and Community Design Guidelines (LU 12),
are incorporated by reference such that future development of the subareas are in conformance with the
essence of Arroyo Grande’s small town character and rural setting.

6. Parks and Recreation Element
The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan areas are required to adequately provide for the recreational needs
of the City’s residents and visitors and, in doing so, will be in substantial conformance with the objectives
and policies expressed in the Parks and Recreation Element.
The proposed development in Subarea 2 is required to contain a neighborhood park to serve the day-today needs of the new neighborhood by including such amenities as playgrounds suited for primary school
age children, and areas for passive recreation (e.g., pathways, seating, BBQ areas). The proposed
development in Subarea 3 includes typical passive recreational amenities, while adding an educational
component, not typically provided for in development.
Bicycle lanes and traffic calming devices will be required to be included in future development proposals
to ensure safe street crossings and promote alternative methods of transportation and healthier life styles.
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IV.

Design Guidelines
A.

Overview of Purpose and Intent

This section of the Specific Plan establishes design guidelines for the proposed developments to ensure
compliance with the General Plan goals and policies and the community desires for high-quality,
aesthetically pleasing, and compatible development.
The following design principles and Specific Plan Design Guidelines are compatible with the City’s
existing guidance documents: Design Guidelines and Standards for the Historic Character Overlay
District (D-2.4), inclusive of the Village Residential District and the Village Mixed Use District (albeit,
the properties are not currently in or adjacent to the existing overlay area), and the Design Overlay
District (D-2.11) pertaining to the Traffic Way area. The table below clarifies each subarea and the
applicable design guidelines.
Table 8 – Specific Plan Designations and Applicable Design Guidelines

Subarea

Zoning

Acres±

Design Guidelines

1

Traffic Mixed Use (TMU-SP)

2.16±

Design Overlay District D-2.11 +
East Cherry Specific Design Guidelines*

2

Village Residential (VR-SP)

11.12±

East Cherry Specific Design Guidelines*
(see Appendix E- Residential)

3

Village Mixed Use (VMU-SP)

2.01±

East Cherry Specific Design Guidelines*
(see Appendix E- Mixed-Use)

TOTAL ACRES

15.29±

* As compatible with concepts found in Design Guidelines and Standards for the Historic Character
Overlay District (D-2.11)
For reference, the existing guidance documents can be found in Appendix C and Appendix D,
respectively. See Appendix E for the East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan Design Guidelines. These
guidelines provide a framework for commercial and residential planning, architecture and landscape
architecture, while addressing the unique nature of the Subarea 3 property and a contemporary
interpretation of its historic character. The proposed guidelines take their cue from the Japanese art, called
wabi-sabi, of finding beauty and tranquility in simple things and in nature. Modifications to the existing
Design Guidelines and Standards for Design Overlay District (D-2.11) – Traffic Way and Station Way,
maintains the high quality design goals and policies while allowing for flexibility for additional
architectural styles.
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B.

Key Design Principles

Future development pursuant to this Specific Plan shall be consistent with the following design principles.













C.

Preservation of habitat areas and trees – Existing trees shall be evaluated for their health
and vigor and incorporated into project design(s). Habitat areas (e.g., man-made drainage
features that have established riparian vegetation) shall be preserved and/or enhanced.
Public space – Public space should be integrated into the individual project designs to
promote pedestrian scale and character, and a sense of place. Residential neighborhoods shall
be designed with common areas with consideration for both passive and active recreational
components, as applicable.
Pedestrian enhancement – Residential development should foster neighborhood
connectivity through the design of streets, sidewalks/pathways, and alternative modes of
transportation.
Building design and social interaction – Design features such as porches, front yards along
streets, entries facing public walkways should be incorporated into the residential design to
strengthen neighborhood atmosphere.
Water conservation – Designs shall incorporate low water use fixtures and appliances,
appropriate landscape design, low volume irrigation systems, drought tolerant native or nonnative, non-invasive plant material.
Low impact development (LID) – Various design strategies shall be employed to reduce
impacts to water quality and drainage.
Minimize air quality impacts – All development shall include various measures to minimize
greenhouse gas emissions and contribute to an overall cumulative air quality.

Design Review Process

Prior to submittal of construction documents for the individual projects within the Specific Plan,
conceptual site, building and related features and amenities shall be submitted to the City for review by
the Architectural Review Committee (ARC). The ARC is charged with determining that individual
Specific Plan projects meet the intent of these design guidelines.
Construction documents prepared for individual building projects shall be submitted to the City and
reviewed by the Building Department and various other departments, as required. The Community
Development Department shall be responsible for ensuring that the plans are in substantial conformance
with the design guidelines in the Specific Plan. The Community Development Director shall be
authorized to allow minor deviations from the Specific Plan guidelines subject to findings that the
requested deviation is consistent with the intent of the East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan.

D.

Architectural Design Guidelines

The Specific Plan’s architectural design guidelines, included in Appendix E, reflect the distinct
differences between the single family residential project and the mixed-use nature of the JWA project.
The Subarea 1 property is subject to the Design Guidelines and Standards for Design Overlay District (D2.11) that pertain to the Traffic Way Area, as modified, and are incorporated herein by reference.
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E.

Landscape Design Guidelines

The intent of the East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan is to define landscape architectural improvements that
provide a sense of continuity between the varied uses, yet recognizes the uniqueness of the individual
developments. Exterior landscape architectural treatments, including both hardscape and softscape
elements (i.e., plantings), will provide a unifying theme to the physical design of the varying uses, while
maintaining individual design expression.
Distinctive building design will benefit from the consistency in streetscape design and materials including
a unifying palette of vegetation and tree selection. This would include the streetscape for both the public
right-of-way and any proposed interior streets. The City of Arroyo Grande provides a list of acceptable
street trees. Street trees shall be chosen to provide a sense of place or unity in the neighborhood.
Landscape plant selections shall also conform to macro- and micro-climatic requirements. In general,
plant material shall be native and/or drought tolerant to the greatest extent possible. Invasive non-native
species are prohibited.
Street trees and related parkway plantings shall be installed with a palette of species and landscaping
appropriate in scale and species for each street type. Street trees shall be installed on both sides of the
streets and be spaced thirty-five feet (35’) on center. Each street should have one dominant species of
street tree for in-sidewalk planters or parkways, with alternate tree types for any in-street parking space
trees and planted medians. Large canopy, deep-rooted street trees should be used on all streets, as listed
on the City of Arroyo Grande Parks Division Tree List.

F.

Signage and Lighting Guidelines

Entry signage for the proposed projects should be easily visible by motorists, pedestrian scale, and reflect
the architectural theme and character of the specific project. Unless noted, the City’s Development Code
Chapter 16.60 – Signs will dictate the specific standards for signage, including number of signs, sign
dimensions, illumination, accessory and incidental and supplemental signs.
Lighting for the projects shall be designed to provide for safety, utility and decoration. Lighting fixtures
and their operations shall comply with the City’s Development Code Chapter 16.48.090 and standards
promulgated by the International Dark-Sky Association/Illuminating Engineers Society Model Lighting
Ordinance (http://www.darksky.org/assets/documents/MLO/MLO_FINAL_June2011.pdf)
In general, lighting fixtures shall be downward-facing, fully shielded and recessed to reduce spill and
glare and preserve the starry night sky. Fixtures for the illumination of streets and public spaces shall be
energy efficient LED.

G.

Roadway Design Standards

The Specific Plan area is bounded by East Cherry Avenue, a collector street, on its northerly boundary
and Traffic Way, an arterial street, along the Subarea 1’s westerly boundary. No improvements are
planned for Traffic Way in this Specific Plan. Roadway design standards developed for the Specific Plan
include four (4) types of roads that comply with the engineering standards. Subarea 2’s internal
circulation includes public roadways and a private alley way, while Subarea 3’s internal circulation
system includes solely private driveways. Designs for Subarea 2 and Subarea 3 shall provide on-site fire
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and emergency vehicle access and circulation. Figures 4 – 7 depict the five (5) road types, including the
following.





East Cherry Avenue Collector
Project Collector
Residential Interior Streets
Residential Alley

“Collector” roads are defined as two-lanes with or without turn lanes, controlled access, with on-street
parking optional and typically include eighty-four feet of right-of-way. There are two collector roads
associated with the Specific Plan Area – the existing East Cherry Avenue and a new collector to be
located between Subarea 1 and Subarea 2. Improvements to East Cherry Avenue include upgrades to the
right-of-way in the form of pedestrian sidewalks, parkways, parking, and bicycle lanes. The proposed
collector street between Subarea 1 and Subarea 2 recognizes the City of Arroyo Grande’s long term vision
to provide circulation to properties currently within the city limit and other properties within the City’s
Sphere of Influence that are located to the south.
“Residential Interior Streets” are designed to provide access within the single family residential
neighborhood. These streets are intended to serve residential and visitor uses with adequate on-street
parking. The residential interior street includes the following section:


(2) 12-foot travel lanes, (2) 8-foot parking areas, and (2) 6-foot sidewalks, with vegetated
bioswales at the back of sidewalk.

The “Residential Alley” is designed to provide rear access to abutting lots and allows for a more
pedestrian oriented development with front doors/front porches facing the adjacent streets. The alley way
measures 26-feet wide, with a three (3) foot driveway access easement to each garage. Parking in the
alley will be prohibited, while parking in garages will be encouraged via a recorded Declaration of
Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions.
All street standards shall be reviewed and revised by the City Engineer, including optional features such
as landscaped medians, curb bulb-outs and parkways, and/or street trees and similar design amenities
when approved by the City of Arroyo Grande. Alternative street standards will also be considered.
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Figure 4 – Section – East Cherry Avenue Collector

Figure 5 – Section – Project Collector (Road “A”)
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Figure 6 – Section – Residential Interior Street (Roads “B” and “C”)

Figure 7 – Section – Residential Alley (private) and Example Photos of Residential Alleys
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H.

Energy Conservation, Air Quality and Site and Building Design

Buildings in the United States account for 36 percent of total energy use, 65 percent of electricity
consumption, and 30 percent of greenhouse gas emissions. The vast majority of energy used to power
buildings comes from nonrenewable resources. Fostering a transition to sustainable energy use involves
addressing not only the energy’s source, but also its efficient use. One of the most cost-effective ways to
manage energy use in buildings it to employ principles of conservation design – proper siting of buildings,
landscaping and other site design considerations, and a comprehensive approach to building dynamics.
Projects in the Specific Plan area shall consider and employ the following techniques to further energy
conservation.

1. Site Design Considerations









Situate lots and roads to minimize building exposure to the east and west.
Increase density with the urban core and urban reserve lines.
Orient a building so that the longest building side faces north/south.
Orient buildings toward streets with automobile parking in the rear to promote a pedestrianfriendly environment.
Design roof awnings to maximize sunlight exposure in the winter and shading in the summer.
Build structures close together to create a wake in the wind (weakening wind velocity) to help
save heating costs.
Design streets and staggers lots to create wind disturbances that will save heating costs.
Provide good access to/from the development for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users.

2. Landscaping and Other Site Design Considerations






Preserve or install shade trees to reduce heating and/or cooling costs.
Specify trees and shrubs, typically evergreens, as a windbreak to reduce annual fuel costs.
Consider opportunities for alternative energy production, such as solar, when planning the
landscape.
Eliminate turf areas in single-family residential designs with an allowance for turf grass in
recreational areas only.
Encourage the use of gray water systems for individual residential lots pursuant to the 2013
California Plumbing Code Chapter 16 Section 1602.2 et. seq.

3. Building Dynamics




Utilize green building materials (materials which are resource efficient, recycles, and
sustainable) available locally, if possible
Create a well-insulated and airtight seal around the building, including double-paned, operable
windows.
Consider available technologies to reduce energy consumption including, but not limited to,
HVAC systems, thermostats, lighting fixtures, water fixtures and appliances, and alternative
energy sources.
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V.

Utilize built-in energy efficient appliances (i.e., Energy Star®).
Use roofing material with a solar reflectance values meeting the EPA/DOE Energy Star® rating
to reduce summer cooling needs.
Design buildings to include roof overhangs to block summer sun, but not the winter sun (i.e.,
passive solar design).

Infrastructure and Phasing of Development
A.

Public Services

A variety of demands for public services are associated with the change in and intensification of use for
the Specific Plan areas. These demands take the form of infrastructure to serve the future land uses, such
as roads, water, wastewater disposal, utilities, in addition to other general City services, such as police
and fire protection, general government administrative services, recreation programs, etc.
The Specific Plan will quantify the overall demands for water resources and wastewater treatment based
upon the proposed uses anticipated in Subarea 2 and Subarea 3. The Specific Plan assumes that Subarea 1
demands will not change from the base line demands established under its current zoning district.
Standards for storm water management and the implementation of Low Impact Development (LID) and
post-construction stormwater management methodologies will be required to be developed for individual
projects within the Specific Plan area.
The Specific Plan includes an infrastructure phasing plan that will define the build-out of the individual
projects and what resources and infrastructure will be completed to support each phase.

B.

Water Supplies

The City receives water from both groundwater and surface water. Groundwater is extracted primarily
from the Arroyo Grande Plain of the Tri-Cities Mesa sub-basin of the Santa Maria Groundwater Basin. In
addition to groundwater, the City receives surface water from the Lopez Reservoir project, which
provides a contractual supply of 2,290 acre-feet annually. The City has a variety of water sources
including groundwater, local surface water, and ponded storm water used for groundwater recharge,
irrigation and construction water.
The City currently operates six (6) storage reservoirs, which are capable of storing a total of 6.7 million
gallons. The City’s water service area population includes both connections inside the city limits, outside
of the city limits, and excludes connections served by the Oceano Community Service District in an area
in the southwest portion of the city limits. All connections to the City’s water system are metered, and
there are no agricultural or industrial connections to the City’s water system.
Based upon the City’s Water System Master Plan (December 2012, adopted by City Council Resolution,
22 January 2013) and the 2015 Urban Water Management Plan (June 22, 2016), the City currently serves
water to a population of 17,731 residents. The population of the City is expected to grow from its current
level of approximately 17,731 residents to 20,000 residents at build-out. The Water System Master Plan
included a recommendation for infrastructure improvements recommended for the ultimate build-out of
the City.
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California is currently facing its fourth year of drought conditions. As of February 2015, the City of
Arroyo Grande City Council approved water conservation and emergency water shortage restrictions and
regulations framework. These restrictions and regulations are part of a comprehensive strategy to address
the City’s long-term water supply needs through increased water conservation measures, to protect the
existing water supply by pursuing studies to consider a project that will use recycled water to prevent
seawater intrusion.
New water mains and related infrastructure shall be installed by the individual developers in the Specific
Plan area under the guidance of the City Engineer. Individual tract maps and development plans will
provide detailed utilities analyses to support specific land uses, and shall be approved by the City
Engineer.

C.

Water Demands

Water demands for Subarea 2, and 3 have been calculated and are presented in Table 9.
Table 9 – Projected Water Demands

Subarea

Existing (E)&
Proposed (P)
Land Use
District

Proposed Uses

Quantity
(# of Units)

1

(E) TMU

TBD

-

2

(P) Village
Residential (VR-SP)
(P) Village Mixed
Use (VMU-SP)

3

Medium Density
Residential
▪ Visitor-Serving
(Cultural archive &
community center)
▪ Senior/Group
Housing
▪ Caretaker’s Unit
+ Commercial
Kitchen
▪ B + B Unit/Guest
House
▪ Retail/Farmstand
ESTIMATED WATER DEMAND

Water Use
Factor

Water
Demand
(afy)

51

0.3 afy/unit1

15.30

3,403 sf

.06 afy/1000 sf

0.20

10

0.10 afy/unit

1.0

1
690 sf

0.3 afy/unit +
1.32/1000 sf

0.30
0.91

1

0.13 afy/unit

0.13

550 sf

0.30/1000 sf

0.16
18.00

1

Water demand estimates are derived from the City of Arroyo Grande Urban Water System Master Specific Plan, December
2012 and cross referenced to water demand factors from the cities of Pismo Beach and San Luis Obispo.
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D.

Historic Agricultural Water Use

A portion of Subarea 1 and the entire Subarea 2 parcel have been historically farmed with a variety of
vegetable row crops – broccoli, cabbage, celery, and lettuce, etc. Crop rotation has allowed for
approximately 2 to 2.25 crops of vegetables per year per acre. Traditionally, supplemental irrigation has
been applied with overhead sprinklers. The supplemental irrigation is provided by two (2) existing water
wells located on the Subarea 2 parcel. One of the agricultural wells will be made accessible to Subarea 3
for use as supplemental irrigation on the common area landscaping. The following represents the water
demand factors per crop.
Type of Crop

Type of Irrigation

Water Use Factor(s)2

Broccoli

Overhead Spray

1.5 – 2.5 acre feet/acre

Cabbage

Overhead Spray

1.5 – 2.0 acre feet/acre

Celery

Overhead Spray

2.5 – 3.5 acre feet/acre

Lettuce

Overhead Spray

1.5 – 2.0 acre feet/acre

Table 10 represents the historic and current agricultural water use on Subarea 1 and Subarea 2, the
projected water use for the proposed projects (including Subarea 3), and the resultant delta.
Table 10 – Agricultural Water Use vs. Projected Water Demands
SUBAREA
2
3
TOTALS

E.

AREA
(Acres ±)
11.6
1.5
15.3

CURRENT
USEAGE
34.8
0.00
34.8

PROJECTED WATER
DEMAND
15.3
2.7
18.0

DELTA
(afy)
19.5
(2.7)
16.83

Wastewater Services and Wastewater Disposal Demands

The City of Arroyo Grande provides a wastewater collection system for residential, commercial, and
institutional buildings within the City. The City's collection system conveys raw wastewater to trunk
mains owned and operated by the South San Luis Obispo Sanitation District (SSLOCSD). Wastewater
treatment and ocean disposal is also provided by SSLOCSD.
According to the State of California, Department of Finance, the 2014 population was approximately
17,323 is expected to increase to 20,000 at build‐out of the existing city limit. As the City corrects current
2

Source: UC Davis – Vegetable Research & Information Center
http://anrcatalog.ucdavis.edu/pdf/7220.pdf; /7211.pdf; & /7208.pdf58
University of California Ag & Natural Resources Statewide Integrated Pest Management Program
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/r441311511.html

The projects, as proposed, are projected to increase the City’s water supply entitlement by approximately 16.8acre
feet/year. The conversion from agricultural production to visitor-serving and residential uses will add approximately
0..05% back to the City’s existing 3,813 acre feet/year entitlement. Source: 2015 UWMP. Agricultural conversion
credits, outlined in the 2002 Agreement Regarding Management of the Arroyo Grande Basin, are calculated based
upon three (3) years of metered water use averaged to determine urban use.
3
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capacity and age‐related problems with the system infrastructure, the City intends to construct wastewater
system improvements consistent with the ultimate needs of the system, to make certain that the
wastewater collection facilities are adequate for build‐out, and to establish a capital improvements
projects program, accordingly. The City operates five (5) wastewater lift stations within its collection
system. All lift stations have the capacity to meet build-out peak hour wet weather flows.
The South San Luis Obispo Sanitation District is made up of three member agencies including the City of
Arroyo Grande, the City of Grover Beach, and the Ocean Community services District. Wastewater
collection (trunk sewers only), treatment, and disposal capacity available for each member agency is not
established by contract. Instead, expansion-related upgrades are funded by development impact fees that
are paid when development occurs within each of the agencies. As a result, the development impact fees
are calculated on a proportional basis and dependent upon the specific project demands. The SSLOCSD
wastewater treatment plan is currently operating at approximately 58% (2.88mgd) of its 5.0 million gallon
per day capacity.
Wastewater demands for Subarea 2 and Subarea 3 and have been projected based upon estimated
wastewater flows of various existing development types within the City. The flow estimates were derived
from a variety of sources including water use information, industry‐standard factors, and flow meter
studies of selected areas. Residential wastewater flows represent approximately 80% of the total annual
average flow4, which is consistent with historical water information presented in the City’s Water System
Master Specific Plan. Based upon the water demand for the projects associated with Subarea 2 and
Subarea 3, wastewater flows are anticipated to be approximately 14.40acre feet/year or 12,855 gallons per
day.
Wastewater systems shall be designed, and approved by the City Engineer, with the collection lines to be
installed to connect to the City’s mainlines, located in East Cherry Avenue.

F.

Storm Water and Low Impact Development Principles

The City’s Development Code explicitly states that the minimum design for facilities which control
drainage of storm water generated within a subdivision or other residential, or commercial development,
or for floodwater flowing into or crossing a subdivision or other residential, or commercial, development
shall be based on a storm having a frequency of once in one hundred (100) years. In addition, hydrologic
and hydraulic calculations for the design of drainage facilities which control drainage water generated
within a subdivision or other residential or commercial development shall be submitted for approval to
the City Engineer.
All new development projects that create and/or replace greater than or equal to two thousand five
hundred (2,500) square feet of impervious surface (collectively over the entire project site) must comply
with the Design Requirements for Post Construction Storm water Compliance adopted by the City.
However, storm water systems should follow a basic framework for design and installation that includes
the use of Low Impact Development (LID) principles. LID employs a more holistic approach to storm
water management through an emphasis on natural runoff control measures that allow storm water that is
typically concentrated in new development projects to be conveyed and dissipated in a more
4

Source: City of Arroyo Grande Wastewater System Master Specific Plan, December 2012
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environmentally friendly method. LID is based upon natural infiltration of storm runoff from
development that results in flows that mimic pre-development conditions.
The quality of storm water runoff from new development may include contaminants (e.g., gasoline, oils,
fertilizers, pesticides, etc.) that have the potential to impact existing waterways. Natural bio-filtration is
achieved by introducing vegetated bio-swales that allow runoff to be “filtered” through vegetation and
should be a component of the Specific Plan area’s overall storm water management plan.
From an historic perspective, the Specific Plan parcels are located within the Arroyo Grande Creek
watershed. Upstream of the subject parcels, the City of Arroyo Grande has analyzed, from both a
technical and environmental perspective (Final Newson Springs EIR, April 2007), and advanced
improvements based upon that documentation. Under the Newsom Springs Regional Drainage Plan
Project (NSRDP), specific improvements have been made over time to improve drainage and reduce
flooding in parts of the City. Other storm water/drainage improvements have been implemented as part of
recent development projects (Tract 2653, Cherry Creek).
Based upon the NSRDP and other related documents, the Specific Plan provides a preliminary concept for
comprehensive storm water management based upon existing conditions and the proposed developments
for Subarea 1, Subarea 2, and Subarea 3. See Figure 8. Public and private storm drainage improvements
will include collection and conveyance facilities to direct water to historical points of discharge.
Individual residential and commercial projects will employ a variety of methods to promote on-site
infiltration and reuse of storm water. These methods include, but are not limited to, the following:
encouraging the use of porous materials in paved areas; directing storm water from impervious surfaces
toward areas that are pervious; encouraging “rain barrel” collection of roof-top runoff for reuse in
landscaped areas; and employing Low Impact Development (LID) methodologies (bio-swales,
underground detention, etc.)
A Storm Water Control Plan shall be included in applications for subdivision, grading, or use permits that
will detail the design and performance components of each application. The Specific Plan should include
project statistics and calculations for pre- and post-construction runoff conditions, areas of new
impervious surfaces, water quality treatment performance requirements, description of all postconstruction storm water controls and management measures. The Storm Water Control Plan shall include
opportunities and constraints associated with the implementation of LID strategies for each project.

G.

Telephone, Communications, Power, Natural Gas, and Sanitation Services

The build-out of the Specific Plan areas would increase utility company demands for extension of public
utilities to serve the proposed developments. Existing utilities for all these services are readily available
for connection to the Specific Plan area. All public utilities will be installed by the private developers.
Electric service is provided by Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Natural gas is provided by the Gas
Company. Cable TV, internet, wireless and telephone services are available from a variety of providers.
Utilities to serve the proposed developments will be extended as required by the City Engineer. Street
lighting will utilize designs approved by the City Engineer, as appropriate to local codes and utility
company requirements.
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Solid waste collection and disposal, including recycling services, will be provided by South County
Sanitation.

H.

Police and Fire Safety

The City of Arroyo Grande public safety services will be needed to serve the Specific Plan area. Demands
for these services, as a result of development, are expected to increase proportionately over current per
capita residential and visitor-serving demands experienced in the City. These essential services would be
provided by the City of Arroyo Grande Police and Fire Departments at service levels established by the
City Council under the City’s budget and level-of-service deliberations.

I.

Recreation, Parks and Trails

It is the overall goal of the City of Arroyo Grande to adequately provide for the recreational needs of
Arroyo Grande area residents and visitors. The Parks and Recreation Element of the General Plan is used
as a guide for development of additional park and recreation facilities. It should be recognized that City
facilities also serve residents of adjoining communities and visitors as well as residents of the City.
Neighborhood and community park facilities should be provided at a ratio of four (4) acres of parkland
per 1,000 persons. Neighborhood parks serve as the day-to-day recreational areas of the City, and should
include such amenities as playgrounds, playfields, and areas for passive recreation. A network of
recreational trails, bicycle lanes and bikeways should be established for use by local residents and visitors
to the Arroyo Grande Valley.
The proposed residential development for Subarea 2 includes a ..41± acre recreational amenity located
mid-point within the proposed subdivision. The design for this neighborhood park will be developed for
passive recreational activities.
The development plan for Subarea 3 contains a unique mixture of visitor-serving opportunities including
publicly accessible structures within three main garden zones – a Japanese cultural garden, a farm garden,
and a California native garden. The Japanese cultural garden will include a structure for the depository of
cultural artifacts and history, including an outdoor educational classroom set among a traditional Japanese
garden. The farm garden, a mixture of fruit trees, raised vegetable beds, and edible native herbs and
flowers, will also house a senior housing component and a commercial kitchen to facilitate the
preparation of the locally grown produce. A community hall and guest house (similar to a B&B) will be
situated within the California garden that will include a native grass area for play and group gatherings.
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Figure 8 – Stormwater Drainage Improvements
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J.

General Government Services

The City of Arroyo Grande’s general government services, such as administration, community
development, public works, and finance are either funded by per capita property and sales taxes
attributable to its residents or through services funded largely through visitor-serving industries. Some of
these general government services are also funded on a fee-based system, wherein users pay service
and/or impact fees to the City for the activity or demand they create. While the Specific Plan area does
not anticipate a substantial increase in visitor-serving amenities, there will be an increase in property taxes
with the change in zoning district. Additional fees for services will be generated to process the use and
building entitlements.
School facilities and educational services are provided by the Lucia Mar Unified School District. While
there may be an increase in school age children within the residential development, there should be no
deficiency in services provided by the School District.

K.

Major Public Infrastructure

Improvements associated with the build-out of the Specific Plan areas to address public services include
the following:





L.

Modifications to East Cherry Avenue right-of-way.
Extension of existing water and sewer lines and addition of distribution lines to serve the
Specific Plan areas.
Installation of dry utilities (gas, electric, cable TV, telephone, fiber optic) throughout the
Specific Plan area.
Installation of storm water collection, conveyance, and retention/detention systems
throughout the Specific Plan area.

Private Capital Improvements and Timing to Complete

Private capital improvements called for in the Specific Plan include improvements to existing roadways,
public and private roadway systems, water distribution for domestic and supplemental irrigation water use,
wastewater distribution, storm water collection, conveyance and retention/detention systems, visitorserving, recreational and landscape improvements.
These improvements will be constructed to support the developments in the Specific Plan area. While the
timing of development in the Specific Plan area is unspecified, it is likely that the back bone infrastructure
improvements (e.g., water, wastewater, and stormwater conveyance systems) will be required with the
initial phase of construction. This is to ensure coordinated infrastructure, whether public or private, be
installed to serve all Specific Plan areas in a timely manner. The following table itemizes this backbone
infrastructure by specific improvement, whether the improvement is public or private, and includes timing
and the responsible party(s) for implementation.
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Table 11 – Backbone Infrastructure Phasing

Improvement

Public Private

Timing

Responsible Party

E. Cherry Avenue Right
of Way1

X

Prior to final map
recordation2

Subarea 23

Streets Internal to
Project(s)

X

Prior to final map
recordation2

Subarea 23

Completed with initial
development in any
subarea

Subarea 1, 2, or 3

X

Alleys/Driveways
Internal to Project(s)
Extension of Water Lines

X

In coordination with
roadway improvements

Subarea 1, 2, or 3( in
coordination with City of
Arroyo Grande)

Extension of Sewer Lines

X

In coordination with
roadway improvements

Subarea 1, 2, or 3 ( in
coordination with South
San Luis Obispo County
Sanitation District)

In coordination with
roadway improvements

Subarea 1, 2, or 3 (in
coordination with utility
purveyors)

In coordination with
roadway improvements

Subarea 1, 2, or 3

Completed with initial
development in any
subarea

Subarea 1, 2, or 3

X

Dry Utilities (gas,
electric, cable/TV,
telephone, fiber optics)
Stormwater System Tieins

X

On-site Stormwater
Systems

X

Footnotes:
1) Includes road widening, curb/gutter/sidewalk, lighting and landscaping
2) These improvements may also be bonded for in lieu of construction to finalize and record the map.
3) Subarea 2, under private agreement with Subarea 3, will install frontage improvements along
Subarea 3 property. This assumes that Subarea 1 will complete the East Cherry Avenue R/W
improvements with their respective development.

M.

Development Phasing

The Specific Plan area projects may develop over time, but no formal phasing of the projects has been
determined. Regardless, the “backbone” infrastructure will be required to be installed prior to or
concurrent with development of the subareas, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer.
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VI.

Implementation, Administration, and Enforcement
A.

Development Project Phasing Specific Plan

The Specific Plan will be implemented through all phases related to the design and construction of the
individual developments in the Specific Plan area. Subsequent processing of individual development
projects to be permitted must ensure that infrastructure and any capital improvements are completed to
support new development needs and services in a timely manner.

B.

Specific Plan Interpretation

The Specific Plan is consistent with the City of Arroyo Grande General Plan, and as needed, augments the
policy framework included in the General Plan. In the event of conflicts concerning the content of the
Specific Plan and other City regulations, the Specific Plan shall prevail. If interpretations of the Specific
Plan development standards raise concerns of consistency, the Community Development Director shall be
authorized to resolve these issues. Any interpretation by the Community Development Director shall be in
writing and may be subject to appeal to the Planning Commission, and if necessary, the City Council,
pursuant to established appeal procedures.
In the event that the Community Development Director is unsure of an interpretation, he/she may
schedule a public hearing before the Planning Commission to solicit their input and determination on the
specific interpretation.

C.

Specific Plan Amendments

Amendments to this Specific Plan may be lodged and processed in the same manner as a General Plan
amendment, pursuant to the protocol and procedures established by the City of Arroyo Grande.
Comprehensive updates of the Specific Plan, including evaluations of timelines of infrastructure to
support build-out of individual developments, reallocations of density, and confirmation of environmental
mitigation measures, may occur as deemed necessary.

D.

City Actions Facilitated by East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan

An environmental determination in the form of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was certified on
___________, 2016 by the City of Arroyo Grande City Council, concurrent with the adoption of the East
Cherry Avenue Specific Plan, which facilitated the following actions:





Amendment of the City of Arroyo Grande General Plan, Development Code and Zoning Maps.
Amendment to the Agriculture, Conservation & Open Space Element’s Creek Locations Map.
Approval of residential subdivisions and/or conditional use permits for the uses detailed in the
Specific Plan.
Approval of residential, mixed-use, and visitor-serving building designs for the uses detailed in
the Specific Plan.

E.

CEQA Compliance – Projects Exempt from Further CEQA Review

Pursuant to California planning law, development undertaken that is consistent with a specific plan that
was the subject of a certified EIR may, under certain conditions, require no further environmental review.
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Government Code Section 65457 provides that once the EIR has been certified and the specific plan
adopted, any residential development project, including any subdivision or zone change that is undertaken
to implement and is consistent with the specific plan, is exempt from additional CEQA review. This
exemption does not apply if, after the adoption of the specific plan, any of the criteria that would cause
preparation of a subsequent or supplemental EIR occur, including substantial changes in the project or
circumstances under which the project is being undertaken requiring major revisions in the project or if
new information becomes available that was not known at the time the EIR was certified.

F.

CEQA Compliance – Projects Requiring Further CEQA Review

The California Environmental Quality Act’s (CEQA) basic structure provides several meaningful
methods for streamlining environmental review. While not listed in the Public Resources Code, the
CEQA exemption for projects undertaken to implement a specific plan, codified in Government Code
section 65457, is often overlooked. Government Code section 65457 provides a CEQA statutory
exemption for any residential development project (including subdivisions) or zone change that is
undertaken to implement and is consistent with a specific plan for which an environmental impact report
(EIR) has been certified.
The lead agency must make a determination whether any of the circumstances in Public Resources Code
section 21166 are present and require further environmental review. In other words, if, after certification
of the specific plan EIR, there are substantial changes proposed in the project or to the circumstances
under which the project is being undertaken that will require major revisions to the specific plan EIR, or if
new information that was not known and could not have been known at the time the specific plan EIR
was certified becomes available, then the above-noted exemption does not apply unless a supplemental
EIR is certified. Once that supplemental EIR is certified, then the specific plan exemption applies to
projects undertaken pursuant to the specific plan.
The noted statutory exemption does not apply to commercial development (i.e., mixed-use projects that
may include both residential and commercial development). Should substantial changes be made to a
project(s), the lead agency determines, on the basis of substantial evidence in the light of the whole record,
that a Subsequent, Supplement, or an Addendum to an EIR is warranted. Title 14 California Code of
Regulations Chapter 3 Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act
Sections 15160 – 15170 describes a number of examples of variations in EIRs, as the documents are
tailored to different situations and intended uses.
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Appendix A
History of the Arroyo Grande Valley Japanese Welfare Association
East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan Subarea 3

Excerpts from THE STORY OF JAPANESE PEOPLE AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO THE FARMING
INDUSTRY IN ARROYO GRANDE, an article researched and written for Harvest Festival 1976 Edition by
Kay T Fukuhara, PhD, published on September 29, 1976 by Five Cities Time-Press-Recorder, Arroyo
Grande, California. Edited in 2015 by Margaret Ikeda, niece of Kay T. Fukuhara.
Historical records show that Japanese people had settled in other parts of California prior to the tum of the
20th century. The earliest identifiable Japanese settler came to this region before 1903. Thereafter, entry of
more Japanese to the Arroyo Grande valley began: first, as a trickle, then by multiples to eventually form an
association of farmers spanning over a century. Now, in its fourth generation.
There is a common thread which weaves through the life of earliest settlers of all nationalities. That is life
was severe, frugal, testy, and requiring unselfish arduous labor in their struggle for survival. The isolation,
bleakness and loneliness, particularly plagued the women folk so far removed from their homeland.
The early arrivals were farmers and true pioneers. They cut down trees, filled the slews and crevices, cleared
the wild growths, leveled the grounds, and dug wells for water. No modern conveniences existed and
everything was done manually. Self-sufficiency was a necessity. A new comer was assisted in every way
possible to help him establish himself and family. For they all needed each other not only at harvest time but
also as neighbors and friends.
The women who came matched the determination of their men. They were stout-hearted and unafraid to
work. They labored in the fields by day as well as running the household and feeding and caring for the
family. Many of the women cooked for the boarding workers as well.
The pioneers were a religious lot and their faith gave them the hope and courage to endure the difficulties
which lay ahead. They were also generous in support of the church and in promoting welfare of their people.
Of course, there were happy times too. The rewards and blessings were fruits of hard labor and well earned.
History of the Japanese and farming has two parts-namely, the pre-war era and the post-war period with
WWII in-between. The former starts around 1902-3 to 1941-42, while the latter includes 1945 up to the
present. WWII ( 1941 to 1945) created a catastrophe which cannot be ignored or left untold. It is a fact of
history US martial law was declared which decreed eviction of all members of Japanese ancestry from the
Pacific coast states. By spring of 1942, all farming operations by the Japanese people came to an abrupt halt,
and mass evacuation of farmers and others began. Farms with crops were left abandoned and incalculable
loss was suffered due to the purge and confinement in WRA (War Relocation Authority) camps. Camps

were located on Indian Reservations in Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, Arkansas, and at Tule
Lake and Manzanar in California.
In 1945 before the war ended, evacuees were allowed to return here under the cover of WRA. The S.
Kobara family was the first to return home in 1945. They opened their home for lodging to friends who
came to evaluate conditions in the valley before returning with their families. Their acts of kindness are not
forgotten. Then, in turn friends helped friends to resettle. Only a small percent of the original evacuees from
this area returned. Most farmers leased land before the war, only those who owned land before WWII had
a home in which to return.
The post-war era of farming was ushered in without fanfare. Those who returned, picked up the pieces and
in time resumed farming anew. The farms which survived are identifiable. Fortunately, due to the influx
of new faces and the growth of families, the vegetable growing business has revitalized and modernized
strawberry farming has developed.
Finally, for now we end this story of the contribution of the people of Japanese ancestry to the farming
industry of this area. Their contributions are reflections seen in:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

every plot of ground along the countryside enriched by Japanese labor,
which made land arable and fit for tilling there,
all the vegetables and fruits introduced by them for growing in this valley,
the jobs created by the mere fact of farming,
the creation of an industry,
the number of people fed by their products,
the stimulation to related businesses supported by farming,
the economics of beneficiaries from recycled revenue,
the taxes made available for collection, and
the dignity of self-support.

On the human side, it is the story of a heritage of enterprise, industry, stamina, resilience, vitality, endurance,
triumph, and of faith and goodwill to live here.

1920s
On January 25th, 1928, officers signed the Articles of Association
for ARROYO GRANDE VALLEY JAPANESE WELFARE
ASSOCIATION. They purchased 1.5 acres with two existing
houses and accessory buildings on the property. One house was
l!Sed as a Japanese language school, the other house was the living
quarters for the Japanese school sensei (teacher).
Founding officers: S. Kawaoka, T. Kumaki,
R.S. Kunitake, Hugh S. Dohi, K. Saruwatari

K. Saruwatari family

Excerpt from the original Articles ofAssociation
The purpose for which it is formed were:
I. To promote the commercial, social, educational, and religious welfare of the members.
2. To own, lease and occupy houses, and to lease land for residential and commercial purposed to the extent authorized by law.
3. To own, conduct, operate, manage and control schools, places of worship, club houses, playgrounds, libraries, hospitals,
sanatoriums, orphan asylums, homes for the aged, and other similar commercial, social, religious and philanthropic enterprises.

1930s
The site was a gathering place, a sanctuary for the local Japanese
immigrant community. A place of assembly was needed for the
growing Japanese farming community. Farmer Keisaku Fukuhara did
well growing pole peas in the 1930s and donated $1,500 to build a
community hall in 1934. Weddings, funerals, church services, men's
and women's clubs, baseball and basketball practice, judo, kendo,
Japanese school, and community meals were held here.
Newspaper photo of the Japanese school &
the newly built community hall (beyond).

Wedding

Men's club

Women's club

Japanese baseball team practice on the back
of the site, with coach Vard Loomis.

Stone and Ayako Fujikawa wedding at the community hall , November 3, 1935. In the background from left to right, Japanese school house, guest
house (in center), newly built community hall , basketball court and playground (far right).

1942
In 1942, the Japanese school and community hall became a temporary
home for families that needed to move east of the wartime security
demarcation line: first, all families ofJapanese ancestry had to move east
ofHighway 1, theneastofHighway 10 l .Latertheyweremoved to central
valley Assembly Centers before being moved to WRA incarceration
camps. Many members stayed in the camp for the duration of the WWII.
Takaye Fukuhara's War Relocation ID card

1945
The S. Kobara family was the first to return to Arroyo Grande after
WWII. The site becomes a central coordination point and shelter for
those coming back from camps with no homes in which to return, or
for those waiting for their home to be prepared for return.

Shigechika Kobara suitcase to camp #14440

1950s to 1960s
The site returned to its pre-war use as a Japanese school, a place for
weddings, meeting space for clubs, judo, flower arranging, dance
practice, social dances, and a variety of Japanese American community
events and meals.
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Nori Kawaoka
Judo teacher

Ikenobo Ikebana by
Sei Ikeda

Community outdoor barbecue.

1960s to 2011
In the late 1960s, the Japanese American farming families were well
integrated into the larger Arroyo Grande community. The site was
used less and less. In 1968, Boy Scout Troop 413 became stewards of
the site, and later with the Five-Cities Judo Dojo, until the community
hall was burned down in 2011.
Community hall, 2008
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Five-Cities Judo Dojo

Boy Scout Troop 413

~~·~·

Cal Poly Ethic Studies students talk with
Japanese American community members
inside the hall, 2008.

2011
On May 1, 2011at4:30 am, the historical community hall was burned
to the ground by an arsonist. A teapot, and other Japanese pottery
and lacquer ware were found wrapped in linen amongst the ashes
and charred wood. They were likely stored under the building's stage
during the mass evacuation in 1942.

__

Teapot found in the ashes under the burned stage.

:~' «
Stairs to the burned community hall.

Appendix B
TRAFFIC WAY MIXED USE, VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL,
AND VILLAGE MIXED USE
CITY OF ARROYO GRANDE MUNICIPAL CODE SECTIONS
16.36.020 - Commercial and mixed use development districts and site
development standards. (Applicable excerpt for Traffic Way Mixed-Use)
B. Traffic Way Mixed Use (TMU) District. The primary purpose of the TMU district is to provide for
vehicle sales and services, related retail and office uses and visitor serving facilities convenient to both
freeway traffic and vehicles or pedestrians from the nearby village area. Development standards and
design guidelines are intended to enhance this specialized mix of uses at the southern gateway to
Arroyo Grande which include automobile and small truck sales and service, equipment rental, repair
and related services, offices , wholesale and retail sales including outdoor display, motels. restaurants
and limited residential uses functioning as live-work units. The TMU district implements and is
consistent with the Mixed Use land use category of the general plan. Refer to Table 16.36.020(8) for
minimum site development standards and Table 16.36.030(A) for allowable uses. See design
guidelines and standards for the vicinity of Traffic Way and Station Way for additional requirements.

Table 16.36.020(8)
Traffic Way Mixed Use (TMU)
Minimum Site Development Standards
1. Maximum
Density Mixed
Use Projects

New residential limited to live-work units in conjunction with allowed uses.
Density determined by discretionary action.

2. Minimum Lot
Size

10,000 square feet (gross).

} . Minimum Lot
Width

80 feet

1:_. Front Yard
Setback

0 - 15 feet. Exceptions may include areas for outdoor sales determined through
discretionary action.

5. Rear Yard
Setback

0 - 15 feet. Wherever a lot in any commercial or mixed use district abuts a
residential use or a lot in any residential use district, a minimum building
setback of twenty (20) feet measured from the property line shall be required
for proposed commercial use.).
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6. Side Yard
Setback

0 feet. Wherever a lot in any commercial or mixed use district abuts a residential
use or a lot in any residential use district, a minimum building setback of twenty
(20) feet measured from the property line shall be required for proposed
commercial use.

7. Street Side Yard
Setback

0 - 15 feet. Exceptions may include areas for outdoor sales determined through
discretionary action.

~·

Building Size
Limits

Maximum height is 30 feet or three stories, whichever is less; a maximum of 36
feet is allowable through the CUP process for visitor serving uses. Maximum
building size is 50,000 square feet; a greater size may be allowed through the
CUP process.

2· Site Coverage

Maximum coverage of site is 75%. Maximum floor area ratio is .75.

and Floor Area
Ratio

10. Site Design
and Signs

See Design Guidelines and Standards D-2.11. Additional sign standards also
inChaQter 16.60

11. Off-Street
Parking and
Loading

See Design Guidelines and Standards D-2.11 Exhibit 'A' for shared parking
locations. See AlsoSection 16.56.020. Exceptions allowed bySection 16.16.120

,-
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Chapter 16.32 - RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS (Applicable excerpts for Village
Residential)
16.32.010 - Purpose and intent.
The general plan outlines goals, objectives and policies regarding the character of residential uses
and developments. It is the purpose of this chapter to provide regulations that implement those goals,
objectives and policies toward the provision of a wide range of residential opportunities and dwelling unit
types that meet the needs of present and future Arroyo Grande residents of all socio-economic groups. It
is the further intent of this chapter to ensure adequate light, air, privacy, and open space for each dwelling;
to minimize traffic congestion and to avoid the overloading of utilities by preventing the construction of
buildings of excessive bulk or number in relation to the land area around them; to protect residential
properties from objectionable noise, illumination, unsightliness, odors, smoke and other influences; and to
facilitate the provision of utility services and other public facilities commensurate with anticipated population,
dwelling unit densities, and service requirements.
16.32.020 - Residential districts.
F.

Village Residential (VR) District. The primary purpose of the VR district is to provide for residential
uses while preserving the character of those areas which are historic or close to historic structures.
More particularly, the village residential district is intended to protect historical resources which add
interest, identity and variety to older neighborhoods, contributing to the area's quality of life by providing
a visual focus on the city's rural heritage. The district is intended as an area for the preservation and
development of single-family detached homes at a maximum allowable density of 4.5 dwelling units
per gross acre.

16.32.030 - Residential densities for residential districts.
A.

For all single-family residential units within a residential zoning district, each dwelling unit counts as
one density unit. For multifamily dwellings within a residential zoning district, a one-bedroom or studio
is equal to 0.5 unit and a two-bedroom and above is equal to one unit. Rounding up to the next whole
number is not applicable when calculating density, except in the multifamily (MF) zoning district. For
calculating allowable density in the MF district, all remainders of fifty-one (51) percent or greater shall
be rounded to the next higher whole number. Density in mixed use districts are defined in Section
16.36.030(C)(2).

B.

The ultimate density allowed in any residential district shall be determined through the residential land
division and land use permit and approval review process and public hearings as described in
Chapters 16.12, 16.16 and 16.20 of this title. The planning commission and city council shall have the
authority to reasonably condition any residential development to ensure proper transition and
compatibility to adjacent residential developments, existing or proposed.

16.32.040 - Use regulations for residential districts.
Subject to applicable general plan policies and Arroyo Grande ordinance provisions, the following uses
identified in Table 16.32.040-A shall be permitted uses where the symbol "P" appears in the column beneath
each residential zone designation as shown. Where the symbol "PP" appears, the use shall be permitted
subject to the plot plan review process pursuant to Section 16.16.060. Where the symbol "C" appears, uses
shall be permitted subject to the issuance of a conditional use permit in accord with the provisions of Section
16.16.050. Uses not identified in the table are prohibited.
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Table 16.32.040-A
Uses Permitted Within Residential Districts
Legend

Permitted Subject to Issuance of a Planned Unit Development Permit
Permitted Subject to Issuance of a Conditional Use Permit
Not Permitted

USE

VR D-2.4 8

A. Residential Uses

1. Single-family detached (standard lot sizes)

MUP

2. Small lot single-family detached

3. Single-family attached (twin home, triplex, fourplex)
i-......... .. _,.... ______ ,,""'--••• M
•O ......

---~---- - ~---,--~---·••·

. . . ..
~··

·-- ~--·-···-·---~-·- ~·-···· --------H--~ --- -

NP
·<

-----·-·-~- - ----·---------~·-~

-·

4. Condominium (air space)

6. Multiple-family attached (5 or more units)

NP
I

.. .i
7. Mobilehome subdivisions
8. Mobilehome parks
9. Boarding/rooming houses

c
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USE

VR D-2.4a

11. Congregate care, assisted living
12. Convalescent care
13. Residential care facility (6 or fewer persons)
14. Bed and breakfast inns
15. Second residential dwelling unit

p

16. Small family day care (6 or fewer children)
17. Vacation rentals and homestays
B. Public/Quasi-Public
1. Large family day care (7 or more children) (Large family day care permit
required)
2. Commercial day nurseries, nursery schools, child care facilities
3. Churches

6. Fire and police stations

c

7. Public libraries and museums

c

8. Public parks and recreation

p

9. Public utility and public service substations, reservoirs, pumping plants and
similar installations not including public utility offices

c
,, _, ._ , __

.. .

!
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VR D-2.4a

i

!

····-·· .J

10. Recreational facilities (e.g., country clubs, tennis and swim clubs, golf

c

courses), including limited commercial uses which are commonly associated
with and directly related to the primary use)
11. Equestrian centers, riding academies, commercial, stables

NP

I
I
I

i

.. ,_i

12. Boarding or breeding kennels

NP

I

i;

i
, __ j
13. Homeless shelters within religious or social organization buildings

NP

l

I

__ _J

,C. Agricultural Uses
'

1. Orchards, vineyards, greenhouses and other horticulture
r-··,.··~ ··-··-· --- -······- · ··· .

··-·""·-·- ···· ....... -·-·

----~-·--

.• , ..

~_..

.•.

-~--

. ,-.. .... .,._... -- ---·-·····--·-"·-·· _,,.""__._ ,___ -· -·- ···-·· -·· ________,,,,_........ _.. _. ___ .. -- -· -•. -----·"·--------·,··---··-····- -- ..

-'.'*·~·

--·-· .• ·•-····· ,... .

* (CUP required for orchards, vineyards, greenhouses, and other horticulture
exceeding 0.5 acre in area)

;2. Light farming, except commercial dairies, rabbit, fox, goat or hog farms or
commercial chicken or poultry ranches

3. Commercial dairies (10 acre min.), rabbit, fox, goat or hog farms or
commercial chicken or poultry ranches

·4. Large animal hospitals (10 acre min.)
D. Home Occupations
(Subject to the provisions of Section 16.12.090, and the issuance of a home
occupation permit)
E. Temporary Uses
(Subject to the provisions of Section 16.12.100, and the issuance of a temporary
use permit)
F. Accessory Uses

NP

NP

NP

p
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USE

p

2. Private swimming pool, tennis court

NP
r--·-··-·

---·-·'>··~-

__ ,. ... ..

-- ·- ·-- ·--- ·- ·- · ----.-- ,.--· -· ----·-· ~-- ---.,-·---·

-·-.

4. Feed and tack stores accessory to commercial stables

NP

5. Dormitories accessory to educational institutions

c

6. F.F.A., 4-H, or similar organization small animal and fowl projects

p

7. Other accessory uses and structures located on the same site as a permitted

p

use
·8. Other accessory uses and structures located on the same site as a use

pp

requiring plot plan review
r-···--·-- ·- ----~·--·------~ --~-~

-··--··--··--· --·~-

---------------·- ----·- -----·-----·-··-----·.

9. Other accessory uses and structures located on the same site as a use
requiring a conditional use permit
·G. Other uses similar to, and no more objectionable than the uses identifiable
, above as determined by the planning commission

c

c

Architectural review is required for the historic character overlay district D-2.4 per Section 16.32.050
(F)(1) and in accordance with Section 16.16.130 through the permit approval process for conditional use,
planned unit development or minor use permit for architectural review.
;sup\sup; If parcel area is below minimum building site area.
(Ord. 600 § 2, Exh. A (part), 2008; Ord. 584 § 3, Exh. B (part), 2007; Ord. 541 § 2, 2003; Ord. 519 § 2,
2000; prior code§ 9-06.040; Ord. No. 663, § 6, 6-10-2014)
16.32.050 - Residential site development standards.
The following property development standards shall apply to all land and permitted, or conditionally
permitted buildings located within their respective residential districts. The standards stated herein shall not
be construed to supersede more restrictive site development standards contained in the conditions,
covenants and restrictions of any property or dwelling unit. However, in no case shall private deed
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restrictions permit a lesser standard in the case of a minimum standard of this section or permit a greater
standard in the case of a maximum standard of this section.
A.

General Requirements. Tables 16.32.050-A and B set forth minimum site development standards
for residential development projects.

Table 16.32.050-A
Resic:lential Site Development Standards-Single-Family Zones

1. Maximum
density (DU's per

RE

RS

0.4

2.5

VR

4.5

4.5

7,200

6,750

70'

50'

20'

15'

gross acre)
12,000 (reduced
minimum building site
area allowed with

2. Minimum

provision to permanently

building sitea
(Net area in sq.

92,500;sup\sup; 49,000 40,000

ft.) new

preserve sensitive
habitat and/or open
space corridors and/or to

subdivisions

avoid development of
steep slopes and
ridge lines)
···;-·-··-·· ··-····· ·-- ·-· --·-- ··.

3. Minimum lot
widthc new

200'

130'

120'

80'

250'

200'

200'

100'

subdivisions
4. Minimum lot
depth new
subdivisions
5. Minimum
front yard* New
subdivisions of

50'

25'

5+ lots
Infill and

Setbacks listed above or the average setback of structures to the street on either

additions

side and directly across block front for properties in the same district.
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,

...•

·-···--·-····-

("'" "

Infill = 5';

I

6. Minimum

10% of 10%of

interior side yard

30'

lot

lot

5' one side, 10' other
side (for lots< 12,000 sq.

!

New

!subdivision=
!

setback*

width

width

5'

I

ft. use SF)

I 5' one side,

l 10' other side
I

~--~--·- •---••n•··--•

•n•

··-

--·--~~

....--------·-'"----~- -----·-..·-· ·i· -

'

15% of 15% of

7. Minimum
street side yard

I

- -·

30'

setback*

lot

lot

width

width

!

15'

15'

10'

i

.. .··----·---·-·-···--··TI

i

8. Minimum rear
yard setback*

50'

40'

25'

20' (For lots< 12,000 sq.

!i

ft. use SF)

10' (110' (1-story)

story)

15" (2-story)

15" (2-

___l _. _____________ --r--s-t·o·--r-y )--;
9. Maximum lot
cover aged

35%

35%

35%

30% (For lots <10,000 sq.

ft. use SF)

I
I

40%

40%

10. Maximum
height for

30' or 2 stories, whichever is less, 14' for accessory buildings.

buildings and
structures

11. Minimum
distance
between building
(including main

20'

dwellings and
accessory
structures)e

Notes to Tables 16.32.050-A and B: Residential Site Development Standards
* Infill development on a parcel within a previously approved project. Where the city has established
specific setback requirements for single-family or multifamily residential parcels through the approval of a
specific plan, subdivision map, planned unit development or other entitlement, those setbacks shall apply
to infill development and additions within the approved project instead of the setbacks required by this
title.
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On sloping terrain, standards for lot size shall increase with increasing slope as provided in Table
16.20.050-A.
;sup\sup; Area shall be increased to five acres for slope conditions exceeding twenty (20) percent.
Width measurements for cul-de-sac or otherwise odd-shaped lots shall be determined on the basis of
the average horizontal distance between the side lot lines, measured at right angles to the lot depth at a
point midway between the front and rear lot lines.
The following floor area ratios shall be adhered to in all zoning districts in addition to lot coverage
requirements:
Lot Size

Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

0-4,000 square feet net

0.35

----··------·-··-······
4001-7, 199 square feet net

0.40

r----·----~----------·

,~·- ·-···- -------~ - ~----· --~··· ··-·--···----··----·····--·-·'"···--·

7200-11,999 square feet net

0.50

40,000 +square feet net

The above FAR's shall not apply to condominium or PUD projects where the proposed lot consists of a
building footprint.
Within a planned unit development, building separations may be reduced to zero feet, provided that fire
walls are provided per UBC standards.
Unless a minimum of twenty-five (25) percent of the units are reserved for low and moderate income
residents, the maximum density of independent living developments shall be eleven (11) units per gross
acre (11 du/ac). Congregate and residential care facilities shall have a maximum density of twenty-five
(25) dwelling units per gross acre (25 du/ac).
The minimum parcel size within the mobilehome district may be reduced to three thousand six hundred
(3,600) square feet with a minimum average width of forty (40) feet and a minimum frontage of not less
than thirty (30) feet if common open space areas and recreational facilities are provided as part of the
subdivision and if the open space areas and recreational facilities are reserved for the exclusive use of
residents of the subdivision. Standards for the provision of common open space required to permit a
reduction in lot size are as follows:
(1) A minimum of five hundred (500) square feet of common open space and recreational area shall be
provided for each residential lot in the subdivision.
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(2) The combined square footage of common open space, recreational area, and residential lot area, not
including public and private streets and cannon parking areas shall average not less than six thousand
(6,000) square feet per lot within the subdivision.
(3) Open space and recreational areas shall be designated on the subdivision map, and shall be located
entirely within the subdivision.
For two-story buildings average rear yard setback shall be twenty (20) feet. Average includes all
buildings along rear property line and is subject to city approval.
The permitted sixty (60) percent lot coverage includes main and accessory buildings, parking areas,
driveways, and covered patios. The remaining forty (40) percent of the total area shall be devoted to
landscaping, lawn and outdoor recreation facilities incidental to the development, such as, but not limited
to, outdoor recreation game areas, putting greens, patios, walkways and fences.
B.

C.

Special Residential Development Standards.
1.

Public and quasi-public uses within any residential district shall maintain a minimum setback
of fifty (50) feet measured from the property line from any single-family district.

2.

In any residential district, front yard setbacks in subdivision developments may be reduced
by twenty (20) percent subject to approval of a conditional use permit, provided the average
of all such setbacks is not less than the minimum required for the district.

3.

In all residential districts, air conditioners, heating, cooling ventilating equipment and all other
mechanical, lighting or electrical devices shall be so operated that they do not disturb the
peace, quiet and comfort of neighboring residents and shall be screened from surrounding
properties and streets. Additionally , no such equipment with the exception of ground
mounted air conditioning, shall be located in the required front yard setback, street side yard
setback, or closer than twenty (20) feet to any residential dwelling on adjacent properties. All
equipment shall be installed and operated in accordance with all other applicable city
ordinances.

4.

Developments of five or more dwelling units in the SF, MF, MFA and MFVH districts shall be
required to provide front and street side yard landscaping consisting of predominantly
drought resistant plant materials, except for necessary walks, drives and fences. Please refer
to Chapter 16.84, Water Efficient Landscape Requirements, for rules and regulations
regarding landscape and irrigation, including limitations on the percentage of turf/lawn that
can be placed in landscape areas.

5.

In the MF, MFA and MHP districts, a minimum of thirty-five (35) percent of the site area shall
be landscaped, consisting of predominantly drought resistant plant materials, and/or
provided with an adequate underground irrigation system . Please refer to Chapter 16.84,
Water Efficient Landscape Requirements, for rules and regulations regarding landscape and
irrigation, including limitations on the percentage of turf/lawn that can be placed in landscape
areas. The required landscaping shall include required setback areas and may include
outdoor recreation areas.

6.

In the MF, MFA and MFVH districts, multifamily attached or single-family attached dwelling
units exceeding one story in height shall maintain a minimum setback of twenty (20) feet
from any single-family residential district.

Additional Standards for the Development of Senior Housing Developments.
1.

All senior housing developments within the MFVH district shall be age restricted to senior
citizens to the extent permitted by state law.
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D.

E.

2.

Within two-story attached residential developments, elevators shall be provided that shall
have an alternative back-up power source and meet or exceed minimum state requirements,
subject to review by the planning commission.

3.

An internal and/or external security system shall be provided by the developer and reviewed
and approved by the chief of police.

Additional Standards for Mobilehome Parks. In addition to any conditions imposed upon the
granting of a conditional use permit, the following minimum standards shall apply to mobilehome
parks:
1.

The minimum site that may be developed for a mobilehome park shall be five gross acres.

2.

The minimum area for each mobilehome site shall be three thousand six hundred (3,600)
square feet with a minimum width of thirty (30) feet.

3.

Mobilehome parks existing as of the date of the original adoption of the ordinance codified
in this chapter shall not be deemed nonconforming by reason of failure to meet the minimum
development standards prescribed in this section or Table 16.32.050-8, provided that the
regulations of this section shall apply to the enlargement or expansion of a mobilehome park.

Additional Performance Standards for Planned Unit Developments.
1.

When lot sizes less than those permitted by the underlying zoning district are proposed for
a residential subdivision, a planned unit development permit application (Section 16.16.060)
shall be submitted concurrently with the subdivision application.

2.

Lot size, !ot width, and lot depth fer each unit shall be determined through the planned unit
development review process.

3.

Building setbacks required by the underlying zoning district may be reduced or waived for
lots created through a planned unit development, provided the required setbacks are used
for the perimeter of the project area if necessary to achieve consistency with the character
of the district, and the lot coverage requirements of the district are met for the project. In no
case shall the minimum separation between buildings on adjacent lots be less than ten (10)
feet or less than required by other state or local laws; excepting, however, for adjacent lots
where a common wall is shared in a zero lot line attached project.

4.

For zero lot line projects where detached dwelling units are to be constructed upon a lot line,
a five foot maintenance easement shall be provided on the adjacent lot, along, and parallel
to, the zero lot line dwelling. The easement shall grant access to the owner of the zero lot
line dwelling for purposes of maintaining the zero lot line wall.

5.

A planned unit development must meet the following performance standards in order to be
approved:
a.

The project shall be unobtrusive and environmentally compatible with adjacent
property.

b.

The project shall provide all infrastructure necessary to support the project.

c.

The project shall provide adequate emergency facilities and access.

d.

Circulation systems shall be designed to promote smooth-flowing and nonconflicting
vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

e.

The project shall provide adequate and well-landscaped parking and ample drainage
facilities.

f.

The project shall provide screening, as required, to separate different land uses,
minimize nuisances to and from adjacent property, and guarantee convenient access
to preserved open space.
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g.

A property owners' association and covenants shall be established to ensure that
common areas are owned and maintained by planned unit development property
owners.

h.

All signs shall be appropriately integrated with the overall architectural theme of the
development.

i.

Pedestrian/bike paths shall provide safe, convenient routes within the development and
link with other systems on the perimeter of the site. Unobstructed visibility shall be
provided from and of these paths at intersections.

j.

Recreational facilities shall comply with city standards, be made available to residents,
and shall be maintained by local property owners. The project shall be designed to
group dwellings around common open space and/or recreational features.

k.

Planned unit development design must promote an attractive streetscape and
discourage monotonous streets dominated by asphalt, concrete, garages, and cars.

I.

Open space shall be provided in accordance with Table 16.32.050-C and the following
requirements:
i.

The area of each parcel of common open space designed for active recreational
purposes shall be of such minimum dimensions as to be functionally usable.

ii.

Common open space parcels shall be located convenient to the dwelling units they
are intended to serve. However, because of noise generation, they shall be sited
with sensitivity to surrounding development.

iii.

Developed Common Open Space. The planning commission and/or city council (if
project is appealed or council is decision-making body) may require the installation
of recreational facilities , taking into consideration:
(A) The character of the open space land;
(B) The estimated age and the recreation needs of persons likely to reside in the
development;
(C) Proximity, nature and excess capacity of existing municipal recreation
facilities; and
(D) The cost of the recreational facilities.

iv.

Undeveloped Common Open Space. As a general principle, undeveloped open
space should be left in its natural state. A developer may make certain
improvements such as the cutting of trails for walking or jogging , or the provisions
of picnic areas, etc. In addition, the planning commission and/or city council (if
project is appealed or council is decision-making body) may require a developer
to make other improvements, such as removing dead or diseased trees, thinning
trees or other vegetation to encourage more desirable growth, and grading and
seeding.

v.

The planning commission may permit minor deviations from open space standards
when it can be determined that:
(A) The objectives underlying these standards can be met without strict
adherence to them; and/or
(B) Because of peculiarities in the tract of land or the facilities proposed, it would
be unreasonable to require strict adherence to these standards.

vi.

Any lands dedicated for open space purposes shall contain appropriate covenants
and deed restrictions approved by the city attorney ensuring that:
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(A) The open space area will not be further subdivided in the future;
(B) The use of the open space will continue in perpetuity for the purpose
specified;
(C) Appropriate provisions will be made for the maintenance of the open space;
and
(D) Common undeveloped open space shall not be turned into a commercial

enterprise admitting the general public at a fee.
vii.

The type of ownership of land dedicated for common open space purposes shall
be selected by the developer, subject to approval of the planning commission.
Type of ownership may include, but is not necessarily limited to, the following:
(A) The city, subject to acceptance by the city council;
(B) Other public jurisdictions or agencies, subject to their acceptance;

(C) Quasi-public organizations, subject to their acceptance;
(D) Homeowner, condominium or cooper-ative associations or organizations; or
(E) Shared, undivided interest by all property owners in the subdivision.

·

viii. If the open space is owned and maintained by a homeowner or condominium
association, the developer shall file a declaration of covenants and restrictions that
will govern the association, to be submitted with the planned unit development
application. The provisions shall include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
following:
(A) The homeowners association must be established before the homes are sold;
(B)

Membership must be mandatory for each home buyer and any successive
buyer;

(C) The open space restrictions must be permanent, not just for a period of years;
(D) The association must be responsible for liability insurance, local taxes, and

the maintenance of recreational and other facilities;
(E) Homeowners must pay their pro rata share of the cost, and the assessment

levied by the association can become a lien on the property if allowed in the
master deed establishing the homeowners association; and
(F) The association must be able to adjust the assessment to meet changed

needs.
Table 16.32.050-C
Open Space Requirements for Planned Unit Developments
General
Requirement
Private Open Spacea
(average s.f. per lot)
Common Open Spacea
(minimum % of project area)

General
Requirement

General
Requirement

100-224

General
Requirement

+1000

30%
·--~ ···-·--···---

____ .____ J.... ..
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Usable Open Spacea
(minimum % of project area)

40%

40%

45%

45%

a See Section 16.04.070 for "Open Space" definitions.

F.

Special Use Regulations for the Village Residential District.
1.

New construction or exterior alterations, additions, or modifications of any building or
structure within the VR District shall require plot plan review by the planning director prior to
the issuance of a building permit. The applicant shall furnish complete elevation details and
specifications, plot plan, and other information that may be required by the planning director.

2.

Applications for a home occupation permit shall be reviewed by the planning director to
assure that the proposed use will not alter the historic character of the district.

3.

Nothing in this section shall be interpreted to require approval from the planning director in
either of the following situations:

4.

a.

Ordinary maintenance or repairs of any structure which does not involve a change in
design, exterior material, or original appearance of the structure; or

b.

Any construction, reconstruction, alteration or removal of any feature which has been
determined by the building official to be necessary to protect health or safety.

Each applicant for a demolition permit for any building or structure located in the VR district
shall first obtain approval from the planning director. No permit shall be issued to demolish
any building or structure unless:
a.

The planning director determines that the owner will have no economic use of the
property unless the structure is removed . The planning director may require that the
applicant submit economic and financial data to support such claim;

b.

The planning director determines that the structure is in such a deteriorated condition
that demolition will not have a significant effect on the achievement of the goals of this
district; or

c.

The planning director determines, upon consultation with the appropriate city officials,
that an imminent safety hazard exists; and that demolition is the only feasible means to
secure the public safety.
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16.36.020 - Commercial and mixed use development districts and site
development standards. (Applicable excerpt for Village Mixed Use)
D. Village Mixed Use (VMU) District. The primary purpose of the VMU district is to provide for a mixture
of commercial , office and residential uses compatible with surrounding residential districts, in smallscale pedestrian-oriented developments. Regulations for the VMU district combined with the historic
character overlay district promote and preserve older architectural styles, and encourage a
harmonious intermingling of other structures. This district encourages use of existing residential
buildings for non-residential uses. Typical uses may include single and multiple family residential,
specialty retail sales, professional offices, personal services and neighborhood markets. The VMU
district implements and is consistent with the village core land use designation of the general plan.
Refer to Table 16.36.020(0) for minimum site development standards and Table 16.36.030(A) for
allowable uses.
Table 16.36.020(0)
Village Mixed Use (VMU)
Minimum Site Development Standards

1. Maximum Density
Mixed Use Projects

15 dwelling units per gross acre.

2. Minimum Lot Size

S,000 square feet.

}.. Minimum Lot
Width

40 feet.

1. Front Yard Setback

O - 15 feet.

5. Rear Yard Setback

0 - 15 feet. If project is mixed use and/or abuts a residential district then 10
feet required.

6. Side Yard Setback

0 feet unless a project is mixed use and/or abuts a residential district, then 5
feet is required for single story structures and 110 feet is required, on one
side, for a multiple stories.

7. Street Side Yard
Setback

0 - 15 feet.
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~·

Building Size Limits

~·

Site Coverage Floor
Area Ratio of 1

10. Site Design

11. Off-Street Parking
and Loading

12. Signs

Maximum height is 30 feet or three stories, whichever is less; a maximum of
36 feet is allowable through the MUP process. Maximum Building Size is
10,000 square feet.

Maximum coverage of site is 100%. Maximum Floor Area Ratio is 1. See
design Guidelines and Standards for Historic Districts.

See Design Guidelines and Standards for Historic Districts.

See Parking VMU and HCO combining district inSection 16.56.020(C).

See ChaQter 16.60 and Design Guidelines and Standards for Historic Districts.
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CITY OF ARROYO GRANDE

INTRODIJCTION
CONCEPT OF
STANDARDS

THE

GUIDELINES

Developers of Arroyo Grande included
merchants and farmers, entrepreneurs and
employees.
Most homes, offices and
business establishments were modest in
scale and utilitarian in function, and these
structures are an important part of the fabric
of the City.

AND

The Guidelines and Standards are intended
to help protect the historic buildings and
character, architecture and sites that reflect
It is
the heritage of Arroyo Grande.
intended that the Guidelines and Standards
be consulted at early stages of any
renovation or new development proposal to
help create an overall approach to the design
of the project.

Objectives

To help preserve and enhance historic
resources, the following objectives are
reflected in the Guidelines and Standards:

Guidelines are statements that indicate
preference or principles indicated by
descriptive statements including "should",
"is encouraged", "is desired" and "may".
Standards are indicated by language that is
unequivocal and that prescribe minimum
Statements such as
acceptable limits.
"shall", "is required" and "must" are
standards.

The Guidelines and Standards are based on
the concept that historic resources, like
natural resources, are important to the
human community and should be identified
and protected. This is not an exercise in
nostalgia, but is a methodical attempt to
identify important resources from Arroyo
Grande's past and offer recommendations
and policies that will help assure their
preservation and enhancement.

•

Safeguard
Grande.

•

Encourage
public
knowledge,
understanding and appreciation of the
City's past.

•

Enhance the visual character of the City
and the Village by preserving and
promoting diverse and harmonious
architectural styles and designs that
reflect historic character and stages in
the development of the City.

•

Conserve valuable material and energy
resources by continued use of the
existing built environment.

the

heritage

of Arroyo

• Protect property values and increase
financial and economic benefits to the
owners, businesses and residents of
Arroyo Grande.
•

The protection of historic districts, including
homes, offices and businesses within the
Village area of Arroyo Grande, will help
preserve and enhance the unique qualities of
the City for the enjoyment, pride, education
and economic benefit of its citizens,
businesses and visitors. These Guidelines
and Standards are intended to preserve and
enhance not only the most grand or
impressive resources of the past, but the
recognizable
character composed of
individual elements in the Village.

Ensure that new construction and
renovation of existing buildings are
compatible with the historic character of
the Village area and surrounding
neighborhoods.

The Guidelines and Standards are intended
to provide a variety of design choices and
encourage creativity. They are not intended
to dictate preconceived or uniform design
solutions, but to assist design for building in
the historic district and encourage the use of
existing design elements. The intent is to
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Arroyo Grande.
There is, however, a
common "vocabulary" of building elements
that helps to create an impression of
consistency and continuity. These elements
are used frequently and in combination with
different architectural styles.

increase visual elements that buildings have
in common, and stress a "sense of fit" for
both new and renovated buildings. The
Guidelines and Standards offer practical
solutions beneficial for the community as a
whole as well as for individual property
owners within the Village area.

These Guidelines and Standards were
comprehensively updated by the Community
Development Department in 2002-2003.
The update process included six community
workshops and several public hearings to
facilitate
public
participation.
The
Guidelines and Standards were updated
again in 2008 - 2009 to address large home
size in residential districts located within the
Historic Character Design Overlay District
D-2.4.

How THE GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS
WERE DEVELOPED AND AMENDED
The Guidelines and Standards focus on both
existing design issues in the Village historic
districts and on issues that may be expected
to arise in the future. Although much of the
land in these districts has been developed,
there is still substantial opportunity for infill
development on vacant lots and partially
developed properties. Additionally, some
property owners may wish to restore,
remodel or rehabilitate existing structures to
prepare them for new uses. To address both
current issues and potential future concerns,
the Guidelines and Standards consider
existing
conditions,
recognize
past
development patterns, and reflect future
potential for growth and change.

For the purposes of these Guidelines and
Standards, the historic period of the Village
is 1870-1939.

How TO USE THE GUIDELINES AND
STANDARDS
The Guidelines and Standards have been
prepared to aid City decision makers, private
design professionals and property owners.
As the design is developed further, the
Guidelines and Standards can be used to
determine which specific procedures have a
bearing on the project. The Guidelines and
Standards suggest characteristics for design
of details and elements, such as signs, rear
entrances, landscaping, height, building
mass, construction materials and other
components that compose the project's
relationship to its surroundings.

The Guidelines and Standards are based on
features of the existing built environment.
These features were documented in the
Historical Resource Survey, 1991, by the
City of Arroyo Grande and Catherine
Graves, showing existing historic structures
in the Village historic district of Arroyo
Grande (Appendix A). This survey recorded
addresses, building types, ownership, and
focused on architectural characteristics that
contribute to the visual quality of the
buildings and to the entire area surrounding
them. These characteristics include height,
roof configuration and material, exterior
wall materials, window and door type,
chimneys, and porches. Also documented
were surrounding land uses and potential
threats to the site or historic building.

Exceptions to Guidelines

Exceptions to GUIDELINES in this
document may be approved if both of the
following findings are met:
1. The alternative design or materials do
not detract from adjacent buildings or
the historic character and diversity of
the Village area.

The survey reveals that there is not one
particular style that determines the overall
character of the Village historic districts in
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4.
2.

The mass and scale of the project is
appropriate to the location considering
the history and diversity of the area and
the concept of the Village area.

An example of an exception to a guideline
may be for an internally illuminated sign.
See Sign Illumination on page 35, which
allows
externally
illuminated
signs.
Findings may be made approving a sign if
the applicant demonstrates that the sign
maintains a historic character with internal
illumination.

5. The granting of a Minor Exception is
consistent with the objectives and
policies of the General Plan and the
intent of this title.
The Guidelines and Standards are NOT
intended
to
provide
all
necessary
information for development projects within
the Village area.
The Guidelines and
Standards only address generalized design
issues. It is essential that other requirements
in Title 16 (Development Code) and other
portions
of
the
Municipal
Code
(Development Code) be followed for each
project. Nothing in the Guidelines and
Standards is intended to supersede
requirements of the Development Code.
Questions
regarding the
relationship
between the Guidelines and Standards and
Development Code provisions should be
referred to the Community Development
Department.

Exceptions to Standards

Exceptions to STAND ARDS in this
document may be approved if all of the
findings for Exceptions to Guidelines are
met AND by obtaining a Minor Exception
Permit, per Section 16.16.120 of the
Development Code. The Minor Exception
requires noticing property owners within
300 ft. of the project. The Community
Development Director approves a Minor
Exception with a recommendation from the
ARC.
If the project requires Planning
Commission approval, the Minor Exception
will be processed concurrently. A Minor
Exception may be approved if all of the
following findings are met:
1.

The strict or literal interpretation and
endorsement of the specified regulation
would result in practical difficulty or
unnecessary physical hardship;

2.

There are exceptional circumstances or
conditions applicable to the property
involved, or to the intended use of the
property, that do not apply generally to
other properties in the same district;

3.

Strict or literal interpretation and
enforcement of the specified regulation
would deprive the applicant of
privileges enjoyed by other property
owners in the same district;

The granting of the minor exception will
not constitute a grant of special privilege
inconsistent with the limitations on other
properties classified in the same district
and will not be detrimental to the public
health, safety or welfare, or materially
injurious to properties or improvements
in the vicinity;

An example of an exception to a standard
may be for a sign with gold detailing that is
a predominant shiny sign material. See Sign
Materials on page 34, which does not allow
high gloss, shiny or reflective surfaces as
predominant sign material. If the applicant
demonstrates that the sign maintains a
historic character, then a Minor Exception
may be processed concurrent with the sign
application.
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PROCESS FOR IMPLEMENTING GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS IN HISTORIC DISTRICTS

Not subject to
Guidelines & Standards
(see page 12)

Not subject to
Guidelines & Standards

NOT CLEAR
NO

• Community Development
Department approval
OR
• Proceed to ARC review
per Section 16-03 of the
Development Code

l

• Request redesign
• Provide findings that
objectives of the Design
Guidelines & Standards
are otherwise met,
OR
• Recommend denial

\

ARC review and recomme ndation
to the Community Development
Department, Planning Commission
or City Council for further project
review, including consistency with
Guidelines & Standards

CITY OF ARROYO GRANDE
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The Planning Commission has been
assigned the responsibility to review and
approve projects including the following:

DESIGN REVIEW IN ARROYO GRANDE

Community Development Director

The Community Development Director is
responsible for administering Title 16
Development Code, as described in section
16.08.090 of the City's Municipal Code.
The Community Development Director
processes
all
applications,
conducts
environmental reviews and approves minor
use permits including permits such as
viewshed reviews, design reviews and plot
plan reviews.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architectural Review Committee

The Architectural Review Committee
(ARC) is a five member advisory committee
appointed by the City Council to assist the
Community Development Department,
Planning Commission and the City Council
by review of projects and comments
regarding the aesthetics, site planning and
of development
architectural
design
proposals in the City. The ARC includes
three members with technical design,
planning, architectural and/or landscaping
design knowledge and experience reading
and interpreting site plans, architectural and
engineering drawings as they relate to the
appearance of proposed buildings, signage,
structures and landscaping upon a site and
the surrounding community. The two other
members of the Committee may, but need
not,
have technical
design
and/or
landscaping
design
knowledge
and
experience.

•
•

Conditional Use Permits
Surface Mining Permits
Variances
Tentative Maps
Vesting Tentative Maps
Lot Line Adjustments
Lot Mergers
Reversions to Acreage
Certificates of Compliance
Notices of Violation
Planned Sign Programs
Viewshed Review Permits
Planned Unit Development Permits
Extensions of Time (for projects
originally approved by Planning
Commission)
Architectural Review
Appeals of Community Development
Director Determinations

The Planning Commission also makes
recommendations to the City Council on the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Plan Amendments
Development Code Amendments
Specific Plans and Amendments to
Specific Plans
Amendments to Zoning Districts
Development Agreements
Permits, Licenses or other entitlements
within
an
approved
Planned
Development

City Council
Planning Commission

The City Council reviews and approves the
following:

The Planning Commission consists of five
members appointed by the City Council.
The
Planning
Commission
makes
recommendations to the City Council
regarding the General Plan, growth
management and development of the City,
preservation and conservation of open space,
the expenditure of public funds relating to
the General Plan and many other mandatory
responsibilities.

•
•
•
•
•
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Permits, licenses or approvals within an
approved Planned Development;
Extensions of Time (for projects
originally approved by City Couneil);
Concurrent applications.

•
•

REQUIRED APPLICATION SUBMITTAL
DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS

Applicants
must
submit
adequate
documentation in order for the City to
properly evaluate and process applications.
Drawings should be to scale and clearly
depict the character of the proposed work.
Submittal documents vary depending on
what the project involves, however, the
following documentation is generally
required:
•

Completed application form;

•

Payment of fee established by the City
Council to cover typical processing
costs for the specific type of
application (payable to the City of
Arroyo Grande);

•

Site photographs showing topography,
vegetation, existing and adjacent
structures, and views from the site;

•

A scaled Site Plan drawing including
a north arrow showing existing and
proposed
conditions
including
adjacent development patterns (the
number of copies depends on the type
of application submitted);

•

Elevations showing all visible sides
and the relationship of proposed
building(s) to adjacent structure(s) and
the types of exterior materials to be
used;

•

Samples
of building materials
showing actual colors, textures and
types (Computer printouts used as
examples of colors and materials are
not acceptable, actual material
samples must be provided);

•

A model of proposed commercial or
mixed use buildings;

•

Any available or required historic
information relating to the project;

•

Demolition plans, if applicable; and

•

Any other data requested or required
by the Community Development
Department, Architectural Review
Committee, Planning Commission or
City Council, as needed.

The Community Development Department
may require submittal of amended plans if
substantial changes are required before final
consideration for approval. Plans that do not
show all the proposed changes or materials
may delay the project until the applicable
information is provided.

PROJECTS
SUBJECT
TO
GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

THE

The Design Guidelines and Standards for
Historic Districts are incorporated by
reference in the Development Code (Section
16.08.010(1)). All parcels within a Historic
Design Overlay district are subject to the
Development Code and these Guidelines
and Standards.
As shown on the Design Overlay District
Map, these Guidelines and Standards apply
to all commercial, mixed use and residential
construction and renovation projects within
the Village Core Downtown (D-2.4) Single
Family Low-Medium Density (D-2.4),
Single-Family Medium Density (D-2.4),
Multi-Family Medium-High Density (D2.4), Mixed Use and Community Facility
(D-2.4) zoning districts, as shown on the
official zoning map.
Design Overlay District 2.11, remains
subject to the Design Guidelines for Historic
Districts (1994), until such time as a
separate set of Guidelines and Standards
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pertaining to the Traffic Way Corridor is
adopted.

•

Construction, alteration or removal of
any feature that has been determined by
the building official to be necessary to
protect health or safety.

•

Projects that include the renovation or
non-structural alteration of interior
spaces only, and will not result in an
alteration of the outward appe,arance of
the structure.

•

Demolition of any structure found by
the Building Official to be necessary to
protect health or safety of the public is
exempt.
Replacement of any
demolished structure will be subject to
all provisions of the Guidelines and
Standards, and all applicable City codes
and ordinances.

•

Repainting of a commercial or mixed
use building is subject to review by the
Community Development Director to
determine if it involves a substantial
color change and may be referred to the
ARC for a recommendation.
For
example, a change from one earth tone
to another earth tone is not considered a
substantial change.

Demolition or Relocation Permit

Request for Demolition or Relocation
Permits within the Historic Overlay Districts
shall be subject to prior review by the
Community Development Director for
compliance
with
the
California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and to
determine if renovation would be possible
and preferable. Prior to issuance of permit
for the demolition or relocation of any
building, notices shall be given to the ARC
and the Planning Commission. This does
not apply to demolition determined by the
building official to be necessary to protect
public health or safety.
Plot Plan Review

New construction or exterior alterations,
additions or modifications of any building or
structure in the Village Residential, Village
Core Downtown and Village Mixed Use
districts may require Plot Plan review by the
Community Development Director before a
building permit is issued.
The applicant shall include complete site
plans, elevation details and specifications, a
plot plan, and other information that is
needed to describe their project and are
required by the Community Development
Director.
PROJECTS NOT SUBJECT TO
GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

THE

•

Residential or commercial projects that
consist only of routine maintenance, or
repair that do not involve a change of
design or exterior material, and does not
significantly change the outward
appearance of the structure.

•

Projects where less than 15% of the
fa\:ade is physically changed and where
a significant feature of a historic
structure is not impaired.
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Arroyo Grande area included William G.
Dana, John Wilson, John Price, Francis Z.
Branch, and Issac J. Sparks. Francis Branch
had the most extensive holdings in the
valley, including the Arroyo Grande and
Santa Manuela grants, and a part of the
Pismo grant.
To help in clearing and
settling the land, Francis Branch gave
farmers the use, for five years, of every acre
they would clear and cultivate.

HISTORIC OVERVIEW
HISTORY OF ARROYO GRANDE

The history of the Arroyo Grande Valley is
firmly rooted in the natural resources that
abound in the area.
The first known
inhabitants of the area were the Obispeno
Chumash, who established a territory that
covered much of Central California,
extending as much as 60 miles inland from
the ocean. Evidence has been found locally
that suggests their presence dates back at
least
9,000
years.
Over
1,200
archaeological sites have been discovered in
the Arroyo Grande Valley. The abundance
of food included seafood and fish from the
tidal flats, abundant wildlife in the
surrounding hills and lush natural
vegetation.

The San Luis Obispo Board of Supervisors
established the township of Arroyo Grande
in 1862. In 1867, the town consisted of a
schoolhouse, blacksmith shop, and stage
stop on the line to Santa Barbara. By 1876
there were two hotels, two stores, two
saloons, a wheelwright and blacksmith shop,
a schoolhouse, post office, livery stable and
several residences. An influx of new settlers
arrived in 1877, drawn by the rich fertile soil
and
mild
climate that encouraged
agricultural pursuits.

The first Spanish explorer, Juan Cabrillo,
arrived on the Central Coast of California in
1542, and his narrative describes many
Chumash Villages and a large population of
native residents.

Transportation improvements contributed
substantially to the success of agriculture in
the valley. The Meherin brothers, who were
local merchants, and other investors wishing
to promote the Arroyo Grande Valley, built
the Pismo Wharf in 188 !. Stock was issued
to finance the wharf, and 800 shares were
sold at $20.00 each to farmers and
landowners.
When finished, the wharf
extended 1,600 feet from shore, where the
water was 27 feet deep at low tide. In 1882,
thirty-eight ships were loaded at the wharf,
saving local farmers over $35,000 in freight
charges.

Spanish residence in the area commenced in
1771, when the mission was established at
San Luis Obispo de Toloso. The priests of
the mission established a garden and
"plantation" in the Arroyo Grande Valley in
1780, where they raised large quantities of
corn, beans, potatoes and other crops to
supply food for the mission. At that time,
however, the Arroyo Grande Valley was not
the wide expanse of fertile farmland it was
later to become. The area, which was to be
the City of Arroyo Grande, was one large
"monte" covered with willows and brush.

Also in 1881, the Pacific Coast Railroad was
extended from San Luis Obispo to Arroyo
Grande, further stimulating the agriculture
industry and encouraging substantial growth
and development.

The area remained under the control of the
Spanish government until the Mexican
revolution and independence in 1822, when
California became a territory of Mexico.

Arroyo Grande was incorporated as a City in
1911, at which time the population was
approximately 1,200. The reputation of the
area continued to lure residents, and
agricultural enterprises gave way to
residential development. Eventually, the

To encourage settlement in the "California
Territory" the Mexican Government granted
large parcels of land to individuals wishing
to settle in the area. Early landholders in the
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small separate settlements of Arroyo
Grande, Pismo Beach, Shell Beach, Grover
Beach and Oceano expanded to reach each
other's borders, creating a large urbanized
area, sometimes called Five Cities, which is
far different from what early settlers
experienced.
Much remains in Arroyo Grande that
reflects its heritage and past, however.
Many older homes and buildings that remain
reflect their utilitarian heritage, with
vernacular architecture common.
Some
agricultural operations remain within the
city, many of these in proximity to the
Village area. The Village of Arroyo Grande
still reflects many aspects of its history
today, although most residents are no longer
involved in the historic enterprise of
agriculture.
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intersection of Nelson Street and Traffic
Way. Preservation and enhancement of
gateways is important to help define the
special quality of the Village area. The
change of character, as one enters the
Village on East Branch near Crown Hill,
Mason Street or Traffic Way are
"gateways".

OVERALL DESIGN
FRAMEWORK
Design issues in the Village area are not
limited to individual buildings or projects.
While the community structure may not be
of concern to an individual renovation
project, it should be considered for larger
projects that have the capacity to change the
structure of the Village. The structure of the
Village is an expression of the type,
intensity and arrangement of activities and
physical structures in the community. How
the resident or visitor experiences the
structure, depends on the clarity of the
community's physical organization.

LANDMARKS

There are features in the community that
stand out because of their unique visual
character. They are often used as reference
points, to help guide a traveler through the
Village. Landmarks are notable for the
physical characteristics that separate them
from their surroundings, and often, for their
contribution to the historic fabric of the
community.
Landmarks in the Arroyo
Grande Village include natural features such
as Crown Hill and Arroyo Grande Creek to
historic structures such as the old Methodist
Episcopal Church, the I.0.0.F. Hall, the
Olohan Building, and the Swinging Bridge.
Care should be taken in the design of new
projects to preserve the effect of existing
landmarks, and to assure · that new
"landmarks" created are harmonious with
their surroundings. A design element can
unintentionally become an unwelcome
landmark if its style, bulk, or color
overwhelms the surrounding development or
obscures an existing "landmark".

Are there landmarks for points of reference
and recognizable "meeting spots?" Are
travel routes clear and continuous and are
separate areas recognizable for their
individual character? ·These issues, and
others, help to define the community's
structure.
To help illustrate the structure of the Village
of Arroyo Grande, and its problems and
potential, visual elements, first described by
author Kevin Lynch, can be used to explain
the existing "image" of the Village area.
These elements are defined and examples
supplied to illustrate how they are expressed
in the Village of Arroyo Grande. Designers
and decision makers should consider these
elements, and determine how they will be
affected by development projects.

NODES

There are strategic spots in the Village that
an observer considers the center or
concentration of activity or junction of
paths. The public parking area next to the
creek, with the gazebo and Swinging Bridge
or Village Green and historic museum area
are illustrations of such a concentration of
activity, especially during community
festivals and farmer's market days. New
development designs that incorporate
pedestrian space and visual interest to attract
activity can create such "nodes".

GATEWAYS

There are visual "clues" that tell an observer
that they have entered the Village. They are
a change in the quality of space on a path,
where adjoining areas are distinguished
from the distinct and separate Village area
that the traveler is entering. Gateways can
be natural or man-made, and can range from
the first views of historic residences when
approaching from Branch Mill Road or East
Branch Street to the triangle park at the
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DISTRICTS

EDGES OR S_EAMS

There are areas of the community with a
unique character that distinguishes them
from the adjoining areas. An observer can
identify certain districts from inside, and
often from outside the district. The historic
development of Arroyo Grande, and the
activities that occur in different areas of the
Village, contribute to its division into
districts.

There are linear elements that are not paths
that represent breaks in continuity that may
be perceived as barriers between districts or
"seams" where districts are joined. They
may have a feeling of an edge, as with the
steep hills to the north of the Village along
LePoint Street, or a seam, like Arroyo
Grande Creek, joined by bridges.
"Edges" or "seams" can be less defined but
still apparent such as at Crown Terrace east
of The Village or Traffic Way on the west.

There are distinct differences between the
historic commercial buildings of the Village
Core Downtown area, and with the nearby
Village Residential area.
The Village
Residential area, with many historic homes
and large mature trees, differs from the
surrounding, more modern, developments.
Both new development and renovations
should be sensitive to the architectural
elements that contribute to neighborhood
character and to distinctive "districts".

NATURAL AREAS

There are areas within the Village that
remain "natural" as opposed to built areas,
man-made parks, plazas or gardens. In
urban areas, the preservation of natural areas
is often a challenge. Protection of large,
landmark trees and the riparian areas
adjoining Arroyo Grande Creek contribute
substantially to the overall experience and
enjoyment of the Village. Every effort
should be made to preserve and enhance
"natural areas".

PATHS

There are paths for various types of
movement.
It is not necessary for an
observer to actually travel on the path for it
to be a major visual image.
This is
especially true in Arroyo Grande, where
major arterials pass through the Village
(Highway 227) or did pass through in earlier
times, Traffic Way.
Branch Street has been the "main" street in
the Village, and still serves as a major link
to Lopez Lake and adjoining areas. Traffic
Way, Bridge, Nevada and Mason Streets are
additional vehicle paths through the Village,
as are Olohan Alley and LePoint Street.
Smaller connections for circulation include
Short Street, several walkways and historic
routes such as Hart Lane or Creekside
promenades.
Design elements, such as street furniture,
signs, trees and lighting can all contribute to
the "importance" or purpose that is assigned
to a particular "path".
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ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

on simplified design. The roof structure is
most often broad gables, often with a
separate lower gable covering the porch,
although hipped roof structures are also
common. There is little ornamentation, and
what is found is of simplified design. The
first Bungalow development period was
from 1895 to 1915.

This section illustrates various architectural
styles found within the Village Historic
Design Overlay District.
These styles
represent much of the existing architecture
in the Village and shall be used a guide for
future development and renovations in the
area. For the Spanish Eclectic Style, use this
section as a guide for residential remodels
for existing Spanish Eclectic style homes or
mixed use/commercial construction (See
Appendix "A" for additional examples):
construction of new Spanish Eclectic homes
is allowed in the HCO residential district
subject to conditional use permit approval.

Cottage

Most of the historic architecture does not
follow one specific style, but is influenced
by many.
The commercial style
development in the Village area is an
eclectic mix of buildings, but' there is a
similar vocabulary in the building design
and
construction
materials.
The
development for the residential and
commercial buildings generally fits within
one or more of the following architectural
styles.

A Cottage is basically a small frame singlefamily home that does not use any particular
architectural style or ornamentation pattern.
Roof styles vary, but most often use gable,
hip or a combination of the two. This is a
style that often borrows elements from
classic styles, but does not incorporate other
elements that make the style unique.
Craftsman

RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES

Bungalow
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An extension of the early Bungalow, the
Craftsman design included a low-pitched
gabled roof with a wide, unenclosed eave
overhang. Roof rafters are usually exposed
and decorative beams or braces are
commonly added under gables. Porches are
either full or partial-width, with a roof often
supported by tapered square columns. The
most distinctive features of this style are the
junctions where the roof joins the wall,

-~.

<' '----·-~\
The Bungalow style is a unique house type
that borrows from other cultures, but is a
truly American design. Developed on the
west coast, the Bungalow reduces the
distinction between inside and outside space,
reflecting the open practical living possible
in California. It is generally a low, small
house that used natural materials and relied
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where the most ornamentation occurs. This
was the dominant style for smaller homes
from 1905 to early 1920' s. The popularity
of the style faded quickly, however, and few
were built after 1930.

dominant front-facing gable, patterned
shingles, cutaway bay windows, and other
features to avoid a smooth walled
appearance. The decorative detailing is
usually of two types:

Folk Victorian

1. Spindle work includes turned posts and
may also include decorative gables and
ornamentation under the wall overhangs.
2. Free classic detailing uses classical
columns, instead of delicate turned
posts, and other ornamentation is less
"lacy" and delicate than that found in
spindle work.
This style became
common after 1890.
Spanish Eclectic

The Folk Victorian style uses a simple, folk
type house style that is often one story and
has a roof that is gabled or hipped
(pyramidal). It lacks the intricate, irregular
roof structure of the Queen Anne style, but
includes
ornamentation
common
to
Victorian-style detailing, especially spindle
work. Facades are generally symmetrical.

For the Spanish Eclectic Style, use this
section as a guide for residential remodels
for existing Spanish Eclectic style homes or
mixed use/commercial construction (See
Appendix "A" for additional examples):
construction of new Spanish Eclectic homes
is allowed in the HCO residential district
subject to conditional use permit approval.
The Spanish Eclectic style uses decorative
details borrowed from all aspects of Spanish
Architecture. The roof is low pitched,
usually with little or no eave overhang, or
flat. The roof covering is S-shaped or 2piece unglazed clay tile. Typically one or
more prominent arches are placed above the
door or principal windows. Windows are
typically recessed. The wall surface is
usually smooth plaster, and the fayade is
normally asymmetrical.

Queen Anne

The Queen Anne architectural style was
common from about 1880 to 1910.
Identifying features include a steeply
pitched, irregular shaped roof, often with a

* Sketches from the Architectural Styles section are
from Realty Advocates at www.realtyadvocates.com.
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IOOF Building

COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES

Late Nineteenth Century Commercial

Old Brisco Hotel

Characteristics included in late nineteenth
century commercial architecture are double
storefronts that are generally 25 to 50 feet
wide with one or two entrances. Flat roofs
and rooflines with detailed cornices,
recessed entrances flanked by large display
windows on the first floors and smaller
vertical rectangular windows on the second
floors are common as well. Materials of the
time the historic commercial buildings in
Arroyo Grande were built include stone,
brick and wood.
Future renovations and development within
the Village Core shall use similar materials
and color to fit within the historic character
of the Village.
Olohan Building
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CONSTRIJCTION MATERIALS

CEMENT PLASTER

This section provides examples of the most
commonly found building materials used in
the Village area of Arroyo Grande. There
are also examples of construction materials
under the Village Core and the Residential
sections specific to those areas.

Cement plaster (including stucco) is not as
common as wood or brick, however some of
the commercial and residential buildings
within the Village have plaster exteriors.
Cement plaster buildings require detailing
that gives them a historic "Village" feel.
Buildings with plain plaster walls and no
ornamentation are not appropriate for The
Village.

All new projects shall use materials that fit
within the character of the Village (see
following
examples).
Using
similar
materials or replicating these materials on
all projects and restorations will extend the
existing character extended throughout the
Village.
All restorations shall use materials that
match or complement the original structure
facilitating compatibility and preservation of
its character.
WEATHERBOARD
WOOD SIDING

OR

CLAPBOARD

Most of the original housing and a few of
the commercial buildings used horizontal
wood siding or vertical board and batten for
the exterior walls and trim of the buildings.
Wood siding gives the buildings a sense of
historic character, adding detail and texture.

YELLOW INDIGENOUS SANDSTONE

This type of stone is used on the old
1.0.0.F. Hall on Bridge Street and the Old
Brisco Hotel on East Branch Street. It is a
golden stone that is shaped in large irregular
chunks. The color of this natural stone adds
a warm variety and individuality to the area.
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BRICK AND STONE BLOCK

Brick and stone blocks are most common on
commercial buildings in the Village. Brick
is an old construction material that was used
in the late 1800s and early 1900s when the
bulk of the historic commercial buildings in
Arroyo Grande Village were built. The use
of exposed plain concrete block is not
permitted in the Historic Village Core
District.

WINDOW SASHES AND DOOR FRAMES

Doors should be made of wood or a material
that resembles an older style wooden door.
For commercial areas, large industrial style
glass doors and windows with metal frames
are not appropriate. Doors with wood trim
and windows with wood framing should be
used. Aluminum and other frames that have
a modern metal look are not appropriate for
the Village.
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VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL
DISTRICTS (VRD)

EXISTING CHARACTER

Many homes in this district were built in the
period from 1885 to 1920, and represent a
wide variety of architectural styles.
Building materials, styles and details differ
considerably from home to home, but some
common elements can be identified in many
buildings. These include height, mass and
and
attention
to
scale,
materials
ornamentation.
Similarity in Height, Mass and Scale

Most homes are one or two stories high,
with single story designs most common.
Lots are generally smaller and narrower than
in
more
modem
suburban
those
developments, and the home fills much of
the width of the lot. Since garages were not
included in many of these early homes, the
facade design dominates the structure and
streetscape.
Other homes have single,
detached garages, often in the rear yard.
Similarity of Material

The most common exterior wall material is
either weatherboard . or clapboard wood
siding. These materials contribute a strong
horizontal element to the overall design.
Other popular materials include stucco or
plaster, and shingles of various designs are
often seen as accent materials or
ornamentation, especially on gable ends.
Yellow indigenous sandstone, which was
often used as a commercial building material
in the Village Core area, is uncommon for
It is used often,
residential fayades.
however, as a material for foundations or
retaining walls. Brick and concrete block
are also common foundation materials.
The most common roofing material is
composition shingle, and some wood
shingles are also used.
New roofing
materials should incorporate composition
shingles or other non-flammable material
that approximates the appearance of wood.

This section of the Guidelines and Standards
applies to all residential parcels in the
Historic Design Overlay district including
Single Family Low-Medium Density, Single
Family Medium Density and Multi Family
Medium-High Density districts.
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For Spanish Eclectic or Pueblo styles, use of
mission tiles is appropriate.

3. Existing trees should be retained as
much as possible, although judicious
pruning and shaping will be allowed.
Drought resistant street trees shall be
incorporated if pedestrian circulation
will not be obstructed. All front yards
shall be landscaped and maintained on a
regular basis.
Properly designed
landscaping adds to the small town
character of the residential area and is
strongly encouraged.

Window frames are almost exclusively
wood, and door materials incorporate wood
panels with glass, in varying proportions.
Some homes have been remodeled and now
incorporate non-traditional materials such as
synthetic siding, concrete block or stucco
walls and aluminum windows. The use of
these materials is discouraged unless their
appearance simulates traditional materials.

4. Existing parkways shall be retained.
New landscaped parkways shall be
installed
with
substantial
new
construction.
Continuous hardscape
parkways are not pennitted.

Sense of Experimentation

There are many similar types of building
design, and some homes actually appear to
be copies of others in the district. Design
features and ornamentation are often used in
creative ways, however, so that each home
has an individual character. Often, elements
from classic design types are combined, and
the result is an unusual home.
Variety in Building Form

Although most of the homes are single story,
tall two-story homes are also common. The
combination of different architectural styles,
varying setbacks, and distinct wing
arrangements create a unique streetscape.
Landscaping is used both to conceal and
accent homes, and adds to the overall
impression of the district.

Building Design

l. The height of new buildings shall not
exceed 25 feet. Consistent with
Development Code 16.16.100-B.4 and
B.6, a Minor Exception may be sought
to increase building height for Victorian
architecture to improve architectural
design where scenic views or solar
access on surrounding properties is not
affected. The maximum wall height
shall be 20'.

DESIGN GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

Site Design

l. All new projects or renovations shall
adhere to site development standards of
the Development Code.

2.

2. All outbuildings, including garages,
sheds, recycling enclosures, enclosures
for service areas, trash containers, or
outside storage should be compatible
with materials, textures and colors of the
principal building.
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The use of architectural styles in the
years from 1870 through the 1930' s is
strongly encouraged (see Architectural
Styles and Appendix "A" for examples).
The Spanish Eclectic Style is allowed
for residential remodels to existing
Spanish Eclectic homes or mixed
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use/commercial
construction:
construction of new Spanish Eclectic
homes is allowed in the HCO residential
districts subject to conditional use
permit approval.
3. To avoid "boxy" structures that have
unrelieved
exterior
wall
planes
extending in height for two stories, and
to promote vertical articulation of wall
planes, the second floor living area shall
be set back from the ground floor
building footprint on the front and street
sides of the house a minimum of 5 feet
unless at least 50% of the first floor
elevation is articulated with a covered
porch extending out from the wall plane.
The minimum interior sideyard setback
for a two-story structure or the second
story portion of the structure shall be
7.5'. Substantial articulation for twostory single-plane walls is strongly
encouraged.
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4. New buildings or renovations shall
adhere to the following Jot coverage and
floor area ratio requirements displayed
in Table 1:
T abl e 1 Lot c overage an dFAR
Maximum Floor Area
Ratio
(Gross Floor Area
is inclusive of
all roofed structures,
Max.
Parcel
including garage,
Size
Lot
loggias, balconies,
Coverage decks, patios and
porches;
and excluding eaves,
awnings and
trellises)
011,999
square
feet net
12,000
sq. ft.
and
larger

0.40

0.40

0.40

No FAR maximum
Maximum residence
size 4,800 sq. ft.
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5. New construction shall include elements
common to the district such as cladding
type, roofing material, roof structure,
and ornamentation. Spanish Eclectic
design shall use clay tile roofing and
shall comply with the description given
on page 18. Cement plaster may be
permitted in limited quantities provided
that it emulates historic design and it
does not detract from the historic
character of the area.

to be side or rear-loaded or, if street
facing, shall be recessed from the front
building elevation a minimum of five
feet with deep roof overhangs and
smaller single bay doors. Tandem
garages are encouraged to soften the
fa~ade of the home. Other similar
architectural treatment to minimize the
dominance of front garages is
encouraged.
The
materials
and
architectural detailing of garage doors
shall be consistent with the historic
character of the Village and the
architectural style of the house ..
Prominent visibility of garage doors
requires ARC approval. (Development
Code Section 16.56.020 provides that a
Minor Exception may be granted for the
provision of on-site parking when a
change or expansion in use is proposed.)

6. To be consistent with the historic
character in the Village, the following
features should be used in all structures
[and shall be used in conjunction with
Minor Exceptions in accordance with
Development Code Section 16.16.1008(6)]: Incorporate architectural details
and varied materials to reduce the
apparent mass of structures. Such scale
reducing design devices
include
porches, covered entries, dormer
windows, oriel and bay windows, multipane windows, varying roof profiles,
moldings, masonry, stone, brickwork,
and wood siding materials. Expansive
building facades should be broken up by
varied roof lines, offsets, and building
elements in order to avoid a box-like
appearance. Variations in wall planes,
rooflines, detailing, materials and siding
should be utilized to create interest and
promote a small-scale appearance.
Minor Exceptions may also be
considered for energy efficient building
elements or design.
7. All new projects shall use materials that
fit within the character of the Village.
By using similar materials or replicating
these materials on new projects and
restorations, the existing historic
character will be reinforced and
extended.
Garage/Parking

l. One and two car garages shall be
detached if feasible. If infeasible,
proposed attached garages are preferred
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substitute material that simulates the
appearance of original materials.
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5. Original decorative details shall be
If the
retained during renovation.
original materials have deteriorated and
must be removed, they shall be replaced
with materials that match the original in
design, color, and texture.
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1. Building colors shall fit within the
existing character of the neighborhood
and be compatible with the historic
period of the Village Residential
neighborhood. The use of fluorescent
"neon'', "day-glo'', or bright primary
colors as the predominant shade on
building facades is not permitted. Colors
for Spanish Eclectic designs should be
muted and softer in tone.
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2.
Construction Materials

1. Clapboard or weatherboard cladding is
the most common type of material used
in the residential district. Plaster is
prevalent in later designs, especially
Spanish Eclectic styles. The use of
clapboard
or
weatherboard
is
encouraged in new projects or
renovations.
Smooth plaster is
acceptable for renovations involving
styles such as Spanish Eclectic that are
true to the description given on page 18.
2. Renovations shall use the
materials as much as possible.
3.

original

Window sashes and doorframes should
be made of wood or vinyl that looks like
wood, and consistent with the historical
period. Unfinished aluminum is not
allowed.

4. Door materials were traditionally wood
panel and glass. New or replacement
doors shall be wood or an approved
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When Plot Plan review is required, color
samples shall be submitted as part of the
process.
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renovation. Common elements of design
include fa9ade height and structure, strong
pedestrian orientation, and attention to
ornamentation.

VILLAGE CORE DOWNTOWN
(VCD)

This section of the Guidelines and Standards
applies to all parcels in the Village Core
Downtown area and may also be applicable
within Community Facilities (including
Public Facilities and Parks), and Mixed Use
districts as shown on the Design Overlay
District Map.

Similarity in Height, Mass and Scale

Most buildings are one or two stories high
and range from about eighteen to thirty feet
in height. The majority of the buildings in
the Village on Branch Street between Traffic
Way and Mason Street are also narrow as
well, which emphasizes their vertical
character.

An objective of the Village Core Downtown
area is to enhance and maintain a compact,
active street frontage with commercial uses
that attract pedestrians. A visual continuity
should be maintained through site design
and compatibility of scale and materials.

The most common fa9ade design is two
stories high, although some buildings use a
"false front" to achieve the impression of
height. This fa9ade treatment, when used on
a relatively narrow building, stresses the
strong vertical elements in the structure and
creates an impressive image.

MIXED USES WITHIN THE DISTRICT

There are properties within the Village Core,
Mixed Use and Community Facilities
overlay districts that have residential
architectural styles, and are currently being
used as stores, shops, residences, or offices.
In order to preserve and enhance mixed use,
the character of any new building or
renovation shall be consistent with the
surrounding area.

Buildings are also made to appear larger by
creating a series of attached facades, linking
several smaller structures to create the
appearance of one large building. These
techniques lead to a more impressive
appearance without losing pedestrian scale
or blocking views and light.

EXISTING CHARACTER

MaQy of the Downtown district h~storic
commercial buildings were erected m the
period from 1885 to 1910, and represent a
variety of architectural styles. Although
building material and detail differ, there are
definite patterns that should be respected
and incorporated into new development and
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Similarity of Material

establishments, cafes, restaurants
offices, often within the same block.

Brick and stone masonry construction is
common, especially along Branch and
Bridge Streets. Although some exteriors
have been painted, such as the Olohan
Building, the buildings retain many
architectural details of "brick front"
construction. This was one of the most
popular storefront types of vernacular
design, and incorporated commercial
establishments on the ground floor with
storage, offices or living quarters on the
second level. An unusual vernacular style
that uses locally quarried yellow stone is
also found in the Village Downtown
district. The unifying element is the stone
itself, which calls for simplicity of
construction and ornamentation, but the
buildings
using this material
vary
significantly in design. Another common
material is wood siding, especially
clapboard or weatherboard.

and

DESIGN GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

Mixed Use Projects Within the Village
Core Downtown

Mixed use projects within the Village Core
Downtown
shall
be
predominantly
commercial in character.
Upper story
residential and office uses designed to be
compatible with ground floor retail uses are
appropriate. Design of mixed use projects
shall not impede pedestrian flow or disrupt
concentration of retail, cultural and
entertainment uses.

Sense of Experimentation

Although similar architectural styles are
evident, and many elements are common,
there is no one predominant architectural
style, and elements are often combined in
creative ways.
The historic character,
, however, is maintained.

The following building elements shall
NEITHER overpower the project or
detract from the visual continuity of the
streetscape or neighborhood NOR
produce redundancy in feature or pattern
that is discordant with the historic
character of the district:

Pedestrian Orientation

Most commercial buildings have large
display windows and a main entrance that
faces the street, oriented to pedestrian
traffic.
There is no setback from the
sidewalk, and buildings are generally
designed and detailed to human scale,
contributing to an atmosphere where
pedestrians feel comfortable.
Variety in Building Form

There is sufficient variety in height, mass,
scale and proportion to create visual interest
in the Village Core Downtown Area. There
is also a mixture of uses that includes retail
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Building scale
Building form
Building fa~ade
Building entrance
Roofline
Fencing, rails or trellis
Archways, columns or towers
Doors and windows
Signage or feature designed for sign
placement

•

Colors
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2. The existing pattern of building fayades
shall be incorporated into new
development projects. Dominant fayade
designs incorporate either brick front
elements or parapet features.
Roof
patterns generally associated with
residential buildings such as gable, hip
or gambrel are generally not appropriate
for commercial building frontages in the
Village Core Downtown District.

Site Design

1. All new projects or renovations shall
adhere to the site development standards
of the Development Code.
2. The existing front setbacks of zero to
fifteen feet (O' to 15') shall be required
with main entries facing the street. A
majority of the building frontage shall
face the street and incorporate design
features oriented to the pedestrian.

3. For retail commercial buildings, display
windows should complement the design
of surrounding historic buildings and
shall be oriented to pedestrian traffic.

3. Streetscape
improvements
shall
complement
the
existing
design
sidewalk paving, lighting schemes and
street furniture within the district.

4. Transoms are common over display
windows, and were used for light and
ventilation. When possible, transoms
should be incorporated into new
building design, and existing transoms
should be used in building renovations.

4. All enclosures for service areas, trash or
recycling containers shall be designed as
part of the overall project or building.
Materials, textures and colors should be
consistent with those of the proposed
project and compatible with adjacent
buildings.

5. New construction should include
elements such as cladding, roof structure
and ornamentation common to the
district. All new projects shall use
materials - including roof materials that fit within the character of the
Village Core Downtown district. By
using similar materials or replicating
these materials on all projects and
restorations, the existing character will
be reinforced and extended.

5. Landscaping shall retain existing trees
and plants as much as possible. Street
trees and sidewalk planters shall be
incorporated where
feasible
and
pedestrian circulation will not be
obstructed.
(Streetscape elements
within the public right-of-way, require
an Encroachment Permit from the Public
Works Department.) Landscaping in
parking areas shall conform to the
requirements of Title 16 of the
Municipal Code (Development Code).

6. Decorative fixtures, including awnings,
signs, and lighting, shall be integrated
with other design elements of the
structures.

Building Design

Construction Materials

1. The height of new buildings shall not
exceed development standards allowed
in Title 16 ofthe Municipal Code. Scale
and massing of any building within this
area shall be consistent with that of the
neighboring buildings, as described
above in "Similarity in Height, Scale
and Massing".

1. Brick and stone masonry are the most
common fayade materials used on
historic character structures in the
Village Core Downtown district, and are
acceptable fayade materials.
Some
brickwork has been painted, and this is
consistent with design style of the 18701939 period.
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Other acceptable fac;ade materials
include yellow sandstone (such as that
on the 1.0.0.F. building), and wood
cladding. Wood cladding shall be of
painted
clapboard,
painted
weatherboard, or board and batten
styles.

2.

While bright colors may be used for
limited accent, their use is subject to
review by the Architectural Review
Committee (ARC).

3. Color samples shall be submitted as part
of Plot Plan Review or Conditional Use
Permit process.

Materials of similar design, color and
texture may be considered. Smooth
plywood panels are not appropriate
unless detailed for the historic period.

4. The use of fluorescent, "neon" or "dayglo" colors on building facades is not
appropriate, historic base colors should
be used instead.

2. Window sashes shall be of wood or
painted steel, and consistent with the
historic period.
Materials that
approximate the appearance of original
materials may be substituted subject to
the approval of the Architectural Review
Committee, but unfinished aluminum is
not allowed.

5. Accent colors used for ornamentation,
awnings, <lentils, friezes or other details
shall harmonize with the predominant
building color.
6.

3. Door materials were traditionally wood
panel and glass, either single or double.
New or replacement doors shall be
wood or an approved substitute material
that approximates the appearance of
original materials.
Aluminum entry
doors with large glass panels are
inappropriate for the Village Core
Downtown District.
4. Original decorative details should be
retained during renovation.
If the
original materials have deteriorated and
must be removed, they shall be replaced
with materials that match as closely as
possible the original in design, color,
and texture.
5. Reflective glass is not appropriate in the
Village Core Downtown District.
Stained glass may be used as an accent
material if it is consistent with the
historic period of the building.
Building colors

1. The number of colors used on a building
should be kept to a minimum.
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Viltaee Mixed IJse (VMIJ)
This section of the Guidelines and Standards
applies to areas between the Village Core
Downtown and the Village Residential
districts surrounding the Village, as shown
on the Design Overlay map including the
Public Facilities district. The Village Mixed
Use district is intended to provide space for
intensified mixed use projects compatible
with adjoining commercial or residential
districts. The Guidelines and Standards for
this area are intended to enhance these
transitional areas.

The Village Mixed Use districts contain a
combination of commercial, office and
residential uses rather than exclusively
residential or commercial character evident
in adjoining areas. Generally, the character
of existing development reflects the period
of the late 191h Century, however, it derives
its diversity from the combination of
residential and commercial uses over time.

An objective of the Village Mixed Use
district is to maintain and develop mixed
uses in a manner that allows a transition
from the intense commercial character of the
Village Core Downtown to the surrounding
traditional
Village
Residential
neighborhoods. Adaptive re-use of existing
houses is encouraged to accommodate new
uses while maintaining the historical
residential heritage. The Village Mixed Use
district
should
enhance
pedestrian
accessibility and activity and minimize the
visual impact of automobiles.

Diversity in Scale

Many of the buildings surrounding the
Village Core Downtown are small
residential structures that are being used as
homes, offices, or small retail stores. The
lot sizes and building types are more
consistent with Village Residential areas.
Most of the buildings are one story,
however, some two story homes and offices
exist proximate to the Village Core
Downtown. Generally, the scale of the
Village Mixed Use neighborhood is smaller
with moderate sized separated buildings.

EXISTING CHARACTER

Similarity of Material

Building materials used in the Village
Mixed Use district generally reflect those
used in Village Residential neighborhoods
rather than Village Core Downtown
commercial buildings. The most common
cladding material is either weatherboard or
clapboard wood siding.
Other popular
materials include stucco or plaster, and
shingles of various designs are often seen as
accent
materials
or
ornamentation,
especially on gable ends. The most common
roofing material is composition shingle, and
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to a lesser extent wood shingle. Yellow
indigenous sandstone, which is a distinct
building material in the Village Core
Downtown, is not as common for Village
Residential and Village Mixed Use
buildings, but it is sometimes used as a
foundation material or a trim material along
with stone or brick.
Window frames are
almost exclusively wood, and door materials
incorporate wood panels with glass, in
varying proportions.

Buildings are single and two-story with
varying architectural styles and sizes.
Varying setbacks and distinct wing
arrangements create a unique streetscape.
Landscaping adds character by screening
and accenting the buildings in the Village
Mixed Use district.
Variety in building
form is due to historic mixed uses and
diversity of individual infill developments
between the Village Core Downtown and
Village Residential areas over time.
Materials and building styles incorporate
details from both residential and commercial
building types.

Sense of Experimentation

Most Village Mixed Use districts exhibit a
Village Residential rather than Village Core
Downtown commercial character. Use of
similar building materials, colors, or styles
with individual building design or unique
ornamentation brings out a more eclectic
nature within Village Mixed Use districts.
Such diversity is encouraged.

DESIGN GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

The following building elements shall
NEITHER overpower the project or
detract from the visual continuity of the
streetscape or neighborhood NOR
produce redundancy in feature or pattern
that is discordant with the historic
character of the district:
• Building scale
• Building form
• Building fa9ade
• Building entrance
• Roofline
• Fencing, rails or trellis
• Archways, columns or towers
• Doors and windows
• Signage or feature designed for sign
placement

Variety in Building Form

•

Colors

Site Design

All new projects or substantial alterations
and additions are required to adhere to site
development standards of the Development
Code.
Front Setbacks in the Village Mixed Use
district should be in line with traditional
houses along the block generally ten to
twenty feet (10' -20'). Where setbacks
vary, a new building shall fit within the
range of setbacks of the block.
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When a structure is built in or altered in or is
facing a predominantly residential block, it
should take on a residential design character
regardless of its proposed use.

Existing trees should be retained where
possible. A Tree Removal Pennit may be
required "Municipal Code 12.16). Judicious
pruning and shaping will be allowed. Street
trees and other sidewalk area landscaping
shall be incorporated if pedestrian
circulation will not be obstructed.
(Streetscape improvements within the public
right-of-way require an Encroachment
Pennit from the Public Works Department.)
Front yards should be landscaped
compatible with the majority of neighboring
properties and maintained on a regular basis.
Each residential unit shall provide a private
outdoor patio, courtyard, atrium or
balconies, regardless of unit size.

For a Village Mixed Use district project that
is predominantly residential in use, the
design of the project should reflect a
residential character.
Residential and mixed use buildings in the
Village Mixed Use district shall comply
with the design standards for the Village
Mixed Use district, unless otherwise
approved by the ARC and Planning
Commission. Exceptions may include retail
commercial uses in close proximity to the
Village Core Downtown.

Street furniture
and fixtures
shall
complement the existing sidewalk paving,
lighting schemes, and street furniture within
the Village Core Downtown.
A site plan incorporating the project within
adjacent development shall be submitted as
part of the application for Architectural
Review.

Connective elements such as walkways,
common
landscaped
areas,
building
orientation, and unfenced property lines are
encouraged.
Particular care should be taken to assure
convenient pedestrian and bike circulation
through all parts of a project and to
adjoining properties in the Village Mixed
Use district.

Building Design

The height of new buildings shall not exceed
Development Code standards: generally one
and two stories are allowed. New building
additions and alterations should be
compatible with the adjoining area and not
exceed height, lot coverage and floor area
ratio requirements of the Development
Code.

Any surface parking should be provided in
well-screened parking lots at the rear or
sides of projects. Parking that is intended to
support commercial or office uses should be
placed in convenient proximity to such uses.
At least one on-site parking space shall be
provided for each dwelling unit, regardless
of dwelling size.

The use of consistent architectural styles
from the years 1870 to 1940 is strongly
encouraged rather than additions or
alterations from more recent or different
design styles (see Architectural Styles for
examples).

New outbuildings, including garages and
enclosures for service areas, trash or recycle
containers, or storage structure should be
compatible with materials, textures and
colors of the principal buildings. Projects
that propose potential newspaper racks shall
include a designated area consistent with the
building architecture. Vending machines in
public view shall be placed within an
enclosing structure. Plans for the structure
shall be subject to ARC approval.

New construction should include elements
such as cladding, roofing material, roof
structure and ornamentation common to the
district.
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The existing pattern of building facades
generally respecting pedestrian or human
scale design should be incorporated into new
development projects. Fa~ade designs that
incorporate either brick or stone elements
and parapets are appropriate for commercial
structures. Roof types generally associated
with residential buildings such as gable, hip
or gambrel are also appropriate for
structures within the Village Mixed Use
district.

wood.
For Spanish Eclectic or Pueblo
styles, the use of mission tiles is appropriate.
New or replacement door frames and
window sashes should be made of wood or
an approved substitute material that
approximates the appearance of original
materials.
Some existing buildings
incorporate
materials that do not reflect historic styles
such as synthetic siding, concrete block and
aluminum, which are the result of prior
additions or remodels. Further use of these
materials is not permitted unless necessary
for minor changes to elevations already
composed of such elements. Additions or
alterations to buildings shall use the original
building materials where possible, or
approved materials that simulate original
materials.

I
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A building front should provide visual
interest and a sense of human scale.

Original decorative details should be
retained where possible. If original historic
materials have deteriorated and must be
removed, they shall be replaced with
materials that match the original design,
color and texture.

All decorative fixtures, including awnings,
signs and lighting, shall be integrated with
other design elements of the structures.
Building elevations shall be submitted as
part of the application for ARC review.
Perspectives, accurate sections or a model of
the project may be required to depict the
height, mass and scale of the proposed
project with respect to its setting and
adjacent development.

Sample materials shall be submitted as part
of the application for ARC review.
Building Colors

Building colors should be compatible with
the historic character of the area, and should
not conflict with other colors in the
surrounding areas. The building colors in
the historic districts primarily include tones
that match the natural environment such as
earth tones. Some Victorian homes in the
Village Residential and Village Mixed Use
portions of the Village use brighter colors to
accent the style of these buildings.

Construction Materials

Clapboard, weatherboard cladding, and
cement plaster, including stucco, are
building materials used in the Village Mixed
Use district.
Cement plaster is most
prevalent in more recent designs and on
Spanish Eclectic style buildings.
All
cladding or wood materials should be
painted or treated to preserve the wood, and
to give the structure a more finished look.
New roofing materials should incorporate
composition shingles or other nonflammable
material that simulates the appearance of

Neon or day-glow colors are not
appropriate. Bright colors, such as those on
the Victorian homes, shall be limited to
accent details or portions of the buildings.
Color samples shall be submitted as part of
the application for ARC review.
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Signs, Awnines and Rear
Entries

4. Painted wall signs are not appropriate on
facades of unpainted brick or stone.
Signs painted directly on unpainted or
unfinished walls are not appropriate for
the Village Core Downtown and Mixed
Use districts. Wall signs painted on
finished wood and/or painted brick,
stone or stucco surfaces are allowed
subject to ARC recommendation.
Removing or altering painted signs can
cause damage to the surface material.

SIGNS

General

1. Signs shall meet all requirements of the
Development Code, and the provisions
of these Guidelines and Standards for
the district in which it is located. If a
conflict arises between the Development
Code and these Guidelines and
Standards,
the
most
restrictive
requirements shall apply.

Size

1. Signs shall not completely cover kick
plates or window transoms.

2. All
signs,
except
Community
Development
Director
approved
window signs, shall be subject to review
by the Architectural Review Committee
(ARC).
3.

2. All signage is included in the sign area
allowed in the Development Code. This
includes window and awning signs,
logos and graphic representations that
identify the business, product sold, or
service offered.

Signs shall be oriented to pedestrians
and slow moving vehicle traffic. This
means that signs shall be smaller and on
more of a human scale than signs in
other commercial districts.

3. Window signs shall not exceed twenty
percent (20%) of the window area in
which they appear.
4. Sign materials and lettering styles shall
be consistent with the historic period.

t

Location

1. Signs shall be located in relation to the
bays on the fa~ade. Signs shall not
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Materials

obscure architectural features of the
building.

I.

Signs shall be built of wood, metal or
other materials that simulate the
appearance of wood or metal.

2. The use of wood-simulating recycled
plastic
material
is
subject
to
Architectural Review Committee (ARC)
approval.
3. High gloss, shiny or reflective surfaces
may be used as accents, but shall not be
used as the predominant sign material.
4. Signs may use raised images or painted
images in their design.
2.

Wall signs shall be located near the
entry to the building to better relate to
pedestrian traffic . .

5.

Sign materials shall complement the
building material, and shall be in
keeping with the historic character of
the Village.

6.

Signs painted on a signboard or other
thin material shall be framed on all sides
to provide depth and a finished look to
the sign. Sign frames shall include
carved or routed details or otherwise be
designed
to
complement
the
architectural design of the building or
district.

3. Window and door signs shall be applied
where they will not obstruct visibility.
4. Signs on awnings or canopies shall be
placed where pedestrians can see them.
Under-canopy signs are encouraged in
the Village Core Downtown District to
enhance pedestrian orientation, and shall
be counted as part of the total allowable
sign area.

7. Interior lit and metal canister, plastic
and vacuum-formed letters or sign faces
are not permitted unless specifically
recommended by the Architectural
Review Committee (ARC).
Colors

1. Sign colors shall complement
building color scheme.
2.

the

Bright, intense colors are inappropriate
including the use of fluorescent, "neon"
or "day-glo" colors on signs.

3. All applications for sign permits shall
include a sample of the intended color
palette.
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Sign Illumination

3. Awning or canopy color and design
should be compatible with that of the
building on which it is attached and
complement those of adjacent buildings,
both in style and color.

1. Signs may be externally illuminated
with incandescent lights, or other
lighting that does not produce glare and
is designed to conserve energy.
2.

Wall, canopy, or projecting signs may
be illuminated from concealed sources
or exposed ornamental fixtures that
complement the building's architecture.

3. Window signs and window displays
may be illuminated from concealed
sources.
4. Neon tubing signs that approximate the
appearance of historic neon are subject
to approval of the Architectural Review
Committee. All neon tubing shall be
covered with transparent or translucent
material to prevent rupture or shall be
certified by the manufacturer for safety.

4. Canopies and awnings shall be
consistent with the historic period in
regard to size, shape, and materials.
Aluminum, fiberglass and plastic
awnings or canopies are not appropriate.
The use of loose valances and traditional
vintage-stripped awning material is
encouraged.
Canopies and awnings
consisting of materials stretched taut
over a rigid framework are not
appropriate.

AWNINGS AND CANOPIES

REAR ENTRIES

l . Under-awning or under-canopy signs
oriented to pedestrian traffic are
encouraged as part of the overall
signage in the Village Core Downtown
and Mixed Use districts.
2. All graphics, logos, and signs contained
on awnings or canopies shall be
considered part of the total allowed sign
area as defined in the Development
Code.

l . Rear entries are traditionally plain and
unadorned. Common materials include
brick, stone, boards and battens and
wood siding, and these are acceptable
for new construction or renovation.
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Wood siding may be either painted or
unfinished, subject to Architectural
Review Committee approval.
PUBLIC AREA IMPROVEMENTS

2. Trim materials are commonly wood or
steel. Materials that approximate the
appearance of wood or steel are subject
to review by the Architectural Review
Committee. Wood trim may be either
painted or unfinished.

3. Color schemes shall complement those
used on the fa~ade of the building. The
use of bright, primary colors as the
predominant shade is not appropriate.
While bright colors may be used for
limited accent, their use is subject to
Architectural
Review
Committee
approval.
The use of fluorescent,
"neon" or "day-glo" colors is not
appropriate.
4.

Sidewalks

1. Exposed aggregate sidewalks with brick,
stone or tile bands are required along
Branch Street from Traffic Way to Tally
Ho Creek and on Bridge Street between
Branch Street and Nelson Street, in the
Downtown district. Other streets within
the Village Core Downtown and Mixed
Use districts may have exposed
aggregate sidewalks or conventional
concrete, as approved by the City.

Signs used in conjunction with rear
entrances shall be part of the total sign
area allowed for the use under
provisions of the Development Code.

5. Doors and windows, including doublehung sash and casement windows, are
traditional for rear entrances and may be
used if the frame is wood or a material
that simulates wood. Rear entry doors
need not include glass panels.

2. New building and substantial renovation
projects within the Downtown and
Mixed Use districts shall include
replacement of existing conventional
sidewalk with exposed aggregate
sidewalk where required.
Building
permits shall include construction of
sidewalk in areas without sidewalk.
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When sidewalks are replaced due to
normal maintenance, the new sidewalks
shall be exposed aggregate, where
required.

designated area designed consistent with
the building architecture.
5. Vending machines in public view shall
be placed within an enclosed structure.
Plans for the enclosed structure shall be
Architectural
Review
subject to
Committee approval and consistent with
the architecture of the principal
adjoining building.

Signs

1. All public signs shall be subject to a feeby
the
exempt
design
review
Architectural
Review
Committee.
Public signs shall be detailed to conform
to the area. This includes painting all
new poles, sign backs, and other
appurtenant hardware a color that is
consistent with other public signs in the
Village area.

Public Art

1. Public Art shall be consistent with the
City's Policy on Public Art, and in
character with the historic period.

Street Furniture

1. Street furniture shall be compatible and
consistent with City approved street
furniture. Variations shall be subject to
approval of the Architectural Review
Committee.
Trash and recycling
receptacles
shall
be
clearly
differentiated. Advertising on benches,
shelters or furniture is inappropriate in
the Village Downtown and Mixed Use
districts.
2. Ornamental streetlights shall be required
in the same areas as exposed aggregate
sidewalks, and are encouraged in other
public or private pedestrian or parking
areas throughout the Downtown and
Mixed Use districts.
3. Bike racks shall be located in parking
lots, with smaller racks in high traffic
areas near building entries or plaza
areas. Bike racks shall be painted dark
colors, similar to sign and light poles.
Bike lockers, where proposed, shall be
darker wood tone colors and shall not be
located in areas where they could detract
from the pedestrian character of the
Downtown and Mixed Use districts.
4. New projects that propose potential
newspaper racks shall include a
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DEFINITIONS
Guideline: Advisory instructions for a future course of action.
Historic Period: For the purposes of these Historic District Guidelines, the historic period of
the Village is 1870-1939.
Preservation: The treatment of an existing building to stop or slow deterioration, stabilize the
structure and provide structural safety without changing or adversely affecting its original
character or appearance.
Rehabilitation, Renovation: The process of returning a property to a state of utility, through
repair or change, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those
parts and features of the property important to its historic, architectural, and cultural values.
Remodel: The change of original features of a building or structure.
Restoration: The careful return of a building to its original appearance or to a particular time
period by removal of later work and replacement of missing earlier work.

Scale: The interrelation of the size of architectural spaces, masses, elements, construction units,
with the size of the human figure.
Standard: Mandatory requirement of the Development Code or other City adopted regulation,
plan or details (usually worded "shall" or "must").
Sign (externally illuminated): A Sign that does not use an artificial light source behind its
face to make the message readable.
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ARCHITECTURAL TERMS
Bay: A rectangular area of a building defined by four adjacent columns; a part of a building that
projects from a far;:ade.
Cladding: A material used as the outside wall enclosure of a building.
Cornice: The exterior detail at the meeting of a wall and a roof overhang; a decorative molding
at the intersection of a wall and a ceiling.
Dentil: Alternate square block and blanJ( spaces on a cornice or portico that gives the appearance
of teeth.
Eave: The horizontal edge at the low side of a sloping roof.
Fa~ade: The exterior face of a building, often distinguished from other surfaces by elaboration
of architectural features or ornamental details.

Kick plate: A wood panel or portion of wall below a large display-type window.
Parapet The region of an exterior wall that projects above the level of the roof.
Sash: A frame for a pane of glass in a door or window.
Shingle: A small unit of water-resistant material nailed in overlapping fashion with many other
units to make a wall or sloping roof watertight.
Transom: A window above a door or other window built on or hinged to a horizontal crossbar.
Vernacular. Of or being an indigenous building style using local materials and traditional
methods of construction and ornament, especially as distinguished from academic or historical
architectural styles.
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APPENDIX A
SPANISH ECLECTIC DESIGN
Good examples of existing Spanish Eclectic design in the Historic Character Overly District in
the Arroyo Grande Village:
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SPANISH ECLECTIC DESIGN
Examples of modernized Spanish Eclectic/Mediterranean design from outside the City that are
NOT good examples of design that is consistent with the Historic Character Overlay District in
the Arroyo Grande Village:
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Design Guidelines and Standards for Design Overlay
District (D-2.11) - Traffic Way and Station Way
Amended by City Council
Resolution No. 4480
Resolution No. 4566

TRAFFIC WAY
Purpose of this Design Overlay
District
The primary purposes and goals of this
district are to encourage the use of
design that will not detract from the
neighboring Village districts and to
enhance the character and appearance
of this southern commercial gateway to
Arroyo Grande from Freeway 101. Much
of the existing development in the area
is modern, there are many buildings and
sites reflecting the former highway route,
prior to Freeway 101, from the 1920's ·
through 1950's. The intent of these
guidelines and standards is to protect
the best examples of these existing
historic period buildings, and to enhance
the character of this major entrance to
the Village. There is no one proper
architectural style, but the design
element and "automobile age" character
of this era and the use of elements or
scale found in adjacent buildings is
encouraged. Examples include historic
"Route 66" style building elements and
architectural styles such as "Streamline
Moderne" and "Art Deco". Examples of
such elements are shown in
photographs at the end of this section.

Guidelines and Standards
Special Considerations
A Concept Enhancement Plan is
included in Attachment "A" to facilitate
the goals for the district. The Plan
shows areas planned for auto retail
uses, visitor serving uses and shared
parking.
1. Along a portion of the east side of
Station Way, both sides of Traffic Way,
afH:I. along the south side of Fair Oaks
Avenue between Freeway 101 and
Traffic Way, and on the southeast of the
intersection of E. Cherry Avenue and
Traffic Way (APN's 007-483-009, 010,
011, 033, 039, and 040; 007-542-007,
015, 021, and 023; 007-594-017, 018,
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027, and 029; 007-621-076, 077, and
078), permitted use shall be limited to
automobile and light truck sales and
services, or related automotive parts
stores, repair shops, and similar vehicle
sales, services and accessory uses.

feature areas to enhance appearance
and encourage outdoor uses.
5. Streetscape improvements shall
conform to the established sidewalk
paving, lighting and street furniture,
fixture and feature designs approved by
the City.

All other Permitted uses and Minor Use
Permitted uses shall be considered
subject to Conditional Use Permit,
including a finding that vehicle sales and
services and /or the similar related uses
prescribed are not feasible due to site
specific building and/or property
configuration and conditions.

6. The desired configurations and
locations for off-street parking lots, in
order of preference, are:
a. Double loaded aisle to side or rear
of building on-site.
b. Shared double loaded aisle to side
or rear of building partially on-site
and part off-site on neighboring
parcel.
c. Shared off-site or public parking lot
within 200 feet.
d. Single or double loaded aisle in
front of building(s).

Site Design
1. All new projects or renovations shall
adhere to site development standards of
the Development Code.
2. Buildings and sales uses shall be
oriented to the public street while
service, storage and accessory uses
shall be oriented away from the street to
interior areas of the site.

Building Design
1. Buildings shall be one to three
stories, small to moderate scale, have
horizontal massing and include both
pedestrian and vehicle-oriented features
evident from public streets, particularly
Traffic Way.

3. All accessory structures or functions,
including off-street parking, service
buildings and enclosures for service
areas, trash containers or outdoor
storage shall be designed as part of the
overall project or building.

2. Along both sides of Traffic Way and
the south side of Fair Oaks Avenue,
building material textures and colors
shall be consistent with the character of
the best examples of "automobile age"
(1920's through 1950's) buildings in the
area. On side streets east of Traffic Way
adjoining Village Mixed Use District (D2.4) the building materials, textures and
colors, as well as architectural character
should transition to Historic district
design guidelines and standards,
including elements of both eras.

4. Landscaping should retain existing
trees and add feature areas or strips of
planting to achieve screening or
softening of building and outdoor display
areas visible from public streets. Street
trees shall be incorporated where
functional circulation will not be
obstructed. Street trees and sidewalk
planters within the public right of way
should be supplemented with private
street yard planting, landscape strips or
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conflict exists, the most restrictive
requirements shall apply.

3. The height, lot coverage and floor to
area ratio of new buildings shall not
exceed the development standards
allowed in Title 16 of the Municipal Code
for the TMU district, unless the project
adjoins the VMU district in which case
those standards may be allowed.

However, because of the unique nature,
multiple functions and special
characteristics of the combination of
new and used car, truck and/or other
vehicle and related retail and accessory
uses, the approval of Minor Use Permits
or Conditional Use Permits may include
design exceptions including height, size
and total area of signage allowed.

4. To the extent feasible, original
structures and materials, and
architectural details should be integrated
into project design and retained,
renovated, or replaced with materials
and features that match or reflect the
original design.

1. Color and materials samples shall be
submitted as part of the permitting
process. The use of limited florescent,
"neon" or "day-glo" colors on building
facades may be allowed if used to
depict the "automobile age" era.

5. Construction materials should be
compatible with those used on adjacent
developments. New buildings should
incorporate traditional materials, but
should not attempt, or pretend to be
historic. Victorian period details should
not be used when not in context with the
building.

2. Signs should be located
symmetrically in relation to fa9ad e bays
and should not obstruct architectural
features of the building.
3. Wall signs should be located above
the entry to the building to better relate
to pedestrian traffic.

6. The number of colors used on a
building or project should be kept to a
minimum, to include a base color, trim
color and accent colors.

4. Window and door signs should be
applied where they will not obstruct
visibility.

7. Color and materials samples shall be
submitted as part of the permitting
process. The use of limited florescent,
"neon" or "day-glo" colors on building
facades may be allowed if used to
depict the "automobile age" era.

5. Signs on awnings or canopies should
be placed where they may be seen by
pedestrians as well as by passing traffic.
6. Temporary banners to meet franchise
agreement requirements for large scale
automobile retail uses provided that:
1. Only two (2) banners are displayed
at any given time;
2. The banners are no larger than
forty-eight (48) square feet each;
and

8. Color palettes should be compatible
with those of adjoining buildings.

Signs
Signs shall be architecturally integrated,
meet all requirements of the
Development Code and the provision of
these guidelines and standards. If a
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3. The banners are displayed no
more than thirty (30) days every
two (2) months.

Examples of Architectural Elements
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Station Way

subject to Conditional Use Permit,
including a finding that visitor services is
not feasible due to site specific building
and/or property configuration and
conditions.

Purpose of this Design Overlay
District
The primary purposes of this district are
to encourage the use of design that will
complement the neighboring Village
districts and provide a transition
between these districts and the Traffic
Way corridor. The predominant design
for the Station Way area are wood-sided
or smooth plaster single and two-story
structures with green ribbed metal roofs
as depicted by the Village Promenade.

2. A shared parking facility should be
considered at the interior portion of
the parcels located at 208, 210 and
216 Traffic Way (APNs 007-483-41,
42and1).

Site Design
1. All new projects or renovations shall
adhere to site development standards of
the Development Code.
2. Buildings and sales uses shall be
oriented to the public street while
storage, parking and accessory uses
shall be oriented away from the street to
interior areas of the site.
3. All accessory structures including offstreet parking, service buildings and
enclosures for service areas, trash
containers or outdoor storage shall be
designed as part of the overall project or
building.

Special Considerations
A Concept Enhancement Plan is
included in Attachment "A" to facilitate
the goals for the district. The Plan
shows areas planned for visitor serving
uses and shared parking.

4. Landscaping should retain existing
trees and add feature areas or strips of
planting to achieve screening and
softening of structures and parking and
highlight pedestrian walkways and
public areas. Street trees shall be
incorporated where functional circulation
will not be obstructed.

1. Southeast of the intersection of E.
Grand Avenue and Freeway 101,
on the parcel behind the Chevron
Station (APN 007,481,006)
permitted use shall be limited to
visitor serving uses, and related
accessory uses.

5. Streetscape improvements shall
conform to the established sidewalk
paving, lighting and street furniture,
fixture and feature designs approved by
the City.

All other Permitted uses and Minor Use
Permitted uses shall be considered
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6. The desired configurations and
locations for off-street parking lots, in
order of preference, are:

developments. New buildings should
incorporate traditional materials and
reflect agrarian features.

a. Shared double loaded aisle to side
or rear of building partially on-site
and partially off-site on neighboring
parcels.
b. Single or double loaded aisle in
front of building(s) with substantial
landscaping.
c. Shared off-site or public parking lot
within 200 feet.

5. The number of colors used on a
building or project should be three or
fewer, to include a base color, trim color
and single accent color.
6. Color and materials samples shall be
submitted as part of the ARC process.
The use of florescent, "neon" or "dayglo" colors is not appropriate.

Building Design

7. Color palettes should be compatible
with those of adjoining buildings.

Materials and Colors

Signs
1. Buildings shall be one or two story,
horizontally massed, and small to
moderate scale structures, with
pedestrian features evident from public
streets, particularly Station Way.

Signs shall meet all requirements of the
Development Code and the provision of
these guidelines and standards. If a
conflict exists, the most restrictive
requirements shall apply unless
otherwise approved by ARC.

On the east side of Station Way the
established materials, textures and
colors of the existing buildings shall be
utilized or reflected in the building,
landscape and signage designs.

1. Color and materials samples shall be
submitted as part of the ARC process.
The use of florescent, "neon" or "dayglo" colors is not appropriate.

2. The height, lot coverage and floor to
area ratio of new buildings shall not
exceed the development standards
allowed in Title 16 of the Municipal Code
for the VMU district.

2. Signs should not obstruct
architectural features of the building.
3. Wall signs should be located above
the entry to the building to better relate
to pedestrian traffic.

3. To the extent feasible, original
structures and materials, and
architectural details should be integrated
into project design and retained,
renovated, or replaced with materials
and features that match or reflect the
original design.

4. Window and door signs should be
applied where they will not obstruct
visibility.
5. Signs on awnings or canopies should
be placed where they may be seen by
pedestrians as well as by passing traffic.

4. Construction materials should be
compatible with those used on adjacent
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6. Temporary banners to meet franchise
agreement requirements for large scale
automobile retail uses provided that:
1. Only two (2) banners are displayed .
at any given time;
2. The banners are no larger than
forty-eight (48) square feet each;
and
3. The banners are displayed no
more than thirty (30) days every
two (2) months.
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EAST CHERRY AVENUE SPECIFIC PLAN DESIGN GUIDELINES
I.

Purpose and Intent

These Design Guidelines have been prepared to provide a framework to achieve a comprehensive approach
to implementation of planning, architectural, and landscape architectural concepts for the East Cherry
Avenue Specific Plan areas – Subarea 2 and Subarea 3.
More specifically, the purpose of these Design Guidelines is as follows.





II.

To provide the City of Arroyo Grande with the necessary assurance that the Specific Plan areas
will develop in accordance with the quality and character proposed;
To provide guidance to design and construction professionals in order to maintain the desired
quality;
To provide guidance to City decision-makers in the review of future development projects in the
Specific Plan area; and
To formulate concise development guidelines for the various land uses within the Specific Plan
area.

Application

These guidelines shall form the basis and criteria for the evaluation of plans and specifications submitted
for review and approval by the City of Arroyo Grande. All development plans, architectural and landscape
architectural plans, and related graphic designs shall comply with these guidelines. In addition, to the
provisions in these guidelines, all regulations, requirements, standards, specifications, mitigation measures,
conditions of approval, as of the effective date (e.g., approval of vesting tentative tract maps), shall apply.
The sketches and graphic representations contained herein are a conceptualization only and are being
provided as general visual aids in understanding the basic intent of the guidelines. These guidelines are
intended to provide a variety of choices and encourage creativity. In addition, and similar to the intent of
the City’s historic district guidelines, noted below, these guidelines are not intended to dictate preconceived
or uniform design solutions, but to assist design professionals, developers, and decision-makers to maintain
and enhance the aesthetic community character.
The Specific Plan references the City’s Design Guidelines and Standards for Historic Character Overlay
District (D-2.4). While the Specific Plan Subarea 2 and Subarea 3 are not located or mapped within the
noted District, the intent of referencing the City’s guidelines is to “increase visual elements that buildings
have in common, and stress a “sense of fit” for both new and renovated buildings.”
The Design Guidelines and Standards for Design Overlay District (D-2.11) – Traffic Way and Station Way
(Amended by City Council Resolutions No. 4480 and No. 4566) are included in the Specific Plan for
reference. These guidelines modify the Design Guidelines and Standards for Design Overlay District D2.11 specifically for Subarea 1.
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III.

Architectural Guidelines

The East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan Design Guidelines will assure the differentiation and uniqueness of
the Subarea 1, Subarea 2 and Subarea 3 neighborhoods, which embody individual design characteristics,
while preserving the overall character and sense of place in the context of their adjacency to the Historic
District.

A. Traffic Way Mixed Use Architecture (Subarea 1)
The Design Guidelines and Standards for Design Overlay District D-2.11 – Traffic Way and Station Way
are modified herein to allow for additional design flexibility and to recognize the property’s context within
and its adjacency to the residential neighborhood. All other D-2.11 guidelines and standards shall apply.
1. TRAFFIC WAY – Purpose of the Design Overlay District
Subarea 1 shall utilize an architectural style that incorporates and balances elements of residential design
while acknowledging the commercial nature of uses allowed in the Traffic Way Mixed Use zoning district.
These features include, but are not necessarily limited to, porches and/or decks, pitched roofs, exposed
wood details, appropriate fenestration, pedestrian level material, and human scale articulation.
2. Building Design
Subarea 1, located on Traffic Way at East Cherry Avenue, shall incorporate building material textures and
colors, as well as an overall architectural character that reflect typical residential design elements and
judiciously borrows from the Historic Character Overlay District D-2.4 design guidelines and standards.
The architectural style shall reflect the prominence of the Traffic Way corridor as the southern gateway to
the City, reflect a modern 21st century aesthetic, while respecting the properties unique location. “Branded”
architectural styles shall be avoided and instead be replaced with an emphasis on historical context and
neighborhood compatibility.
The building orientation and design should address the desire for visibility from Traffic Way (and the
freeway), while presenting a “front porch” feeling onto East Cherry Avenue. Special attention to building
materials, color, and texture are key considerations. The use of brick or stone, textural siding (e.g.,
Hardieplanke®, Hardieshingle® and/or Hardiepanel®), and exposed wood are encouraged. The sole or
liberal use of stucco is discouraged.
Figure 1 – Subarea 1 Architectural Style
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Figure 1 – Subarea 1 Architectural Style (continued)
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B.

Village Residential Lot Standards (Subarea 2)

The following lot development guidelines are intended to enhance flexibility and encourage diversity.








Future development plans may define deviations from setbacks noted on Table 5 – Specific Plan
Village Residential (VR) District Development Standards, subject to the approval of the City.
As a rule, front yard setbacks may vary by as much as five (5) feet, and a diversity of setbacks is
encouraged. See Figures 1 and 2 for examples of varying setbacks.
Each group of four (4) adjacent houses is encouraged to have at least one (1) house whose front
yard setback differs from those of its neighbors.
A separation b at least three (3) lots on either side and across the street by two (2) lots in each
direction is required for houses with the same or very similar design when viewed from the street.
All alley-loaded houses shall be single-story, with the balance of houses to be either one- or twostory in height.
The maximum height for structures is established at 30 feet (or two-stories).
The second floor of units shall be set back from the ground floor building footprint, applicable to
both front and sides, a minimum of three (3) feet (or) shall be articulated with a front porch or
enclosed living area extending out from the front building wall plane by at least 6’ for at least
50% of the width of the front elevation. Other methods may also be used to ensure substantial
articulation for two-story single-plane walls, upon approval of the Community Development
Director.

C.

Village Residential Architecture (Subarea 2)

The purpose of the architectural guidelines section is to provide general design criteria and guidance for the
single-family residential component of the Specific Plan and achieve compatibility with the existing
residential neighborhood.

1. General Guidelines
This section of the guidelines includes design standards for residential development to avoid monotonous,
repetitive appearances. Neo-traditional elements, consistent with the Specific Plan architectural styles
described in this section, are encouraged to create a pleasant pedestrian-oriented neighborhood
environment. These elements include front porches, recessed front garages, generous street landscaping,
and pedestrian connectivity.
a. The following “appropriate” and “inappropriate” architectural massing shall determine
if a development meets the general architectural criteria.
Appropriate:





Articulation of wall planes;
Projections and recessed to provide shade and depth;
Well-defined entries; and
Traditional architectural forms.
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Figure 2 – Residential Lot Setbacks- Local Street

TYPICAL LOT
Min. Lot area = 4,752 sf
Max. Lot coverage = 2,614 sf (55%)
Open space = 2,138 sf
Vehicle circulation = - 360 sf
Min. Private open space = 1,758 sf (37%)

Typical lot size – 54’ x 88’
Front property line to porch – 8’
Front property line to house – 15’
Front property line to garage – 18’
Rear property line to garage – 5’
Rear property line to house - 10’-15’
Side property line to house – 5’

CORNER LOT
Min. Lot area = 5,192 sf
Max. Lot coverage = 2,856 sf (55%)
Open space = 2,338 sf
Vehicle circulation = - 360 sf
Min. Private open space = 1,973 sf (38%)

Typical lot size – 59’ x 88’
Front property line to porch – 8’
Property line to house - 15‘
Street side to house/porch – 10’
Side property line to garage – 20’
Side property line to house – 5’
Rear property line to house – 5’
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Figure 2 – Residential Lot Setbacks- Local Street (continued)
LOT WITH DRAINAGE EASEMENT
Min. Lot area = 5,346 sf
Max. Lot coverage = 2,940 sf (55%)
Open space = 2,406 sf
Vehicle circulation = - 360 sf
Min. Private open space = 2,046 sf (38%)

Typical lot size – 54’ x 99’
Corner lot size – 59’ x 99’
Front property line to porch – 8’
Front property line to house – 15’
Front property line to garage – 18’
Drainage easement to house - 10’-15’
Side property line to house – 5’

Figure 3 – Residential Lot Setbacks- Alley Loaded
TYPICAL ALLEY LOT
Min. Lot area = 7,038 sf
Max. Lot coverage = 3,871 sf (55%)
Open space = 3,167 sf
Vehicle circulation = -655 sf
Min. Private open space = 2,323 sf (33%)

Typical lot size – 69’ x 102’
Front property line to porch – 8’
Front property line to house – 15’
Alley to garage – 3’
Rear property line to garage – 13’
Side property line to house – 5’
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Figure 3 – Residential Alley-Loaded Lot Setbacks (continued)
CORNER ALLEY LOT
Min. Lot area = 7,038 sf
Max. Lot coverage = 3,871 sf (55%)
Open space = 3,167 sf
Vehicle circulation = - 655 sf
Min. Private open space = 2,323 sf (33%)

Corner lot size – 69’ x 102’
Front property line to porch – 8’
Front property line to house – 15’
Alley to garage – 3’
Rear property line to garage – 13’
Side property line to house – 5’

General Guidelines (continued)
Inappropriate:




Unarticulated, blank wall expanses;
“Box-like” homes without horizontal and vertical articulation; and
Steeply pitched or flat roofs (more than 10:12 or less than 2:12).

b. Horizontal and vertical variation should be appropriately implemented in order to add
richness and variety to the overall mass of the building.
c. Each home should have a well-defined entry with careful roof and façade articulation
to create visual interest and scale.
d. Homes should have “four-sided” architecture, with special attention (i.e., detailed and
articulated) to the front and side façade treatments. The balance and proportion of
window and door elements shall be such that the building is appealing on all sides.
Walls should be designed with changes in plane or other forms of articulation such as
bay windows, chimneys, trellises, or changes in materials that are authentic to the
architectural style.
e. Balconies, decks, and exterior stairs should be designed as an integral component of
the structure and reflect the specific architectural style.
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f.

In keeping with the City’s Historic District Guidelines, the following architectural
styles shall be used in the residential component of the Specific Plan. See Figures 4-7
for examples of the following architectural styles.

Bungalow – A low house, cabin or cottage of one or one-and-a-half stories, with a lowpitched gable or hipped roof, often with dormer windows, overhanging eves, exposed
rafters and beams, a prominent and usually wide front porch, typically but not always small
in square footage and frequently built of rustic or natural materials.
Craftsman – Craftsman style, also called American Craftsman or Arts and Crafts style,
was born and raised out of the English and American Arts and Crafts Movements during
the late 1800s and early 1900s. The term designates a style of architecture, interior design
and decorative arts that became the most popular style of affordable middle class homes
built in the United States between 1900 and 1930.
The following are exterior characteristic associated with this style: low-pitched, front or
side gabled roofs (sometimes clipped or hipped), dormer windows and multiple roof
planes, generously overhanging eves, exposed rafters and beams, extended rafter ends,
sometimes decoratively shaped (e.g., oriental flares), decorative braces and stickwork
under the gables, decorative attic vents in front facing gables, wood or stone siding such as
horizontal wood slats, wood shingles, cut stone cladding, generous full or partial width
front porches, porch support columns often extending to ground level (no break at the porch
floor),tapered porch columns supported by low pedestals made of stone, brick, wood or
stucco, sloping foundation walls and porch supports, stone covered foundation walls and
porch supports, stone exterior chimneys, additional trellised porches, wide exterior window
and door casing, windows with multi-paned top sashes and single-paned bottom sashes.
Spanish Revival (aka Spanish Eclectic) – Borrowing from the bungalow’s open floor
plan with its cross ventilation and easy access to outdoor spaces, this rambling style uses
walled courtyards for indoor-outdoor living. It is an organic style that lends itself to
additions and changes over time.
This style is characterized by the following exterior components: one- and two-story
asymmetrical structures, side- or cross-gabled, occasionally hipped, low pitched roofs
(typically with no overhang), tile roof, half round arches, doors, and windows, ornate tile,
wrought iron, and wood work.
Cottage – A cottage is, typically, a small house. The word comes from England where is
originally was a house that has a ground floor, with a first, lower story of bedrooms which
fit within the roof space. The word cottage is also used to mean a small old-fashioned
house, while its modern usage is usually a modest, often cozy swelling, typically in a rural
or semi-rural location.
Cottage architecture is characterized by one- and two-stories, asymmetry, cross gabled,
medium to steeply pitched roof, sometimes with clipped gables. Windows are tall, narrow
multi-light windows in bands. Chimneys can be over scaled and constructed of brick or
East Cherry Avenue Specific Plan Design Guidelines
City of Arroyo Grande, CA
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stone. Gabled, enclosed entries are common often with a catslide roof. Doors may be halfround or arched with decorative hardware. Interior rooms are cozy and irregularly shaped.
Tudor revival and English cottage are two versions of cottage architecture familiar to most.
Hollywood -Agrarian – Unlike other architectural styles, purely agrarian structures
normally arise out of utility in response to a basic agricultural need. Every part has a job.
They are pure, simple, expressive structures that use what is available. They are, by
definition, a response to their place, and in many ways, they are what contemporary
architecture ascribes to be.
Modern agrarian aka Hollywood agrarian is an intersection of modern and traditional
agrarian styles. The term “Hollywood” pays homage to the traditional driveway that
includes two paved wheel tracks each between 2.5 and 3.5 feet wide, separated by a planted
strip at least three feet wide.
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Figure 4 – Architectural Style – Bungalow
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Figure 5 – Architectural Style – Craftsman
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Figure 6 – Architectural Style – Spanish Revival
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Figure 7 – Architectural Style – Cottage
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Figure 8 – Architectural Style – Hollywood Agrarian
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Figure 9 – Interpretation of Architectural Style – Bungalow
STREET LOADED LOT

FRONT FACADE

REAR FACADE
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Figure 10 – Interpretation of Architectural Style – Craftsman
ALLEY LOADED LOT

FRONT FACADE

REAR FAÇADE
Privacy fence not shown for clarity
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Figure xx – Interpretation of Architectural Style – Spanish Revival
[no image available for draft]
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Figure 12 – Interpretation of Architectural Style – Cottage
REVERSE CORNER LOT

FRONT FACADE

REAR FACADE
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Figure 13 – Interpretation of Architectural Style – Hollywood Agrarian
STREET LOADED LOT

FRONT FACADE

REAR FACADE
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Figure 14 – Visual Simulations and Renderings
VISUAL SIMULATIONS OF EAST CHERRY AVENUE & RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
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RENDERINGS OF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
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RENDERINGS OF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT (continued)
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D.

Village Mixed-Use Architecture (Subarea 3)

The purpose of the mixed-use section of these design guidelines is to provide principles of design which
will help to inform and guide new construction and renovation that continues to be integrated and in
harmony with the greater City of Arroyo Grande’s rural farming history and residential community.

1. General Architectural Design Guidelines
Buildings and landscape in Subarea 3 of the Specific Plan will take their cues from the traditional
Japanese art, called wabi-sabi, of finding beauty and tranquility in subtle details of everyday life and in
nature. It is not a style but a sensibility in design. These design principles will be integrated with
massing which typifies the rustic grace of traditional vernacular farming building in the surrounding
California rural areas. See Figure 8 for examples of the design principles of wabi-sabi.
a. Principles of wabi design focus on a humble and simple aesthetic that strives for
harmony and balance with landscape and weather.
Some words to describe this design principle are: asymmetry (being informed by site
and site conditions), roughness/irregularity (integration of nature), simplicity/economy
(sustainable building systems), modesty and tranquility (meditative space) and an
overall connection with the landscape (indoor/outdoor integration of space.)
Typical elements include: simple roof lines, straightforward building massing, an
emphasis on the integration of landscape with building forms and views, and material
simplicity of the structures which promotes integration within the overall extents of the
property. Building openings should be designed to maintain connection with the
surrounding landscape. Historical or stylistic ornament should be de-emphasized in
favor of a rural vernacular, which manifests itself in useful, clear and less
monumentalized building elements.
b. Principles of sabi design acknowledge natural processes of aging and changes in both
objects and materials.
Some words to describe this design principle are: earthy (colors and materials drawn
from nature), warm (meant to age), weathering/patina (materials that age well
overtime), imperfect (materials take on new colors and textures as they age), seasonal
(celebrates forms that represent change through time.)
Typical landscape elements such as fences, walls, minor structures and vegetation are
considered a part of a whole and not as separate unrelated elements. Materials should
be expressed in a plain, simple and natural manner.
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Figure 15 – Design Principles of Wabi-Sabi

Asymmetry;
Imperfect

Roughness/Irregularity;
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Figure 15 – Design Principles of Wabi-Sabi, (Continued)

Connection with the Surrounding Landscape

Tranquility;
Seasonal Change through Time

Straightforward Building Massing;
Material Simplicity

Simple Roof Lines;
Warm (meant to age)
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E.

Landscape Architectural Design (All Subareas)

In keeping with the architectural standards for the residential and mixed-use components for the subareas
outlined in these guidelines, the landscape character shall be designed and implemented to enhance the
diverse motifs. Hardscape elements (e.g., walks, walls, overhead structures, etc.) and plantings shall be
combined to create a harmonious and unifying framework. The intention is to design the landscape
components of the projects as an inherent and integral part of the overall site and building design.
Fundamental to the landscape architectural design criteria is the need for the garden design to reflect the
architectural elements of each home, and to harmonize with the native terrain and natural beauty of the
existing setting. Hardscape materials that recall the individual architectural style and related details, and
plant material indigenous to the area is encouraged.
The landscape architectural guidelines are based upon the following objectives.








Preserve and enhance natural open space, where feasible, as it plays a significant role in establishing
the character of the neighborhood and community. In preserving the natural landscape, plant
selection shall be carefully chosen to avoid non-native invasive species.
Create a “sense of place” that fits within the context of the neighborhood, while creating attractive,
useful “outdoor rooms” for residents of both subareas and visitors.
Create an attractive streetscape along East Cherry Avenue and internal streets that enhances the
pedestrian experience.
Acknowledge the cyclical nature of droughts in California and respond using native and/or nonnative drought tolerant plant species with special attention to grouping plant material by exposure
and water needs.
Promote water conservation and management practices consistent with other sensible practices
regarding energy conservation, soil regeneration, integrated pest management, mulching and
species diversity.

1. Hardscape Elements
Hardscape elements should be carefully planned in conjunction with the site plan, architectural style and
planting plan to work functionally and complement the aesthetics of the proposed home and/or structures.
a. Walls and Fences. Walls and fences should be considered as an extension of the
architecture of the residence. They should serve to make a transition between the
mass of the architecture and the natural forms of the site. All walls and fences should
be designed to be compatible with the total surrounding environment and should not
block natural views. Fences and walls should be considered as design elements to
enclose and define courtyards, to extend and relate the building forms to the
landscape, as well as to assure security and privacy elements. Screening with trees
and/or shrubs shall be encouraged wherever possible.
b. Retaining Walls. An effort should be made in the individual lot grading design to
minimize the use of retaining walls. If retaining walls are required, they should be
constructed of materials that complement or match those used on the residence and
be screened or softened by the use of plant material.
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c. Walks and Patios. All walks and patios should blend with the architecture of the
home. In that context, use of materials that are reflective of the architectural style are
encouraged. Other materials that would be acceptable include exposed aggregate,
stamped and/or colored concrete or interlocking pavers. A combination of these
materials is also acceptable if used with constraint. Large areas of untextured and/or
uncolored concrete and decomposed granite will not be acceptable.
d. Pools/Spas. The location of pools, spas and water features should address
relationships between indoor and outdoor features, setbacks, wind, sun orientation
and site terrain. The size and shape of swimming pools, spas and/or water features
should be carefully considered to achieve a feeling of compatibility with the
surrounding natural features and man-made elements. Pools, spas, water features and
associated equipment enclosures must be architecturally related to the house and
other structures in their placement, mass and detail. Siting of these elements must be
screened from adjacent home sites.
e. Solid Waste and Recyclables. In single family residential projects, the following
standards shall apply.
i.
Interior Storage: The garage unit shall be designed and constructed to a minimum
of 22- feet by 20-feet and include adequate storage space for at least three (3)
96-gallon waste wheelers. The minimum space required shall be 92-inches wide
by 36-inches deep by 6-feet tall.
ii.
Exterior Storage: Adequate storage space shall be constructed to house three (3)
96-gallon waste wheelers at a location that is not visible from the public
thoroughfare and behind the front line/façade of the building.

FRONT LOT

ALLEY LOT
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In commercial and multi-family projects, trash enclosure locations and sizes should
be coordinated with the local solid waste hauling company. The design of trash
enclosures should complement the architectural style of adjacent buildings and
include the following components.
iii.
Walls: The area shall be enclosed with masonry walls, which may be finished
with stucco to complement the architectural style and materials of other on-site
buildings. The wall shall be at least 6-feet or the height of the bin enclosure door
in the closed position, whichever is greater.
iv.
Concrete Pad, Apron & Curb Wheel Stop: The bin enclosure should be paved
with a minimum of 6-inch thick reinforced concrete. Interior grade shall not
exceed 1%. A 10-inch high by 6-inch deep concrete curb shall be poured at the
base of both side walls and up against the pedestrian access or against the rear
wall within the enclosures. A concrete apron shall be poured at the enclosure
entry and be a minimum of 15-feet deep by a minimum of 6-inches wider than
the enclosure.
v.
Gates: A pair of gate-type swinging doors, fabricated in steel and wide enough
to allow proper servicing of containers shall be provided. The opening shall be
at least 7-feet 8-inches wide with the doors open.
vi.
Enclosure Overhead: Based upon the new post-construction stormwater
management requirements, a solid roof shall be designed and constructed. The
roof structure should complement the architectural style of the roof style and
pitch of adjacent buildings.
f. Mailboxes. Mailboxes for single-family residential and multi-family residential
projects shall be located in coordination with the United States Postal Service
(USPS). USPS requisite mailboxes shall be enclosed in an easily accessible and
attractive enclosure. Enclosures shall be designed to complement the architectural
style, colors and materials of adjacent structures.

SAMPLE
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g. Exterior Lighting. Lighting shall be used to enhance the overall design concept and
architectural style of the home in an aesthetically pleasing manner. Fixtures should be
chosen to complement the architectural style of the individual homes. To avoid light
spill and glare, exterior lighting shall be shielded and directed downward to eliminate
bright spots and glare sources. All light conduit and fixtures must be as
inconspicuous as possible.
2. Planting Elements
The planting design shall be prepared by a licensed landscape architect to ensure cohesive design which
relates to the scale and character of the specific architectural style. Individual residential landscape designs
may be prepared by a landscape designer, horticulturist, or licensed landscape contractor.
Recommendations regarding plant species to be used in the landscape are included in the attached plan list.
Individual landscape plans will necessarily differ due to the lot size and configuration, site plan,
architectural style, and homeowner criteria, but should generally follow these guidelines.
The landscape palette should be dominated by native California plant material and/or non-invasive drought
tolerant species. Other varieties of trees, shrubs and ground covers should be selected to complement the
character established by the specific tree plantings. Also refer to the City of Arroyo Grande – Parks
Division Tree List. Edible landscaping within private yards is encouraged.
Subarea 1 – The planting concept for this commercial development shall be designed to incorporate a multilayered vegetative screen along the north (East Cherry Avenue), east (project collector – Road ‘A’) and the
southerly property lines (adjacent to the existing mobile home park and commercial uses). Planting along
Traffic Way shall introduce street trees, adequately screen the parking field, not impact proper site distance
for the project’s ingress/egress, and provide a supporting role for proposed signage.
The following list of plants is neither exhaustive nor comprehensive, but has been selected to generally
provide guidance and to complement and best represent the design intent for choosing appropriate plantings.
Trees
Botanical Name

Common Name

Acer macrophyllum

Bigleaf Maple

Arbutus menziesii

Madrone

Arbutus unedo

Strawberry Tree

Cercis occidentalis

Western Redbud

Lynothamnus f. asplenifolius

Catalina Ironwood

Platanus racemosa

California Sycamore

Quercus agrifolia

Coast Live Oak

Umbellularia californica

California Bay
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Shrubs – Background and Perimeter
Botanical Name

Common Name

Arctostaphylos sp.

Manzanita

Carpenteria californica

Bush Anenome

Ceanothus sp.

California Lilac

Fremontodendron cvs

Flannel Bush

Garrya elliptica

Silk Tassel

Heteromeles arbutifolia

Toyon

Mahonia aquifolium

Oregon Grape

Myrica californica

Pacific Wax Myrtle

Rhamnus californica

Coffeeberry

Ribes sanguineum cvs

Gooseberry

Sambucus caerulea

Elderberry

Shrubs – Understory and Ground Covers
Botanical Name

Common Name

Arctostaphylos sp.

Manzanita

Baccharis pilularis cvs

Coyote Bush

Ceanothus sp.

California Lilac

Cistus cvs

Rockrose

Correa cvs

Australian Fuchsia

Heuchera sp.

Coral Bells

Mahonia repens

Creeping Mahonia

Ribes viburnifolium

Evergreen Current

Rosa californica

California Rose

Rosmarinus o. prostratus

Prostrate Rosemary

Salvia sp. & cvs

Sage

Sollya heterophylla

Australian Bluebells

3. Maintenance and Preservation of Existing Oak and Other Tree Species
An emphasis has been placed on a conceptual design of the residential subdivision and mixed-use projects
(lot layout and grading), so that existing healthy trees that occur on site can be preserved. While additional
efforts should be employed to maintain and preserve existing trees, should a tree removal be required, this
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will be reviewed and approved by the City Arborist and/or other responsible advisory body. Care must be
taken during construction to avoid impacts to existing trees. The native oaks (Quercus agrifolia) are
particularly sensitive to development. The following measures shall be employed to protect the existing
oaks.
a. The development on the lots should be designed to avoid as much grading around oaks
as possible. The best advice is not to tamper with the natural grade around oak trees,
especially within the dripline. Retaining walls may be necessary for cut and fill areas.
The disturbed areas should be stabilized as much as possible with vegetative cover. If
the slopes cannot be stabilized, construction of retaining walls may be necessary.
h. Autos, trucks and machinery should not be parked or driven under the trees during the
development and construction phase of the subdivision. To assure this be the case, a
temporary barrier should be placed at the edge of the canopy of the protected areas on
the lots until construction is completed.
i.

Paving under oaks or in their root zone should be avoided, especially if it is an
impervious material like asphalt or concrete. Impervious paving prevents water
percolation and gas exchange into the soil and will result in the early death of the oak
tree. If paving is unavoidable, the developer should consider using a paving material
that is porous, such as bricks with sand joints, open bricks, gravel, cobbles, etc. This
will allow some water penetration and gas exchange. Also, one must be very careful
that proper drainage is maintained, and water is not allowed to pool around the tree.
j. Care should be taken to make sure that all drainage and drainage ditches from the site
are such that water does not accumulate under the dripline of the oak trees. Soil under
the oaks should be well drained but not excessively drained. Change in drainage
patterns around the oaks should be avoided.
k. Whenever possible, trenching should be outside the dripline and root zone of the trees.
If trenches must be dug under oak trees, every effort should be made to put all pipes,
utilities, etc. in one trench rather than digging multiple trenches. If a significant section
of the root system is disrupted, careful pruning of a proportional number of branches
may reduce the impact. Follow the following procedures for trenching.


Trenching in the root zone should be avoided if possible. One good alternative to
trenching is to place utilities in a conduit that is bored or tunneled through the soil.
If trenching is unavoidable, try to place all utilities in one trench to avoid digging
multiple trenches.



Trenching and other soil disturbance during the summer months, and especially
during periods of drought, can severely impact oak trees. Prior to invading the
root zone, it will be necessary to water the root zone area of the affected trees the
length of the trench. This will not only help a generally stressed tree, but it will
also provide more favorable conditions for the growth of new roots to compensate
for the roots that will be lost during the disturbance.



Trenching under the canopy of the trees and as well as just outside the dripline
(within 5 feet of the dripline) should be by auguring or by hand trenching. If roots
over one-inch in diameter are encountered, these roots shall be preserved without
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injury if possible. No machine trenching should be allowed within 5 feet of the
trees' dripline.


When trenching occurs in the root zone, roots shall not be ripped but shall be
cleanly cut along the sides of the trench. Braided remains of exposed roots shall
not be left dangling. They will be cleanly pruned back to 1-2 inches of the soil
line. If trimming of larger roots is unavoidable, they should be cleanly cut or
sawed. If there is a lateral root, the cut shall be made outside the lateral root if
possible.



All exposed roots shall be covered with wet burlap (or a suitable substitute) and
kept moist until the soil is returned.



All soil removed during trenching shall be stockpiled in an orderly fashion so that
it can be replaced and tapped down in the same relative position in the trench's soil
profile after the sewer and other utilities have been installed. It is important that
the topsoil be the top layer.



All excavated soil must be replaced and tapped down in the trench so that no fill
remains under the dripline of the trees and the grade has been restored to its predisturbance condition.



No significant change in drainage around the oak trees as a result of the trenching
shall occur. Excessive drainage will reduce the amount of water available to the
trees. Entrapment of water in the root zone can lead to root rot or crown rot. This
will be especially important if there are changes in grade near the trees or the need
to construct retaining walls because of fill or cut slopes near the trees. If fill areas
are needed, a drainage system may be necessary to assure proper drainage from
under the oaks.



After the trench is filled, irrigate the area under the dripline so that water penetrates
down to the depth of the bottom of the trench.



Cover the top of the trench will natural litter collected from the surrounding oak
woodland and revegetate with plants native and indigenous to the area making sure
they do not require summer irrigation. Watering soil under coast live oaks in the
summer will eventually result in root rot and death of the trees.



Pruning of trees, especially large coast live oaks, should be avoided if possible
except in cases where root damage require it. All pruning shall be kept to a
minimum. Should pruning of oaks trees is require, it shall be performed by a
qualified arborist.



Construction activities should be carried out in such a way that sediments and
debris do not wash into the creek channels. All ground disturbance activities
should occur during the dry season if possible.
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4. Prohibited Plant Material
Invasive, non-native species shall be prohibited from use (e.g., Cortaderia selloana/Pampas Grass; Vinca
minor and Vinca major/Periwinkle; Eucalyptus sp.; Acacia sp./Acacia; Carpobrotus edulis/Ice Plant;
Cynodon dactylon/Bermuda Grass; Pennisetum setaceum/Fountain Grass, Arundo donax/Giant Reed; Stipa
tenuissima/Mexican Feather Grass)

5. References
Landscape Plants for California Gardens, Bob Perry (Land Design Publishers, 2010)
The Dry Gardening Handbook, Oliver Filippi (Thames & Hudson, 2008)
The New Sunset Western Garden Book, (Sunset Books, 2012)

6. Irrigation Requirements
Supplemental irrigation is required to establish and maintain landscape plantings on each lot. Automatic
irrigation systems shall be designed to use low-flow spray heads, drip-type emitters, or a combination
thereof. The irrigation system shall be designed in accordance with all local and state laws, rule and
regulations governing or relating to irrigation systems. The system shall additionally be designed to meet
all water conservation practices required by the City of Arroyo Grande.
The irrigation system shall include and consider the following components:
a. Automatic Weather-based Controller with Weather Sensors - Automatic irrigation
controllers shall be capable of at least two separate programs with at least three start
times for each program. Controllers shall be programmed for regular operation to
occur during the evening between the hours of 8:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. Controllers
shall be programmed to provide the minimum amount of water for healthy plant
growth, and to use multiple start times for dividing up run times to allow water to
penetrate the soil effectively to prevent runoff. Programming shall be adjusted on a
regular basis in response to seasonable and micro-climatic conditions.
l. Backflow Prevention Device - Backflow prevention assemblies shall be installed in
accordance with local codes and screened from view as much as possible by
landscape design features.
m. Electric Control Valves - Hydro-zones shall be developed with consideration for
similar plant water use requirements (i.e., lawn separated from shrub and
groundcover zones), and similar irrigation equipment uses (i.e., spray sprinkler
separated from rotary sprinkler; rotary zones and spray zones separated from drip
zones).
n. Pressure Regulation - Water pressure shall be regulated if necessary to efficiently
operate the equipment installed.
o. Sprinklers - Low-flow spray or rotary-type sprinklers shall be used where
appropriate. Soil types and infiltration rates shall be considered (and controller
programming adjusted) to avoid runoff and ponding.
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p. Xerigation - The use of drip-type irrigation systems shall be considered where
appropriate and consistent with hydrozones. Components may include pressure
regulators, in-line filters, polyethylene tubing, and barbed emission devices.
q. System Maintenance - All irrigation systems shall be monitored on a regular basis; not
less than once every two weeks during peak season operation, and not less than once
per month during off- season operation. Maintenance monitoring shall include a valveby-valve system observation sequence, with necessary adjustments or repairs noted
and corrected. Seasonable programming adjustments shall be made at each monitoring
session as well.
7. Low-Impact Development Requirements
Low impact development (LID) is a radically different approach to conventional stormwater management.
LID enhances the ability to protect surface and ground water quality, maintains the integrity of aquatic
living resources and ecosystems, and preserves the physical integrity of receiving streams.
LID can achieve stormwater control through the creation of a hydrologically functional landscape that
mimics the natural hydrologic regime. This objective is accomplished by:






Minimizing stormwater impacts to the extent practicable. Techniques include reducing
impervious surfaces, conserving natural resources and ecosystems, maintaining natural
drainage courses, reducing use of pipes, and minimizing clearing and grading.
Providing runoff storage measures dispersed uniformly throughout a site's landscape
with the use of a variety of detention, retention, and runoff practices. Maintaining
predevelopment time of concentration by strategically routing flows to maintain travel
time and control the discharge.
Utilizing pollution prevention measures and maintaining on-lot hydrologically
functional landscape management practices.
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